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ABSTRACT 

Increased global competition is fueling a movement towards semi-autonomous 

or "self -managing" business teams. At the same time, the ability to interconnect 

computers has provided a technological base for increased computer support of 

business teams. A flexible system should accommodate a wide variety of group and 

task characteristics in both face-to-face and geographically-dispersed environments. 

An architecture for a system named TEAMWORK is developed that provides flexible 

support for business teams. System functions are organized into six configurable 

components, audio processing, video processing, text processing, graphic processing, 

data management, and numeric processing, collectively addressing a wide spectrum of 

group tasks. 

TeamWriter is a highly configurable text processing tool implemented to 

represent and partially evaluate one aspect of TEAMWORK's architecture. Pulldown 

menus and picture buttons allow access functions. Support for a wide variety of team 

access protocols, real- and non-real-time work styles, multi-user document writing, 

brainstorming, idea consolidation, visual group dynamics, and more is included. 

Document changes appended to a centrally located server me maintain a linear 

revision history. 
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Evaluation sessions indicated participants especially liked TeamWriter's multi-

user document writing capabilities, picture buttons, authorship provisions, and 

multiple configurations. Suggestions for enhancing brainstorming and idea consolida

tion capabilities are supported by the underlying set of configurable functions and 

involve adding new interface configurations. Sessions also demonstrated that field 

testing will be needed to thoroughly evaluate TeamWriter; participants were unable to 

explore all of TeamWriter's features in the one and a half hour long evaluation 

sessions. 

Research contributions include a comprehensive team collaboration support 

system architecture, an implemented configurable text processing module suited for 

further evaluation, implementation methods, and insight into the functional require

ments of a team collaboration support system. Future research directions include 

field testing TeamWriter, implementing and evaluating the numeric processing 

module, and investigating non-hierarchical, iconic interfaces to TeamWriter sections. 

As audio, video, and high speed LAN technology become available, prototypes 

investigating design and implementation strategies for audio, video, and graphic 

modules will be built. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Increased global competition is fueling a movement towards semi-au

tonomous or "self-managing" business teams that can increase employee 

productivity by 30% or more [Hoerr 89]. The increased use of teams is also 

changing how employees are assigned to teams; it is becoming common for 

employees to be assigned part-time to multiple projects on a temporary basis. 

At the same time, the ability to interconnect computers has provided a techno

logical base for increased computer support of business teams [Anacona & 

Caldwell 90]. 

Johansen [89] notes that different time/different place followed by 

different place/same time collaboration support are likely to be the most 

attractive form of support for business teams. An integrated approach must 

recognize the complementary nature of face-to-face and geographically-dispers

ed environments and provide flexible support for a wide spectrum of group 

and task characteristics. 
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1.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Accordil)g to Ellis, Gibbs, and Rein [91], groupware should "assist 

groups in communicating, in collaborating, and in coordinating their activities." 

They define "real-time groupware" as "groupware that specifically supports 

simultaneous activity." Software to support group work has been under 

development for nearly thirty years [Engel bart & Lehtman, 1988], but few 

systems have attempted to support workgroups having variable time and 

space constraints, and variable task requirements. 

IBM/DOS compatible pes dominant in the business community. It is 

becoming increasingly common for these desktop machines to be interconnect-

ed through local and wide area networks. Entry level pes are now capable of 

running sophisticated operating systems such as OS/2 and MS Windows. 

Systems designed to support collaborative real-time work have in the past 

been designed around UNIX or other mainframe operating systems and have 

required high-powered workstations. With pes approaching the power of 

workstations and running graphic, multi-tasking operating systems, a unique 

opportunity exists for creating a flexible, real-time, collaborative support 

system for business teams. This can be stated as: 

Call a j7I!J:ible, real-tillle, collalJOrntive sllpport systelll hI! rieveloped to sllpport 
bllsilless teall/s? 
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Before building a flexible, real-time collaborative support system, the 

types of tasks performed by business teams must be explored and fit into the 

context of a collaboration support system. This can be stated as: 

Whnt tasks shollid be sllpported by this system nnd how shollid junctions 
sllpporting these tasks be illlplemented? 

Next, questions of the type: who can access the system, start a new task 

or project, edit a task, view a task, etc. must be addressed. These types of 

questions are referred to as team protocol issues. More formally this becomes: 

What team protocols should be slIpported for system access, sessioll illitiatioll, 
editillg, viell'illg, etc., alld hom should tlley be illlplelllellted? 

To offer fast response to participants when they lie on opposite sides of 

low bandwidth or high latency "wide area networks," WANs, a system de-

signed to aid their work must minimize the volume of network traffic among 

stations and be tolerant of lengthy delays when sending or receiving messages. 

Peer-to-peer network protocols, like TCP /IP, are commonly used to pass 

messages among users in group oriented systems [Tanenbaum 88]. In the IBM 

compatible PC/DOS world, a standardized peer-to-peer protocol has not 

appeared .. The PC netbios protocol is as close as the PC world comes to this, 

yet it is implemented differently in most vendors' LANs[Schwaderer 89, p. 5]. 
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PC file based communications provide relatively portable alternative to 

peer-to-peer messaging for DOS based networks. This is usually accomplished 

by locating common files on a shared server and letting each participant's 

station periodically poll the files to see if they contain a message relevant to 

them. Portability is achieved at the expense of increased network traffic due 

to polling and delays caused by server disk access times and data transfer 

rates. The last research question can stated as: 

Cml n file-bnsed stntioll-to-stntioll CO 111 111 1111 icn tioll nrc1litecfllre be developed 
flint effectively sllpports distribllted, renl-time collnborative work? 

1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THIS DISSERTATION 

Following this introduction, Chapter Two presents a literature review of 

the types of tasks performed by teams, coordination problems experienced by 

programming teams using code librarians (and relating these problems to team 

collaboration support systems), and existing multi-user collaboration systems. 

Chapter TI~ree explains the research methodology used in this dissertation and 

develops the conceptual framework and design of a proposed team colla bora-

tion support system. Chapter Four describes a prototype that was implement-

ed to help evaluate the research questions presented in chapter one and also 

to validate the architecture developed in chapter three. Chapter five describes 



the how t~e system was evaluated and chapter six presents the results of the 

evaluation and future research directions. 

17 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This literature review is divided into three sections. The first looks into 

the types of tasks performed by teams and the types of support needed by 

teams. The second section takes a detailed look at coordination problems 

encountered by programming teams using code librarians, relates these 

problems to teams using collaboration support systems, and winds up with a 

discussion of concurrency controls. The last section reviews existing collabora

tion support systems. 

2.1 TEAM SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 

Groups may be thought of as social aggregations having mutual aware

ness and the potential for mutual interaction among individuals [McGrath 84]. 

Teams are defined as grollps that are lIIotivated to work together towards a COIIIIIIOIi 

goaT on colllpTe:r tasks reqllirillg ollgoillg collallOmtioli [Morrison, et. al 92]. Teams 

can therefore be considered a subset of groups. Since many team tasks are 

likely to be composed of combinations of individual tasks, a review of individ

ual task studies is needed. Thachenkary and Conrath [82] developed a 

Taxonomy of Tasks; Panko [84a, 84b] defined generic office-automation 

related needs; Harris and Brightman [85] developed a vocabulary to describe 

the cognitive and non-cognitive work activities of knowledge workers; Booz, 
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Allen, and Hamilton, Inc. [in Long 87] conducted a study observing knowledge 

workers and identified several types of tasks. Hirschheim [85] presented 

several studies describing office functions and views from an office automation 

perspective. Morrison, et. al [92] integrated and extended the results of these 

studies to develop the following individual tasks: 

1. Think 
2. Tnlk 
3. Listen (nurnl cog11itio11) 
4. Observe (vis/lnl nlld/or nllrnl cognitioll) 
5. Rend 
6. Write 
7. Drnw 
8. Store Dntn 
9. Retrieve Dntn 
10. Delete Dntn 

Morrison, et. al (92] reviewed group task literature from a variety of sources 

[Hackman 76, Laughlin 80, McGrath & Altman 66, Shaw 73, Steiner 72, 

McGrath 84, DeSanctis & Gallupe 87] and applied group task characterizations 

to team tasks. Morrison, et. al found that McGrath [84] integrated group tasks 

into a group task classification model and DeSanctis and Gallupe [87] added 

task outcomes to McGrath's decision-related tasks. Table 1 from Morrison, et. 

al [92] summarizes McGrath's, and Desanctis and Gallupe's work. An interest-

ing finding of Morrison, et. aI's [92] study is that each category of group 

activity uses either all or almost all of the individual tasks. In Chapter 3 this 

finding is used when developing a set of core functions for a flexible collabora-

tive support system. 
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I Task Category II Task Types II Task Outcomes I 
Generate ~~~~~~~--------------------- _~~~~_~~_~:~~:~_r!~~~ _________ 

Creativity Novel ideas 

Choose III tell ect; ve Corr£'Ct alternative 
------------------------------ ------------------------------
Prefcrellce "Preferred" alternative 

(no ohj£'Ctive criterion 
for COrT£'Ctness exists) 

Negotinte Cogllitil'C Conflict Rl"soluLion of conflictinG 
viewroinls 

------------------------------ ------------------------------
Mixcd-Motillc Rpsolulion of conflicling 

moLives/ inll'Tl'sls 

Execute COlltcstjBattics (compclillg (not considl'Ted by 

[~~:~::~~_~~~~:~!~~:_~V ______ [Desanctis & Gallupt' R7] 
------------------------------

Performallces (task cxccutiOIl, (nol considl'Tl'd by 
strillillg for cxccllcllcc [Dl'sanrLis & Gallur<' R7] 

Table 1 - General Group Task Categories, Task Types, alld Outcomes /M~rrisoll, et. al 92/ 

2.2 TEAM COORDINATION 

Brooks [75] associates drop off in sofh\'are team productivity to prob-

lems of communication behveen team members. The more people involved, 

the more time is spent on communication. A three person team has three 

communication channels, a four person team has six, a five person team has 

ten, and the number of channels continues to grow faster than the number of 

people added to a team [Babich 86] (Figure 1). Babich suggests that Brook's 
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communication problem is really a coordination problem. He identifies the 

double maintenance, shared data, and simultaneous update, problems and 

notes they often apply to teams collaborating on other types of projects. 

3 Person Team 4 Person Team 5 Person Team 
Figure 1 - Commullication Clratllleis 

2.2.1 Double Maintenance Pa'oblem 

Babich's first rule of configuration management is that "multiple copies 

inevitably diverge!" This results in what Babich calls the double maintenance 

problem: programming errors found in one copy must be fixed in all of the 

others. For collaborative support systems, this translates to: if team members 

work on multiple copies of a document, overlap in their work is bound to 

occur and time will be lost reconciling the diverging documents. Babich 

suggests avoiding multiple copies of the same information. 
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2.2.2 Shared Data PI'oblem 

When re-framed for collaboration support systems, Babich's shared data 

problem becomes: working on a single document in a serial fashion (one team 

member at a time can modify the document) interferes with the progress of 

other team members. One common solution is to split the document into 

small files. When a team member wants to work on a section, the file is 

copied and the copy of the file is modified. After finishing, the team member 

copies the section back to the shared file. Although this is contrary to the 

prior axiom of avoiding multiple copies of the same information, Babich 

proposes minimizing conflicts by allowing just one team member at a time to 

check out a section and modify it. 

2.2.3 Simultaneous Update PI'oblem 

The simultaneous update problem arises when more than one team 

member works on the same section at the same time. If team member A 

copies a section of the document and team member B copies the same section 

before team member A finishes with it, one of them will lose their work. The 

last one to finish will copy his or her changes back to the file storing the 

document section and overwrite the first team members work. As with the 

shared data problem, this problem is avoided by allowing only one team 

member at a time to modify a section of a document. 
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2.2.4 Revision HistOl'Y 

Greif and Sarin [87] noted the importance of access to past states of 

objects which allow "users to explore alternatives and undo operations;" and 

note that when multiple users work on the same data, danger of accidental 

modification is greater and users will want to occasionally see the data in a 

stable state even when others are modifying it. Englebart [84] also noted the 

need for an easily accessible revision history. The main drawback to storing 

past states is the storage cost, however, common substructures among versions 

and methods to migrate old data to off-line storage help alleviate the problem 

[Greif & Sarin 87, Tichy 82, Katz, et. al 86]. 

A delta approach to storing revisions saves changes to a document and 

allows revisions to be re-created by applying successive changes. Forward and 

reverse deltas are possible. If forward deltas are used, changes are sequential

ly stored from older to newer versions. Generating the most recent version of 

a document using forward deltas requires reading and applying successive 

deltas until arriving at the most recent state. Reverse deltas begin from the 

most recent state of the document and apply deltas to successively regenerate 

older and older versions of the document. Reverse deltas load current ver

sions faster than forward deltas, however, reverse deltas take longer to store 

than forward deltas. 
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2.2.5 Concu .... ency Issues 

Ellis, et. al [91] noted that real-time groupware must allow other users 

to work simultaneously and view changes as they are made by other users. 

They labeled the time taken to show changes made by a user to all other users 

notification time. If notification times are long, fine grained concurrency 

schemes (e. g. show every character as it is entered or deleted by a user to all 

other users) add long delays into the system. In addition, Colab researchers 

suspected character level concurrency could impede parallel work and cause 

interference among group members [Stefik, et. al 87]. If coarser concurrency 

schemes are used, systems can be designed for IBM compatible PCs (as 

opposed to high speed workstations), can use slow LANs and possibly use 

modems for station-to-station linkages. 

The unit of work chosen for notifications, will determine whether a 

system is a real-time system. Using a text oriented example, if entire sections 

of a document could be worked on without notifying other users until work 

on the section was completed, the multi-user editor would not qualify as a 

real-time editor. If each user's changes were broadcast to others on a line 

oriented basis, this could be defined as a real-time multi-user editor. 

Team coordination grows more difficult when users are allowed to work 

simultaneously within the same sections of a document, since the potential for 
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interleaving one user's actions with another's is higher. For example, user A 

submits something just as user B deletes something. Due to interleaved actions, 

user A's work is deleted instead of the work user B intended to delete. If 

character level notifications are supported, these effects will be minimized since 

users get immediate feedback on their actions; in the example, a character would 

be deleted .. If line level notifications are used, the damage caused by interleaving 

increases; in the example, an entire line would have been lost. 

Since the focus of this research is real-time collaborative software suitable 

for business teams and since IBM compatible PCs are the current business world 

standard, collaborative software supporting this research will be designed to work 

with netvvorked IBM compatible PCs. In this environment, line level notifications 

are an attractive level of concurrency for a multi-user editor, which means 

prevention of interleaved actions should be considered. Common methods 

include locking, transaction mechanisms, turntaking protocols, centralized 

controller, dependency detection, reversible execution, and operation transforms 

[Ellis, et. al. 91]. 

2.2.5.1 Locking 

In this approach, changes to data are allowed after first obtaining a lock 

from a centralized lock server [Stefik, et. al 87]. This prevents interleaving, 

however, Ellis, et. al [91] note several problems with this approach. Requesting, 
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waiting for, and obtaining locks degrades system performance and if a user wants 

to insert a character into a line, should the character, the word, the line, or 

paragraph be locked? Finer granularity imposes less constraints on users, but 

adds more system overhead. Finally, when should locks be granted and released? 

Should users explicitly ask for locks, or should the system grant them automati-
• 

cally when the user begins typing? If locks are automatic, how are conflicts 

resolved and users notified? What can be done to free locks placed and forgotten 

by users who are no longer at their station? 

Many schemes have been developed in response to these problems. Locks 

can be released after a pre-determined period of inactivity; one or more users can 

be given the privilege of arbitrarily breaking locks placed by others; lock 

granularity can be determined by system performance; and conflicts can be 

reduced by visually indicating to others that lines are locked. It should be noted, 

that most of these schemes can be used in combinations other schemes. 

2.2.5.1.1 Roving-Locks. Denning [70] described the rovillg-locks model for 

concurrency control. This attempts to reduce delays incurred from a centralized 

lock server "by distributing the lock-granting processes along with lock 

ownership" [Stefik, et. al 87]. This model assumes that a user will work primarily 

on a subset of a database with each user's station eventually becoming responsible 

for allocating locks on this subset of data. So long as users continue working on 
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their particular subsets they will have little to no delay in acquiring locks. Delays 

will occur when they venture out of their current subset, however, and 

mechanisms must be implemented to automatically migrate lock responsibilities 

as users shift their focus of work. Stefik, et. al [87] felt this method of concur

rency control needed more experimentation before it would be practical. 

2.2.5.2 Trqnsaction Mechanisms 

Ellis, et. al [91] believe that transaction mechanisms (including locking) are 

viable for non-real-time groupware, but not real-time groupware,. Transaction 

mechanisms were developed primarily to answer database concurrency needs and 

try to make multi-user systems appear as single user systems to each user. 

Distributed concurrency control algorithms and timestamps are other forms of 

transaction mechanisms. Both introd uce problems to real-time groupware: 

distributed concurrency control algorithms are difficult to implement and slow 

system response time; timestamps can make the system appear to accept a user's 

actions yet later abort the action. 

While agreeing with Ellis, et. al about most transaction mechanisms, 

locking may be the best comprise for providing concurrency control and 

maintaining adequate system performance if line-level concurrency is used. The 

prototype described in Chapter Four uses this approach. 
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2.2.5.3 Turn-Taking Protocols 

Turn taking protocols require a single active user at any given time [Ellis, 

et. al 91]. Since a high degree of parallelism is desirable in a collaborative 

support system, use of these types of protocols should be minimized. Even 

collaborati~e systems, however, are likely to benefit from turn taking in certain 

circumstances. For instance, users might want to take turns controlling a group 

pointer used to highlight text or graphics while conversing during a telephone 

conference call. This implies that a collaboration support system is likely to need 

several styles of concurrency control. 

2.2.5.4 Centralized Controller (with Replication) 

This approach to concurrency control requires all user stations to have a 

complete replication of the group data. When a user makes a change to the 

group data, the change is first requested from a central controller. The station 

requesting' the change waits to see if the change is accepted. If the change is 

allowed, the central controller broadcasts it to all of the user stations (including 

the station making the change request) [Ellis, et. al 91]. 

A similar method of concurrency control can be implemented using one or 

more files located on a central file server. Users can append changes to these files 

and periodically poll the files to update locally stored images of the data. 

Conceptually the file and peer-to-peer methods are the same. Physically, 
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however, the file and polling method imposes a penalty related to the number of 

polls mad~ when no changes were noted and to the number of disk accesses 

versus main memory accesses required. Other problems inherent in either 

implementation include a central point of failure and a potential system 

bottleneck. 

A variation of the centralized controller can be effectively implemented 

without replication if a client-server architecture is used. All of the data can be 

kept on a centralized server while messages indicating screen changes are 

transmitted through a network to clients. In UNIX based systems, X-Windows 

terminals work in this fashion. 

2.2.5.5 Dependency-Detection 

Dependency detection uses timestamps to see when operations conflict. 

These are then resolved manually by the relevant users[Ellis, et. al 91, Stefik, et. 

al 87]. This approach is fast if operations aren't in conflict, however it can create 

problems within teams if team members can't agree on how to resolve the 

conflicts, and false alarms can occur if messages requesting changes from different 

users arrive out of order [Stefik, et. al 87]. 
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2.2.5.6 Reversible Execution 

Allowing actions to immediately execute while retaining enough 

information to undo the operations provides the basis for the reversible execution 

method of concurrency control. This method uses timestamps, but unlike 

dependency detection, automatically resolves conflicts. When a conflict is 

detected, one or more operations are undone, re-ordered, and re-executed. This 

can be disconcerting when effects of an operation briefly appear on a user's screen 

and later disappear [Ellis, et. al 91]. 

2.2.5.7 Operation Transformations 

Ellis, et. al [91] proprose this as an improvement to the centralized 

coordinator strategy used in Grove. They describe it as a dependency-detection 

method with automatic conflict resolution. Unlike reversible execution, however, 

operations are always ordered correctly the first time. Each station immediately 

executes a local operation and broadcasts it along with a state vector indicating 

how many operations have been recently processed from other stations. Each 

station has its own internal state vector which is compared with incoming state 

vectors. If the incoming and internal state vectors are the same the operation is 

executed; if not, it is transformed before execution. The transform varies with 

the operation type and past operations [Ellis & Gibbs 89]. 
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2.3 EXISTING SYSTEMS AND ARCHITECTURES 

Existing coIlaboration support applications tend to exclusively support 

tasks such as document editing, CES [Greif & Sarin 87] and Quilt [Leland, et. al 

88]), graphic drawings, MBLINK [Sarin & Greif 85]), data management, gIBIS 

[Conklin & Begeman 88], Lotus Notes [Lauriston 90, Reddy 90], and TEIES 

[Turoff, et. al 89]), or decision making, Capture Lab [Mantei 88],and VisionQuest 

[Higgins, 91, Nagasundaram & Wagner 91]). Colab [Stefik, et. al 87], SAMM 

[Dickson, et. al 90], and GroupSystems [Nunamaker, et. al 91] have features for 

supporting tasks within more than one collaborative task category. 

Integrated environments such as those seen in MERMAID [Watabe, et. al 

90], TeamWorkStation [Ishii 90], and Rhapsody [Benson & Cohen 90, Reddy 90] 

provide stronger individual task support by providing concurrent access to 

individual applications such as word processors, graphics editors, and databases 

within collaboration tasks. 

Knister and Prakash [90] have developed a toolkit, DistEdit, that enables 

developers to turn existing text editors and word processors into multi-user 

applications. Their approach allows one user to modify or point to parts of the 

document while others observe. A floor passing mechanism is included to allow 

other users to have access to the document. 
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A number of researchers have developed architectures to support 

multi-user collaborative support systems. The MMConf project's [Crowley, 

Milazzo, Baker, Forsdick, & Tomlinson 90] goals included supporting shared, 

highly interactive, real-time applications operating across wide area networks 

with a wide range of bandwidth and latency characteristics. They used a 

replicated architecture keeping copies of applications and data stored on local 

Unix workstations and apparently used a central coordinator strategy to ensure 

synchronization of the local stations. Rendezvous [Patterson J.F. & Meeks W.S 90] 

uses X Window terminals connected to a centralized process that controls the 

application. Lauwers c.J., et. al [90] point out that replicated architectures 

provide superior response time and reduced network load at the expense of 

additional synchronization problems. They present several methods to overcome 

the synchronization problems and discuss methods to make non-conference aware 

applications "conference aware" through the use of a shell that interacts with the 

application. They note, however, that without minor modifications, non-confer

ence aware applications can't ensure synchronization. 

The following sections describe selected collaborative support systems in 

greater detail. Station-to-station communications, concurrency controls, access 

controls, system architectures, and purpose of the systems will be described when 

this can be determined from literature or personal experience. 
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2.3.1 AI'izona G.·oupSystems 

Arizona GroupSystems was developed jointly by the University of 

Arizona's MIS deparhnent and by Ventana Corporation. A wide variety of 

collaboration support tools are included in this system that are intended primarily 

for synchronous use in a decision room. Grollp Olltliller and Grollp Writer are text 

oriented tools using file-based communications that influenced the design of the 

prototype described in chapter five and will be described. 

Group Outliner organizes multiple, editable files into a hierarchical index 

or outline ~tructure. When users select an outline entry, the current contents of 

the file for that entry are entered into a shared group viewing window and a text 

editor is displayed below the shared view. Users can see additions from other 

users appended to the shared group comments. They add comments from their 

text editing window which appear in the shared view after a user explicitly 

submits the comment. 

Group Writer organizes a document into sequential sections (one index 

level is supported). One user at a time can lock a section and enter text into that 

section. Other users don't see changes until the user working in a section submits 

his or her work. 
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Group Outliner is used for brainstorming and organizing ideas into an 

outline type of format. Group Writer is used for collaborative document creation. 

Neither is a real-time collaboration support system since they require users to 

work on an index or document section without notifying others of changes until 

finished (each section can contain many lines of text). They have both been used 

effectively for their respective purposes, however, and since they were available 

for test purposes, provided a starting point for developing a real-time system. 

2.3.2 MULE - Multi-Usel' Line Editol' 

Mule is a group text editor developed by Mark Pendergast [90] to 

demonstrate peer-to-peer communications on an IBM-PC oriented LAN. A 

central coordinator strategy is followed, with the first station retrieving a 

document by default becoming the central coordinator. Line level locking and 

character level notifications are used. All changes are sent to the central 

coordinator which inserts them into the document (kept in main memory) and 

then broadcasts the changes to all active stations. No provisions are included for 

changing the central coordinator during a session and no automatic backups are 

maintained. 
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2.3.3 CES - Collabo.·ative Document Editing System 

CES is a distributed, collaborative document editing system designed for 

coauthors working synchronously or asynchronously [Greif & Sarin 87]. 

Documents are arranged in sections that can be checked out (locked) by one 

person at a time and then modified. Other users can observe, but not edit, locked 

sections through periodic updates as changes are made. Greif and Sarin [87] refer 

to this as a degraded real-time form of conferencing. 

CES uses "tickle locks" to ensure that sections of a document are not held 

if a user acquires a lock and leaves for the day (or month, etc.). After a specified 

period of inaction, these locks are automatically released. Greif and Sarin [87] 

don't specify whether the station holding the lock must also handle the automatic 

release of the lock, if so, this method fails when a station crashes. 

Although many operating systems provide read, write, and execute 

permissions for groups and the general public, Greif and Sarin [87] found this 

insufficient when implementing their multiuser systems. They implemented 

access controls through their programs that were independent of operating system 

file access mechanisms. They used operating system access controls that were 

weak enough to allow all operations available from an application to any users. 

As a result their files were completely unprotected at the operating system level 

and anyone bypassing their applications could access and modify their files. 
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2.3.4 gIBIS - Gl'aphical Issue Based Info Systems 

Conklin and Begeman [88] developed a team oriented hypertext system for 

system designers called gIBIS. A relational DBMS was used to store data and 

provide concurrency control. A notification layer was added to the DBMS to 

track modifications to the database and automatically send notifications to users. 

Data stored outside the DBMS could be accessed through pointers stored in the 

DBMS consisting of fuJI pathnames to the data and to the application needed to 

display the data. 

gIBIS, generally succeeded in allowing users to express themselves in a 

semi-structured way, however, subdividing "vague, confused, or shifting" 

thoughts was difficult. It was also discovered that users occasionally found 

unanticipated paths through gIBIS that did not logically flow from one node to 

the next. As an example, a single data node may have multiple links to other 

data nodes. If a user is allowed to leave that data node and visit any of the other 

linked nodes, this problem can occur. In more detail, user 1 links node A to node 

B not knowing (or caring) that node B is also linked to many other nodes. User 

2 follows the link from A to B not knowing that user 1 intended to go no farther 

that node B. User 2 then follows another link from B to Z and finds Z to have 

no context to B as related to A. 
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2.3.5 GROVE - Group Outline Viewing Editol' 

GROVE was developed at the Microelectronics and Computer Technology 

Corporation "MCC" Grove is a real-time, keystroke level concurrency, group 

editor implemented in a SUN workstation environment using a replicated 

architecture with a centralized coordinator to serialize operations, Users are 

allowed to enter text anywhere within a document. If used in a distributed 

setting, telephone conference calls provide a secondary communication channel 

and member participation is indicated by photographs of active members placed 

at the bottom of each users' screen. Access controls can prevent specified users 

from modifying portions of the document. 

The. description of GROVE implies it can be used both synchronously and 

asynchronously, however, it apparently was used primarily in a synchronous 

fashion. Observations showed that synchronously working users quickly learned 

to work together even though no locks were used and they could work anywhere 

in the document. 

Both face-to-face usage and distributed usage of the system was monitored. 

This allowed Ellis, et. al [91] to compare these environments. They found that 

working in a distributed environment allowed participants to easily access books 

and files in their offices and use this information during a session. It was easier 

for distributed participants to temporarily drop out of the current topic and work 
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on something else than for face-to-face participants, and this enhanced parallelism 

in the work. Discussions were more difficult forcing people to be polite to avoid 

cutting off remarks and and in turn, avoid being cut off (this was considered as 

an unexpected benefit). Distributed workers had to work harder to focus on the 

group task and felt that it took longer to accomplish these tasks than in a face-to

face setting. Offsetting this, social interaction ( in particular nontask-related 

interaction) was reduced and people seemed to focus on the task immediately 

possibly gaining efficiency from this. 

2.3.6 MERMAID - Distributed Desktop Conferencing System 

The Multimedia Environment for Remote Multiple Attendee Interactive 

Decision-making system or "MERMAID" is designed to provide "an environment 

for widely distributed participants, seated at their desks, to hold real-time 

conferences by interchanging information through video, voice, and multimedia 

documents" [Watabe, et. al 90]. Remote UNIX clients and servers are linked with 

two ISDN B channels (64kbps each) and one D channel (16kbps). One B channel 

transmits voice and the other transmits video images. Local clients and servers 

are connected with a 10mbps LAN. 

Five UNIX servers provide service to each UNIX client. The servers 

specialize in conference management, conference information, file retrieval and 

storage, local communication, and multi-domain communication. The conference 
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management server controls creating, opening, and dosing conferences; joining 

and leavin~, floor requesting and passing, and conference status. The conference 

information server "provides information on conferences which have been held, 

are yet to be held, or are currently being held." 

Shared windows display video images of text, graphics, hand drawn 

figures, etc. Floor holders control what is displayed in this window. The video 

window shows active participants using real-time live images (not snapshots) and 

can also be used to display objects to participants. The status window shows still 

images of participants, shows who has the floor for manipulating shared 

windows, and the chairperson. Shared group pointers are used to bring elements 

in the shared windows to others attention. 

The use of multiple servers kept system response fast even with large 

numbers of users (the actual numbers were not specified). Voice transmission 

delays were negligible, however, low spoken words were often lost and it was 

sometimes difficult to determine who was speaking. Video was effective at 

showing participants faces, but the 64kbps video transmission capacity was 

insufficient for transmitting dear images of hand held documents or other objects. 

The authors felt that at least 384kbps capacity would be needed for distinguishing 

between moving objects. Handwriting was used often and some participants 

rarely touched a keyboard. Telepointing was useful for focusing attention to 
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objects on a screen, but although available at a]] time to a]] participants, was 

norma]]y used only by the current floor holder. 

A variety of floor passing modes are available. The designation mode 

requires the chairperson to choose the next floor holder, the baton mode a]]ows 

the current floor holder to choose the next floor holder, first-come-first-served 

passes the floor in the order in which floor requests are received, and the free 

mode a]]ows a]] participants to simultaneously have floor privileges. It was 

found that when persons of nearly equal rank met, the baton and first-come-first

served modes were normally used, the designation mode was favored when 

superiors and subordinates met, and the free mode was used most often for 

brainstorming. 

Apparently MERMAID uses multiplexed images to show group views of 

text and graphic screens. No mention was made of building specific group 

aware, text or graphic applications. 

2.3.7 NLS/Augment 

The On-Line System, or NLS was developed during the mid 60s through 

70s at the Augmentation Research Center at the Stanford Research Institute and 

was intended to "auglllent individuals doing knowledge work" [Engel bart & 

Lehtman 88]. Authorship was identified as one of the primary activities to be 
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augmented and Engelbart [83] used knowledge worker and author inter-

changeably. All types of authorship were supported, but an emphasis was put 

on ensuring the system could also "allgment the development, production and 

control of complex technical documentation." 

NLS/ Augment users can jointly view files, edit files, and hold on-line 

conference.s. Provisions are included for passing shared view control. Links can 

be embedded in documents allowing users to access other documents and 

graphics from their current document (these are the pre-cursers to today's 

hyperli nks). 

Participants interface to the system using a command line language and 

either a keyboard or a special five key chording device. Engelbart [83] notes that 

experienced users can very quickly navigate through the system and files, 

however he doesn't state how long it takes to develop this level of expertise. 

Dat~ is stored in structured files containing hierarchicaIly ordered nodes 

that store text, graphics, and digitized speech. Each node can hold up to 2000 

bytes. Nodes can be rearranged and restructured, and methods are provided for 

users to jump from one node to another [Engel bart 83]. NLS/ Augment identified 

document entries by author and time, but did not keep a revision history. 
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2.3.8 Colab - Collaborative Processes Labol'atOl1' 

An experimental meeting room named Colnb was developed at Xerox 

PARC to investigate uses of electronic support for face-to-face meetings [Stefik, 

et. al 87]. Colab participants were each stationed in front of personal computers 

running the same software and linked by a local area network. Stefik, et. al 

coined the term WYSIVVIS, "what you see is what I see" to describe how meeting 

participants interacted with Colab's "public interactive windo\~s." WYSIWIS was 

relaxed to the extent that users could place public windows at different locations 

on their screens (public pointers used to focus the groups attention were 

translated into relative screen coordinates) and by allowing users to access private 

windows. 

Colab tools encouraged synchronous, parallel work and were implemented 

with the premise that parallel operations must be appropriately sized to be 

effective. Small operations were thought to be too interdependent with 

interference slowing down the work and it was thought that if operations were 

too large, . "opportunities for synergy" would be lost. [Stefik, et. al 87]. In 

particular, Stefik, et. al noted that keystroke level interactions were too small for 

effective work on a shared text. 

A variety of concurrency control methods were tried including the 

centralized controller, centralized-lock, cooperative, dependency detection, and 
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roving locks model. They settled on the cooperative model, which assumes 

conflicts will be rare and ignores them (sometimes referred to as the opportunistic 

approach). They weren't entirely satisfied with this, however, and still intended 

to try two-phased locking and time stamps. 

2.3.9 Author's Priol' DistJ'ibuted Collaboration Systems WOI'k 

The prototype described in Chapter four incorporates features developed 

earlier in a MS-DOS, text-interfaced system [Morrison, et. al 91]. This system 

supported and implemented distributed team collaboration applications in the 

areas of idea generation, idea consolidation, e-mail, and session scheduling and 

control. 

The underlying architecture specified how additional tools could be added 

to the system, and allowed users to access individual tools from within a session. 

Locking was used for concurrency control, however, the system was not real-time, 

since locks were placed on sections rather than on lines or characters. This early 

system provided a testbed for locking schemes and file-based station-to-station 

communication. Encryption was used to enforce system security. Many of the 

algorithms developed for this system were modified and used in the current 

prototype. 
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Another prototype was built that incorporated a graphic user interface 

[Morrison,' et. al 92]. This system investigated the effectiveness of graphic, 

windowed interfaces for distributed collaboration systems, and the effectiveness 

of multi-tasking between several synchronous sessions. 
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3 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Nunamaker, et. al [90] note that knowledge domains sometimes require 

a narrowly defined, single research methodology; algebraic systems are of that 

type. They found that other knowledge domains, such as medical and envi

ronmental research, are broad enough to require multiple research methodolo

gies; and that in general, applied research aimed at widely applicable concepts 

tends to require multiple approaches. They felt that lithe idea of system 

development as a research methodology fits comfortably into the category of 

applied science and belongs to the engineering, developmental, and formula

tive types of research." 

Arden [80] noted a major drive behind computing research is, "what can 

be automated and how can it be done efficiently and effectively?" Nunamaker, 

et. al [90] extended this by noting that theories determine what to automate, 

prototypes are needed to test the theories, and evaluations of the prototypes 

are needed (Figure 2). 

The literature review in section 2 provides the background material for 

the conceptual framework which is described, followed by a description of 

the architecture for a collaborative team support tool, and then a more 

detailed design for part of the overall system is presented. 
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A Multimethodological 
Approach to IS Research 

A Process for Systems 
Development Research 

Figure 2 - A Multil1letllodoiogicai Approach to IS Research 1 Nlmamaker, et. ai 901 

3.1 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The literature review in Chapter two provides insight into why real-time 

collaboration support systems have yet to make an impact on the business 

community. Existing real-time collaboration support systems have been 

designed around Unix workstations or mainframes, have focused primarily on 

synchronous sessions, and haven't been implemented for PCs. Commercial 

groupware currently being developed is aimed primarily towards OS/2 which 

is a true multitasking operating system [Reddy 90], but it isn't clear that OS/2 

will make significant inroads into the business community. 
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Users of systems such as Grove [Ellis, et. al 91] have liked the systems, 

so it appears possible that real-time distributed collaboration support systems 

will find a receptive audience if they are flexible enough to meet a variety of 

needs [Reddy 90]. In most businesses, this also means a collaboration support 

system must be able to run on IBM compatible PCS. 

A new architecture called, TEAMWORK, is proposed that will enable 

team members to work in geographically separated locations, centralized 

locations, synchronously in real-time, asynchronously, or any combination of 

these options. Without this type of flexibility, it is suspected that a real-time 

(when desired) collaborative support system will fail to gain wide spread 

acceptance among business teams. 

3.2 TEAMWORK SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

TEAMWORK was originally conceived as an architecture to integrate 

collaborative, personal, database/organizational memory, and communications 

applications (Figure 3). Figure 3 was created during the TEAMWORK idea 

generation phase and captures the fJavor of what TEAMWORK is attempting 

to accomplish. 



Personal ~pllcatlons 

Figure 3 - Early TEAfHWORK Concept 
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Since Figure 3 was developed, TEAMWORK's architecture has been re-

thought in terms of the tasks developed in Section 2.1. In Section 2.1, the list 

of individual tasks omitted numerical data processing. This is important to 

TEAI\1WORK and is added as task 11, Transform Numerical Data; to include 

any type of numerical data processing. 

Ger!1ard Schwab [91] noted that most group tasks capable of being 

supported by computers fell into the categories of either text manipulation, 
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graphic image manipulation, or numerical processing. He felt that three 

fundamental system functions were needed in a collaborative support system: 

a text editor/word processor, a paint/drawing tool, and a numerical processor 

(perhaps as a spreadsheet). 

To adequately cover the list of previously identified individual tasks 

(which are extensively used in every group task), however, three additional 

system functions were added: audio processing, video processing, and data 

management. Audio and video capabilities are a fairly recent development in 

the PC-DOS-WINDOWS environment and are now reasonable to include. 

Data management could be considered inherent in each of the previous three 

tools, however, future access to an ongoing team and organizational memory 

requires a more formal treatment. Table 2 maps these six proposed collabora

tive system functions into individual functions. 

Table 2 omits control protocols as a separate collaborative system 

function al.though as noted in Figure 3 this is an important issue. In some 

cases, control protocols will be very specific to an application, however, a 

generic subset of controls can probably be derived and added to the Table as a 

separate function. System elements such as passing floor control or session 

leader status are probably generic. Locking, however, will probably be specific 

to an application since locks will be frequently accessed and updated, and the 
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time needed to do this must be minimized to ensure adquate system perfor-

mance. Optimized application specific locking routines wi111ikely provide 

better performance than generic routines. Experimentation is needed to see if 

generic rOl;1tines can provide adequate system response. If this is possible, 

then control protocols belong in the table; if not, an argument can sti11 be made 

for including a subset of control protocols as a basic system function. 

Collabomtive System Functions Individual Tasks 

1. Audio Processing 2. Talk 
3. Listell 

2. Video Processing 4. Observe 

3. Text Processing 4. Observe 
5. Read 
6. Write 

4. Graphic Processing 4. Observe 
7. Draw 

5. Data Management 8. Store Data 
9. Retrieve Data 
10. Delete Data 

6. Numeric Processing 11. Trallsform NlImeric Data 

Table 2 - System FUllctiolls Correspolldillg to Individual Tasks 

One key to designing a system around six functions is implementing 

each of them in a highly configurable manner. Through user selectable 

configurations, each function can appear as many different tools, while from a 

design perspective, the core of each tool would be the same. Another key is 



to specify how each of the six functions can interact with each other. As an 

example, the data management function would be accessed before any other 

function stored, retrieved, or deleted data. 

This architecture would encourage a consistent interface since each 

configuration's core set of functions would behave similarly regardless of 

current configuration. Developers would benefit by writing and debugging 

complex code sections once, and re-using the sections to create new, reliable 

tools. 

3.2.1 Integ.·ation of Individual and Group Applications 
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A collaborative support system is likely to be better received if users are 

allowed to use personal applications. They should also be able to move data 

easily between personal applications and group applications. DOS doesn't 

support this (customized low level programs can be written to do this, but 

they are difficult to write and often cause problems when running with other 

low level programs), however, MicroSoft's multi-tasking Windows does. 

Windows does more than multi-task, however, a number of ways are 

included for passing data from one Windows application to another. The most 

visible and commonly used method, requires a user to cut or copy a piece of 

data into the windows clipboard (a variably sized local memory buffer) and 
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later paste the data into another windows application. Dynamic data exchange 

"DDE" and object linking and embedding "OLE" are methods for exchanging 

data established respectively with the release of Windows 3.0 and 3.1. DDE 

allows DD.E aware windows applications to dynamically pass data back and 

forth between them. OLE allows users to "embed" all or part of the data 

created in one application into another application. This embedded informa

tion can be double-clicked upon with a mouse to ca]] the application that 

created the data. Changes made in the creating application wiJ) be updated 

and shown in the applications in which they are embedded. 

Windows multi-tasking makes it simple for users to run personal 

applications at the same time as team applications, however sending data back 

and forth transparently to the user presents a problem. As an example, users 

might be ,illowed to use their own word processor rather than a word proces

sor built specifically for collaborative editing. Automatica]]y placing all or a 

selected part of a teanl document into a personal word processor is easy 

(writing a temporary file and passing it on the command line to the called 

word processor is the simplest of several ways to do this). Automatical1y 

sending the changed text back to the team application is harder. Using the 

clipboard (cut/paste, etc.) isn't transparent and forces a user to do this before 

exiting a personal application (for some users this would be acceptable, 

however, many would forget). DDE is an attractive option, but at present, 
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only high end Windows word processors support DDE. As an example of 

how this could work, however, Word for Windows supports DDE and a macro 

programming language, and allows users to replace button and menu choices 

with macros. The normal program close and exit routines could be modified 

to automatically send changes back to the team application when the user 

closed the me or exited the application. The down side to this, is that any user 

wishing to. use a personal word processor would have to install custom DDE 

macros for this, and the macro code required to anticipate unusual user actions 

would be substantial. 

OLE lacks the flexibility of DDE, however, it is evolving and at some 

time may provide useful capabilities to a team collaboration support system. 

Of particular interest are recent announcements by MicroSoft that OLE will be 

built into its mail program [Higgins 92, Johnston 92]. 

The MS Windows operating environment was chosen for TEAMWORK, 

for the above reasons as well as a few more discussed in Section 3.3.2. For 

now, inter-application communications will left to the windows clipboard. 

Almost every windows application supports the clipboard, but many don't 

support DDE or OLE. 
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3.2.2 Hypel'links to Any Type of Data 

For many applications, linear or hierarchical data organization are not 

sufficient; today, increasingly powerful personal computers are making com-

plex organizations of data an attractive alternative [Conklin 87]. Hypertext 

provides one way to organize complex data and is defined by Nielsen [90] as: 

... llon-sequential1l'riting: a directed graph, where eadl node contaills some 
amOU1lt of text or otller ill/ormation. TIle nodes are connected by directed 
links. 

If non-textual types of data are displayed (audio, video, graphic images, etc.) 

perhaps a better term is hyperdata. Regardless of the name, hyperlinks have 

the potential to let computer users move easily through information "according 

to their own needs" [Nielsen 90]. 

TEAt-.1WORK's architecture supports hyperlinks to any type of data. 

Figure 4 shows how a user in an active group application can access the group 

hyperlink editor to create, modify, or remove hyperlinks; or the hyperlink 

router to follow links. The editor would be accessed from a menu choice or 

button. The router would be accessed when the user doubled clicked on a 

highlighted word in the document. If the word had more than one link at the 

initial link level, an intermediate link list would be displayed for the user to 

choose fro~, otherwise, the user would immediately see the linked data 

displayed. If a chain of links had been constructed, the user would then have 

the option of following the chain and seeing the logically connected data. 
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3.2.2.1 Hyperlink Router 

The'hyperJink router could be implemented as a separate Windows 

application that would be activated when a hyperlink was clicked on and 

remain active until all of the links being viewed were closed. When a link was 

selected, the path to the data and the application to display it would be read 

from the document link data and passed to the router. The router would call 

the application, pass the data file information to it, and size the application 
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appropriately for the screen. If the called application was a TEAMWORK 

application, other links could be followed from that application. The router 

would maintain an internal list of the applications called and provide a way to 

close them. The router would also periodically check the Windows environ

ment to see if the called applications were still active and remove inactive links 

from its internal list (applications could be closed without otherwise notifying 

the router). 

If non-TEAMWORK applications were called as part of a hyperlink, or if 

the person(s) creating links wanted a specific chain of links to be followed, the 

information would be stored in the document, passed to the router, and as 

each link was called, the router would display the next link to the user. 

The final task for the hyperlink router is to ensure sufficient main 

memory is available before activating links. Depending upon the Windows 

application, as few as three Windows applications at a time can be active in a 

system with four megabytes of main memory before system resources or main 

memory are exhausted. For this reason the router would allow one linked 

application at a time to be active (and if memory is already insufficient, inform 

the user of this and refuse to display links). If a chain of links was followed, 

as each new link was called, the preceding linked applications would be 



deactivated. If the user chose to backtrack out of the linked applications, the 

router would do this from its internal list tracking called links. 

3.2.2.2 Hyperlink Editor 
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A hyperlink editor must allow links to be created and deleted, however, 

when used in a multi-user context access controls and other issues surface. 

Should one user be allowed to delete another's hyperlink? If a sentence 

containing a hyperlink is modified and the word(s) attached to the hyperlink 

are deleted or changed, what happens to the hyperlink? Next, should links be 

maintained forever, or should there be some automatic mechanism to eliminate 

unused links? If such a mechanism is implemented, should link creators be 

able to specify whether their link can be removed automatically, and if they 

agree to automatic removal, should they be able to specify parameters govern

ing how quickly or easily this removal should be? 

The easy solution to all of the above questions is to ignore them and 

simply let anyone make or break a link and keep them forever. Unfortunately, 

this might result is an over complicated data network to complex to under

stand or use. Computer resources might be needlessly tied up maintaining 

overly complex data networks. A bare minimum of control would allow users 

to only delete links they created (except for session leaders?). If the words or 

data objects highlighted to indicate a link were modified, an icon indicating a 
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link could be substituted. Automatic link age dating and removal will proba-

bly require setting priorities on links. Some links may be accessed rarely, yet 

justify retention; users might specify these as "keepers," however, an automatic 

review process should force these links to be periodically reviewed. To aid the 

review, keepers would also require the creator to write a brief explanation as 

to why the link is important and attach it as part of the link. Other links 

might be placed with a range of priorities and "time without access" limits. 

Longer times without access would allow longer intervals before removing the 

link. 

The next question is "where should the information comprising a link be 

stored?" Ultimately, the networked data would transcend anyone collabora

tion tool or data item in importance. It makes sense to store this information 

independently of any single application in a centralized locations. Multiple, 

different, ~entralized locations are preferable to one central location to avoid 

network bottlenecks and improve response to local users. This link informa

tion should be accessible independently from any single collaborative tool and 

could eventually grow into an extensive organizational memory. Central files 

used by collaboration support tools would embed codes indicating the exis

tence of hyperlinks and what they are attached to in the document, graphic 

image, etc. This is all that would be needed to display hyperlinks in the 

shared group view. If a link was clicked on, the .ini file for that tool and 
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document (or graphic, etc.) would then be accessed to show where the central 

file or database containing detailed link information for this particular session 

is kept. This link information would then be accessed and used to display the 

linked data. 

Conklin and Begeman [88] found that links among data nodes don't 

always make sense (described in Section 2.3.4). A possible solution is to 

require a user creating a link to a data item to view all other links to the item 

and explicitly choose which ones are allowed to be visible when accessing the 

data item through the new link. Another, would be to only allow chains of 

links to be followed starting from their origins. This would still allow bifurca

tions from the original chain if an intermediate data item in one link was the 

starting item for another chain of links, but would limit users' freedom to 

move through hyperlinks. Both solutions merit testing through prototypes. 

3.2.3 Network Considerations 

In the PC environment network vendors have kept file services consis

tent with DOS file services making file-based station-to-station communications 

a portable alternative to peer-to-peer communications. Network traffic and 

server disk accesses need to be minimized, however, when doing this. 
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TEAMWORK uses a replicated architecture with copies of data kept in 

main memory at each local station. A centralized file is used for station-to-sta

tion communication, and changes to the file along with information indicating 

where the changes should be inserted in local stations main memory are 

appended to the file. This allows polling messages to check the document 

filelength to see if it has increased in size. If not, the poll is completed; if so, 

the user's file pointer is set to the first unread byte of the file and the additions 

to the file are read and transferred to the user. Even when data has been 

added to the file, disk access is avoided if the required data is in the disk 

server's disk cache. The more people working simultaneously on a document, 

the more likely it is for the data to be in the disk cache. 

To reduce the frequency of changes to the central data file a medium 

granularity of locking is used for concurrency control (for text, this is line level 

locking). If polls are taking place at one second intervals, most of them will 

simply check the filelength and do nothing else. The probability of the 

filelength being stored in the server's disk cache is also high. 

With frequent polling and most transactions taking place in a server's 

main memory disk cache, system performance acquires the characteristics of a 

replicated peer-to-peer system using a centralized coordinator strategy. A 

peer-to-peer system saves polling overhead, but introduces the smaller over-
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head of listener processes on each local station. If changes take place faster or 

between the polling interval of a comparable file-based system, users could 

receive notifications more quickly, however, if a file-based system polls at 1 or 

2 second intervals, the advantages of a peer-to-peer system are minimized. 

TEAMWORK's architecture is designed to allow frequent poJling and wiJ) test 

the feasibility of 1 to 2 second poJJing intervals. 

3.2.4 ConcUJTency Contl·ols 

Locking was chosen as TEAMWORK's concurrency control method for 

several reasons. First, if locks are visible on all users stations, they provide 

tangible feedback on what the team is doing. Second, when a medium level of 

granularity is used for concurrency, locks ensure that a user's changes will be 

inserted into the group view in the place the person making the changes 

intends. Third, locks prevent the simultaneous update problem described in 

Section 2.2.3. 

TEAMWORK locks will be highlighted in the shared view of the com

mon team data. If allowed (see the next section on control protocols) the 

person hol.ding the locks can be identified. This attempts to capture some of 

the dynamics of a team working in a meeting and allows them to note what 

their teammates actions. 
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3.2.5 Contl'ol P.'otocols 

When more than one person can access data, methods to control access 

are needed. This includes preventing people from knowing the data exists, 

limiting viewing privileges, limiting editing privileges to certain portions of the 

data, controlling methods for editing, and more. Some teams will prefer open 

access. Others may restrict access to team members. Some will want controls 

over what access privileges are given to each team member. The key to this is 

allowing teams to set their own styles of access. A widely used system must 

let team members decide their own styles of interaction with the system. 

DOS and Windows fail to provide group and general population read, 

write, and execute controls that are available in many operating systems. As 

Greif and Sarin [87] found out, however (described in Section 2.2.3), these 

controls are still inadequate. A partial solution implemented in a precursor to 

TEAMWORK (mentioned in Section 2.3.5) requires encryption of group data 

files. This prevents non-authorized file reading, but doesn't prevent deletion 

of the file, or malicious modifications of the data in the file. 

DOS does allow files and directories to be hidden from the normal DOS 

utilities (dir, type, copy, etc.), but a wide variety of DOS shells sold by third 

parties circumvent this. For this reason, specifying files as hidden, read-only, 



or system provides little system security and isn't incorporated into TEAM

WORK. 

3.2.6 Revision Histo.'y 
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Babich [86] and Tichy [82] noted the difference between revisions and 

variations (see Section 2.2.5), Variations are intended to diverge from a parent 

document and become a separate document. Revisions show the history of a 

document,' or in other words, the changes a document when through to get to 

its present state. Although both are needed in TEAt\.1WORK, methods for 

contro11ing variations will be left for later. Tracking revisions, however, falls 

naturally out of the decision to use a central file for station-to-station commu

nications and to always append to the file. The central file is storing a com

plete revision history of a document through the use of forward deltas. 

Revisions are reconstructed by reading as many forward deltas as desired in 

the central file (reading all of the forward deltas results in a current docu

ment), TEAt\.1WORK applications using this method of communication are 

easily modified to let users access past revisions. 
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3.2.7 Update/Change Notification 

When a data object can be changed by several people, it becomes 

difficult to determine if changes have been made to the data. A team member 

who has been inactive for a few days will ~ave difficulty determining if 

changes have been made. Similarly, an active team member will find it hard 

to tell if changes have been made to parts of the data not shown in his current 

group view. 

TEAMWORK's method for handling this is to allow team members to 

marks all or parts of a current data object as seen. Any sections marked as 

seen will be changed automatically by the system to not seen if they are 

modified .. Similarly, any new data will always be marked initially as not seen. 

3.3 TEAMWRITER DESIGN - TEXT PROCESSING SYSTEM FUNCTION 

To demonstrate the feasibility of TEAMWORK's architecture, the text 

processing collaborative system function was implemented and named Tenlll

Writer. Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7 show screen mockups of an in

dex/ outline viewer, a textviewer, and a private editor that were used as 

guides when implementing TeamWriter. The lines and boxes in the 

IndexViewer were intended to visually re-enforce the hierarchical, tree struc

ture of TeamWriter. Prune and graft were used instead of the standard cut 
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and paste to indicate that entire limbs of the tree structure could be reattached 

somewher,? else in the document at a different level while maintaining the 

same relationships between levels in the moved limb. It was decided to 

maintain separate index and text lists internally at each local station, even 
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Figure 6 - TextViewer Screell Mockup 

though th~ information for each would be contained in the central document 

file. This was done to allow quick screen scrolling for long indexes or outlines. 

Italicized words in the TextViewer mockup showed how hyperlinks 

could be displayed. In the tools menu, checking View Text & Links would 

allows mouse clicks to activate hyperlinks, checking Block/Select Text activated 

mouse selection of text, and checking Edit HYl'erLillks would either allow 
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Figure 7 - TextViewer Screen Mockup with Private Workspace 

existing hyperlinks to be edited when clicked upon, or allow new links to be 

created. The Updates menu choices indicated how lines that had been read by 

a user could be marked as previously seen. After doing this, changes or 

additions in a section would be highlighted when the user came back at a later 

time to view the section. 
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space displayed in Figure 7 and provisions for line level concurrency were not 

included in these early screen mockups. 
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3.3.1 Initial TeamWl'itel' Data Flow Diagl'ams 

Figure 8 shows the core modules underlying TeamWriter. The 

Read/Mail/tail/ Text & II/dex Lists module was scheduled for being implemented 

first, since the index and text viewers depended on it. As part of this phase, 

the syntax for appending il/sert il/dex lille, illsert text lille, move, copy, and delete 

operations to the central document file was developed. Developing functions 

for entering or revising text or index entries was to be left for later. 
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Figure 9 shows the next scheduled phase of development. At this time, 

the capability for locking lines and editing text and index entries was to be 

developed. Finally, the modules (Figure 10) for creating and displaying 

hyperlinks were to be developed. Although this was left for last, data struc-

tures developed in earlier stages supported this. 
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3.3.2 Memol'Y Management StI'ategies 

Several memory management schemes that would allow TeamWriter to 

access all available main memory were considered. Before discussing the 

strategies that were considered, a brief explanation of how memory is accessed 

in DOS and Windows will be presented. 

3.3.2.1 Accessing main memory in DOS and Windows 

In the PC-DOS world, memory access is restricted by 64K segment 

barriers. Near pointers, 16 bits in size, allow access to local memory; an 

amount equal to 64K minus the stack space also stored in the segment. Far 

pointers, 32 bits, allow access to full 64K data segments (stack space isn't 

allocated from the 64K segment). More than 64K can't be allocated in one 

continuous buffer that is referred to by a far pointer, however. Huge pointers, 

also 32 bits, can reference data in contiguous buffers greater than 64K in size. 

The difference in a far and huge pointer lies in how they are incremented past 

64K. A far pointer will wrap back to the beginning of the 64K segment if a 

value greater than 64K is assigned to it; a huge pointer doesn't wrap and will 

point to higher memory locations. 

Under DOS, memory past 640K can't be accessed without the assistance 

of memory extenders. Windows, however, has functions built in to it that 

allow access to extended memory. Near, far, and huge pointers are still used 
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with all of their restrictions, however, far or huge pointers to memory allocat-

ed with Windows GlobalAlloc or GlobalRealloc functions can access extended 

memory. 

DOS and Windows allow programs to be compiled using different 

assumptions about how code and data will be accessed. A program with less 

than 64K of code will probably use the small memory model. Larger pro

grams written for Windows should be written using the medium memory 

model [Microsoft (d) 90]. The medium memory model allows multiple code 

segments each of which must be limited to 64K or less in size, however, only 

one 64K segment is assigned for stclck and local data space [Borland 88, p. 

341]. This forces large programs to be partitioned into 64K code segments. 

Near pointers will access "local" memory in the 64K stack and local data 

segment. 

Windows differentiates behveen moveable and non-moveable memory. 

If memory is allocated as non-moveable (and also non-discardable) it behaves 

identically to memory allocated under DOS. If memory is allocated as move

able, the situation changes, however. In this case, an intermediate table is 

constructed internally in Windows that must be accessed as an intermediate 

step before accessing moveable memory. When memory is allocated, "handles" 

to the intermediate table are returned instead of direct pointers to memory 
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locations. This allows Windows to compact actual memory locations and 

afterwards update the intermediate table with the new location of the memory 

associated with the handle. Two extra steps are needed before accessing 

moveable memory, however. First, the memory associated with the handle is 

locked (Windows can't move this memory until the lock is released) by calling 

GlobalLock and passing the memory handle as a parameter. The return 

value of GlobalLock is an actual 32 bit pointer to the start of a memory buffer 

and assigned to a temporary 32 bit pointer. Now, the temporary pointer can 

be used in a normal fashion. When finished with the pointer, GlobalUnlock 

must be called to allow Windows to include the memory buffer in its memory 

compaction routines. 

3.3.2.2 TeamWriter Memory Strategy 

The original plan for TeamWriter called for creating linked lists by 

allocating memory one node at a time. In fact, the initial code for TeamWrit

er's memory management was written in this manner using conventional C 

allocation functions (malloc, realloc, etc.). It turned out that this was a mis

take, however. Windows can translate mallocs and reallocs into equivalent 

Windows functions, however when doing so, memory allocated by them is 

classified as fixed and non-discardable. This allows the actual memory 

location to be returned instead of a handle to an intermediate table. It also 

tends to fragment memory and is slow being allocated. The reason for going 



with mallocs and reallocs initially was unfamiliarity with Windows memory 

management schemes. After writing the code to read a file and create the 

linked lists, a SOaK file was read and stored in lists as a test. Unfortunately, 

this process took over five minutes to complete. The method finally settled 

upon for TeamWriter was determined while building the prototype and is 

described in Chapter Four. 

74 
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4 PROTOTYPE DESCRIPTION 

The tools used to build a system or application affect almost all design 

decisions and can make or break a project [Morrison forthcoming]. For this 

reason, the development environment chosen for this prototype will be 

discussed first. Next, TeamWriter's data structures and performance critical 

functions will be described. Finally, TeamWriter's interface and functionality 

will be discussed. 

4.1 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

In Section 3.1 it was noted that TEAMWORK would be designed to run 

on IBM compatible pes. Section 3.2.1 described the multi-tasking and data 

sharing advantages derived from using Microsoft's Windows DOS operating 

system enhancements and noted that TEAMWORK would be built around MS 

Windows. Windows development tool choices and the tools selected for 

TeamWriter wiIl be described next. 
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4.1.1 Windows Development Options 

The Microsoft Windows Software Development Kit is designed to aid C 

programmers developing Windows applications. It includes a number of high 

level tools to assist creating dialogue boxes, icons, and fonts; and to aid 

debugging [Microsoft 90]. 

Creating a program with the SDK involves creating and coordinating 

fcur or more files. The four basic files are the make file, module definition file 

(.def), C source file, and windows.h header file. Most programs will also have 

a resource definition file (.res) and multiple source and header files. Micro

soft's C 6.0 compiler and SDK do nothing to help manage these files. 

In the last year many Windows development tools have been intro

duced including Microsoft's Quick C for l,yilldows, C 7.0 compiler, and Visllal 

Basic; Borland's Pascal, C++, and ONl'cfVisioll development environments; 

Within Technologies Inc's. Realizer; VZCorp's VZ Programmer, and more. 

Visual Basic may currently be the Windows prototy'ping/ developing tool with 

the best combination of flexibility" power, and interface building support 

[Petzold 1992]. 

MS Windows allows applications to link at runtime with what are 

referred to as dYllamic lillk libraries, or DLLs and MS Windows extensions to 
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DOS are implemented as DLLs. Programming languages that provide ways to 

call functions from Windows dynamic link libraries can access Windows low 

level functions (commonly referred to as the SDK functions). The bulk of the 

functions used for programming Windows are contained in the keme1.exe, 

lIser.exe, and gdi.exe, dynamic link libraries, that come with every user's copy 

of Windows. 

4.1.1.1 Development Environment Selection 

TeamWriter was implemented in stages as described in the previous 

chapter. From the beginning, it was assumed that C would be used for 

TeamWriter's performance critical functions. Many interface components, 

however, didn't necessarily require C. 

When TeamWriter's implementation began, a MIS Masters student 

volunteered to work on building an interface using C, while work continued in 

parallel on the list maintenance modules. The student had one and a half 

years of professional C programming experience with IBM and could be rated 

as an intermediate level C programmer. This student spent four months 

building an interface for TeamWriter. 

By the end of the third month, work on the list maintenance and 

locking modules was complete and a parallel interface effort was started in 
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Visual Basic. By the time the student completed her project in the fourth 

month, the parallel Visual Basic interface had surpassed her efforts in both 

functionality and appearance. Although the Visual Basic interface executed 

slower than the C interface, programming time constraints made Visual Basic 

interface development attractive. Since Visual Basic provided a complete set of 

programming constructs and could directly call Windows DLLs, TeamWriter's 
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main interface elements (windows, menu items, push buttons, dialogue boxes, 

and scroll bars) were written using Visual Basic. 

Figure 11 displays the main components of TeamWriter and identifies 

what they were programmed with. 

4.1.2 Visual Basic 

High level tools like Visual Basic can save time building a prototype, 

however, they pre-select the behavior of program elements and occasionally 

can't do what is needed, or require an awkward workaround. Many of Visual 

Basic's problems revolve around the "event queue" nature of windows pro

grams. Essentially, every program step and user input is placed into an event 

queue maintained internally by the windows operating system. These events 

are not processed sequentially, windows determines the priority of each event 

and places them in the queue accordingly [Petzold 90]. 

One problem in Visual Basic applications occurs when a mouse down 

event sent to one window and the corresponding mouse up event sent to a 

different window. This will happen if the focus changes to a different window 

before the mouse up event is popped off the queue. The newly focused 

window receives a mouse up event without having registered a mouse down 
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event. Similarly the window originally getting the mouse down event doesn't 

record a mouse up. 

Many routines are written to recognize mouse movement after register

ing a mouse down event. During the movement, the application's state may 

be changed with the intent that some final action will be taken when the 

mouse up event is received. Splitting the down and up events between 

functions attached to two different windows plays havoc with program logic. 

This particular problem can be avoided in C by locking mouse events to one 

window after receiving a mouse down event and preventing a focus change 

until a mouse up event is received (after which the mouse events are released 

to whichever window has the current focus). 

Vis4al Basic source code can be "compiled" into executable files, howev

er, a 270K DLL that is included with Visual Basic is needed to run them. 

Visual Basic is a pseudo-threaded language and lies somewhere between a 

compiled and interpreted language in performance. A "compiled" Visual Basic 

program is compacted into a form (not machine language) that is interpreted 

at runtime by the 270K Visual Basic DLL. 

Sometimes Visual Basic functions execute too slowly. For example, 

Visual Basic's text screen writing function, prillt, caused a slow ripple down 
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the screen when used scrolling text. The same screen writing function written 

in C gained a five fold performance improvement (without taking any unusual 

efforts to optimize the function). 

On lhe plus side, Visual Basic makes creating complex windows with 

buttons, list boxes, edit windows, check boxes, radio buttons, and more, easy. 

A simple windows application using two list boxes, a few buttons and menu 

choices, and an icon, took a proficient C programmer (who was inexperienced 

with Windows) several weeks to write using C and the windows software 

developers kit. The same programmer was able to duplicate the application 

using Visual Basic in a few hours with no prior Visual Basic programming 

experience. 

4.1.3 POl'tability Issues 

Interfaces tend to be non-portable. A few vendors sell identical inter

face code libraries for multiple platforms, however since they must be portable 

between multiple platforms with differing capabilities, these libraries can't 

support all the features available in a specific graphic user interface,. Using 

one of these libraries usually limits the interface to a subset of functionality 

common to all platforms. 
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Functions involving string manipulation, numeric processing, file I/O, 

and memory management are program elements that can be written in a 

portable manner. TeamWriter's Visual Basic interface would require a com

plete re-write before running on a Unix or Macintosh platform. Over 50% of 

TeamWriter's code is written in C, however, and could be ported to other 

environments with minimal effort. 

Porting the C routines to non-DOS/Windows environments would 

involve stripping the near, far, and huge designations from pointers and 

substituting ordinary C mallocs and reallocs for the Window's specific memory 

allocation functions. Window's functions for locking moveable memory 

locations would be deleted and 32 bit pointers would be substituted for 

Window's memory handles. 

4.2 TEAMWRITER DESCRIPTION 

TeamWriter's data structures were created with the intent of providing 

flexibility and reconfigurability. They will be described next, followed by 

descriptions of performance critical TeamWriter functions. 
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4.2.1 Data StmctUl'es 

Data structures used for index and text lists are line oriented. Each line 

is stored in the node of a doubly linked list. Using C syntax, the data struc-

ture of a node is: 

struct LST { 

}; 

IOllg 
c/rar 
IOllg 
IOllg 
IOl1g 
HANDLE 
HANDLE 
c/rar 
c/rar 

ICurrcl1t Ul1cNu mbcr; 
cBitFlags; 
I Ul1kTcxtToll1dex; 
INcxt; 
IPrez I; 

/rUscr/1all/c; 
IIHypcrLil1ks; 
s:/l1dcxLczJel (16]; 
s:TcxtOjLil1c(91]; 

typedef struct LST LIST; 
typedcf LIST IllIgc ·hpLlST; 

Explaining each element in order, ICllrrc'll/LilleNllllliJer stores the document line 

number for the data stored in a node (a node's position in a linked list is not 

the same as a line's position in a document). rBi/Flags uses bits to indicate 

whether a line is terminated with a hard or soft return; a line is an index entry 

(the text list contains both index and text lines); a line is currently locked by 

any user; and a line has been marked as previously seen by the user. ILillk-

TexfTo!lldex, when in the index list, shows the corresponding node in the text 

list; if in the text list, and the node is also an index entry, it shows the corre-

sponding node in the index list. INexf and IPrev are used to link doubly linked 

lists. JrUsemallle is a MS Windows handle to a memory location storing the 

name of the user who last modified the line. 11HYJ1erlillks is a handle to a 
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memory location that someday will be allocated and used to store information 

on hyperlinks. szIndexLeve1 stores a text string representing the level of an 

index entry. szLine stores the actual text of the line. This structure is currently 

used in TeamWriter, however, a few needed modifications will be described in 

Chapter Six. 

The size of the LIST data structure, 128 bytes, is a power of two. When 

using huge pointers to an array of structures, care must be taken to ensure that 

each structure (or node) does not straddle a data segment. Petzold [90 p. 295] 

warns that nodes of this type must be sized to a power of two to ensure that 

this doesn't happen, and provides other information on how to treat huge 

pointers in a MS Windows application. 

A full index is maintained to every node in both the index and text lists, 

thereby allowing quick access to any document line. The associated data 

structure is: 

stmct LISTINDX { 
10/lg INode; 

} 
typedej stmct LISTINDX LISTINDEX; 
typedej LISTINDEX IlIlge 'l'pLlSTINDEX; 



Any document node can be referenced by document line number as follows: 

IzpLlSTINDEX hpllldcx; 

Izpllldcx = (hpLlSTlNDEX) GlobaILock(hHalldlcTolndcx); 
INodcColltaillillgUllcNumbcrlll/o = hplNDEXIIDocumcntUncNumbcrj.1Nodc; 

Indexes to. the text and index lists are used when scrolling screens, returning 

line authorship information, etc. 
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Other data structures used in TeamWriter are described in Appendix A. 

4.2.2 Memol'Y Management 

After experiments showed the initial one node at a time memory 

allocation scheme was too slow, further study showed that Windows also 

imposes a limit of 8192 objects that can be dynamically allocated at one time. 

If small data items are dynamically allocated, this table is rapidly filled up. 

Also, each memory allocation has an extra 24 bytes in overhead imposed by 

Windows; allocating 24 bytes will actually consume 48 bytes. Another concern 

is the granularity with. which Windows allocates memory. AIl requests are 

rounded up to 32 bytes sizes (including 16 bytes headers - not the same as the 

24 bytes previously mentioned). Finally, memory aIlocations are slow and 

should be done infrequently [Norton & Yao 90]. 
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The'solution to the problem involved additional programming. Memo-

ry is now allocated in 200 line sized increments; when more lines are needed, a 

buffer is re-sized to the next 200 line larger size using the GlobaIReaIloc 

function. Buffers are typecast to the LIST data type and treated as contiguous 

arrays (something possible in C and few other languages). From then on, 

array based linked lists are maintained. The following example illustrates how 

a buffer is initially allocated: 

l/pUST "pUst; 
IOllg IS;:c; 

IS;:c = s;:coj(llpUST) • 200; 
"pUst = GlobaIAlloc(GHND, 15;:£'); 

The buffers used for lists are moveable and GlobalLock must be called 

once when starting to make modifications to the lists and GlobalUnlock is 

called once after the changes are finished. This saves the overhead of repeat-

edly calling GlobalLock and GlobalUnlock for separately allocated nodes in a 

linked list. The test that previously took five minutes to complete was com-

pleted in Ilille seconds with these improved memory management methods. 

This memory management scheme introduced a need for re-using 

deleted nopes within a buffer. A hole list is now maintained for both the 

index and text lists; when a new node is needed, the hole list is checked first. 

If deleted nodes are in the list, they are reassigned to the new line; if not the 
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new node is assigned the next buffer position after the last used node in the 

buffer. 

If a ·list index is used to determine which node corresponds to a docu-

ment line number (as shown in the previous section), data stored in that node 

can be accessed using the following syntax: 

l'pUST l,pUstBllffcr; 

l,pUstBllffer = (I'pUST) Globnl Lock(l,HnlldIcToListBuffcr); 
Text Stored I" Node = "pUst B IIfferrl N odeCo" tni IIi "g Li "eN II mberlllfo 1.5: TextOjLi "e 
Bi tFlngs = l'pUstB uffcrrlNodeCo" tni "illgUlleNulllber/llfol.cBi tFlngs 
Etcetern ... 

Although document lines aren't stored in sequentiill buffer nodes, the INext 

and lPrev elements can be used to sequentially move from one document line 

to the nex~ independently of the index. Node 1 is always the head of the text 

and index lists (node 0 isn't used). An example of code to traverse a list is: 

l'pUST l,pUstBliffer; 
10llg INode; 

"pUstBuffer = (/'I'UST) Globn/Lock(IIHnlldlcToUstBuffcr); 
INode = 1; 
Wllile(INode) { 

INode = /rpListBlifferIINodel.INext; 
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A different view of TeamWriter is provided by the high level data flow 

diagram shown in Figure 12. More detail is presented in this diagram than in 

the previously shown TeamWriter Architecture and Development Tools 

(Figure 11) diagram. In particular, interactions with the document, lock, 
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initialization, and intercom files are shown. The methods for interacting with 

document, lock, and intercom files are described in Sections 4.2.3, 4.2.6, and 

4.2.14 respectively. The initialization file stores data on to how the document 

is currently configured, who is registered to the session, who is active, and 

what privileges are currently assigned to individual session participants. 

I Document ~ ~ I Lock File 
............... Read/Maintain Text & Ind;xJ4sts ~ 

~ .. / ~ 

,,-I Text & Index Liete Kept in Main Memory 

Figure 13 - Data Flow Diagram of List Mailltettallce Module 

4.2.4 Text and Index List Maintenance (File-Based Communications) 

Figure 13 shows a high level data flow diagram of TeamWriter's text 

and index list maintenance module. A single file is maintained and appended 

to as described in Section 3.2.3. Maintaining lists therefore requires checking 
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the document file for additions (reading a file into memory initially is no 

different than reading appended updates) and updating lists maintained in 

local memory. The Lock File contains one 50 byte entry for each user currently 

locking a portion of the document. After checking for new additions to the 

document, the lock file is read and locked document lines are updated in the 

lists. 

If any changes take place since the last time this module is called, in 

either the document or lock file, and if those changes affect the current shared 

view displayed on a user's screen, the user's screen is updated. 

Figure 14 shows a high level view of the program logic involved in 

updating and maintaining lists. If the current file position is zero, the docu

ment is being read for the first time, otherwise, only additions to the file will 

be read. This module also restores past revisions if a prior version parameter 

specifying the number of lines to read in the file is passed to the module. 

4.2.5 Buffel'cd Filc 1/0 

When a network server's file is opened in a shareable mode, other users 

can simultaneously open the file, and read and write transactions become 

indivisible transactions; in other words, a user's request to read 32,768 (or 32K) 

bytes from a file will be completed before servicing other requests [Pendergast 
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separate network transactions and server disk accesses, TeamWriter sizes read 
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and write buffers to a size sufficient to complete the read or write transaction 

in one operation; if the amount read or written exceeds 32K, however, multiple 

operations' will be needed. 

4.2.6 Locking 

Locking was discussed previously at a high l~vel in terms of locking 

characters, lines, paragraphs, etc. TeamWriter uses line-level locking and the 

methods used will be described in this section. 

4.2.6.1 Lock File 

To let other users know what sections of a document are locked, 

TeamWriter maintains a lock file specifying the name of each person holding a 

lock and the document text list nodes corresponding to the document starting 

and ending locked lines for each lock. Document text list nodes are used 

instead of document line numbers because line numbers change as lines are 

deleted, added, moved, and copied. Locked nodes do not change, however, 

until the person holding the locked nodes completes his or her transaction. 

The previous section on memory management indicated that when lines 

were deleted, their corresponding nodes were placed on the hole list and later 

re-used. New lines were assigned nodes from the end of the allocated nodes 

in the buffer, or from the hole list. When deletions, additions, moves, or 
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copies tak~ place, existing lines may be re-numbered, but their corresponding 

nodes won't change. Each station's replicated-in-memory document will have 

identical text and index lists, including idelltical ill memory list Ilodes, therefore, 

even though lines may be renumbered, the nodes corresponding to the locked 

lines will remain the same. 

4.2.6.2 Acquiring Locks 

Acquiring a lock must be an indivisible server operation to avoid 

interleaved lock requests. Opening a file located on a server is indivisible, and 

if non-shareable write is specified, will prevent others from opening the file to 

write until' the user holding the write privilege closes the file. A problem 

occurs, however, if the station holding the write privilege crashes, is unplug

ged, or re-booted. The file remains open in non-shareable write mode an 

indeterminate time after this occurs even though the station that opened the 

file is inactive. The time left open depends upon the server operating system. 

In tests using Lan Manager and OS/2 the file remained open in non-shareable 

write mode for more than one minute (the test wasn't carried further, because 

one minute is an unacceptably long delay). 

An alternative to opening a file in non-shareable write mode is to 

require stations to check a flag located on the server before writing to a file. If 

the flag indicates the file is currently being written to by someone else, the 
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station waits and periodically polls the server to see if the flag has been 

changed to allow writing. Now, the station waiting can have recovery mecha

nisms built in that take over after a specified interval and not wait for the 

server to handle recovery from station failures. 

For TeamWriter, a file with the same name as the document file is 

created with an extension of .11111 (document files have a .hl'r extension). 

Renaming a file on a server is an atomic transaction. Before writing to the 

lock file, the .unl file must be renamed with a .lck extension. If someone has 

previously done this and hasn't yet renamed the file back to a .un) extension, 

the station attempting to acquire rights to write to the lock file will repeatedly 

fail in attempting to rename from .unl to .lck (the .unl file won't exist). This 

approach allows a pre-specified number of attempts over a pre-specified 

period of time to be made before assuming that something has gone wrong 

and taking corrective actions. 

Write transactions are typically completed in less than one second and 

are dependent upon factors such as number of bytes being written, server 

write disk cache, network load, etc. Since times can vary, enough time must 

be a)]owed to account for these factors and to also account for the occasional 

times when several are attempting to write simultaneously and are all waiting 

for a chance to write (some stations may have to wait through several other 
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users write cycles before getting their chance to write). The amount of time to 

wait before assuming a station has locked a file then crashed requires field 

testing to determine. Generally it will be on the order of a few seconds (as 

opposed to minutes if the file server is used for this purpose). 

Recovery generally requires nothing more than checking to make sure 

the lock flag indicates locked, writing, and changing the flag back to unlocked. 

Since a small probability of two stations doing this simultaneously exists, two 

more error corrections are built into TeamWriter. The lock file requires 25 

bytes for start and end nodes, a time stamp, and a user's name. Long integer 

start and end nodes are stored as 3 byte values rather than using 4 bytes since 

it is unlikely a document will have more than 16,m,215 lines. Time stamps 

are stored as raw 4 byte values. 14 bytes were left for usernames. Twenty

five more bytes were added to enable stations reading the lock file to detect 

and discard interleaved (and garbled) entries. Each of the 25 required bytes is 

preceded by a byte corresponding in ascii value to the position in the entry the 

byte is written to. For example: 

025029TIMEmikc 

becomes: 

QOJ.215§.0§.210912T14116M18E20m22i24k26c28 30 323436384042444648 

Each underlined number represents a one byte ascii value. When the lock file 

is read, each entry is checked for the proper sequence shown in the bolded 
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ascii values. If any values are out of sequence, the entry is discarded. TIME 

bytes are a long integer representing the system time and used to display the 

time a lock was created in the session leader mod ule. 

The extra 25 bytes allow garbled lock entries to be discarded, but 

interleaved writes in the main document file still m~st be addressed. This 

would be rare event only possible if two stations try to recover, as described 

above, and then interleave their writes. Even if two stations did think they 

had the same sections locked, it is unlikely that the two users would submit 

their changes at the same time (they would have to do it within a few hun

dred milliseconds of each other). Again, assuming they did submit at the 

same time, evidence indicates that writes using any shareable parameters are 

treated as atomic by most server operating systems and would not be inter

leaved. Finally, even if all of the above did happen and an interleaved write 

was made to the central document file, the list maintenance module checks 

lines for proper format and discards garbled lines. 

4.2.7 Document/Session C.·cation 

In TeamWriter's current form, anyone can create a new ses-

sion/ document by simply opening a new document file. The original creator 

becomes the permanent session leader (leader privileges can't be revoked) with 

full editing and viewing privileges. Anyone can access the new document 
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through TeamWriter, but with view only privileges. Any additional editing or 

session leader privileges must be granted by either the permanent session 

leader, or by someone else who has been granted session leader privileges. 

Additional access controls are being developed by Morrison [92] and 

wiJ] be integrated with TeamWriter at a later time. 

4.2.8 Network Timing Data Collection Module 

To determine delays caused by file-based communications, a module 

was written to track the time taken completing several network transactions. 

Since most polling transactions will simply check a filelength and quit, the 

time involved doing this will critically affect system response. If polling 

intervals are set at 1 second and it takes close to, or more than 1 second to 

check a filelength, system response will suffer. Ideally the time to check a 

filelength will be much less than the polling interval. This time is tracked and 

kept in an ·in-memory list that is written to a local log file and purged every 

two minutes. 

The total turnaround time taken in the list maintenance module is also 

monitored in the same way. The list maintenance module will also read the 

lock file every time it is called. The average time taken for this must also be 

significantly less than the polling interval. 
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Finally, every time bytes are read from a file and transmitted across the 

network the number of bytes transferred and time taken to do this are record

ed. 

4.2.9 IndexViewel', TextViewel' 

Figure 15 is a screen capture showing how the IndexViewer was 

implemented. Lines and boxes may be added sometime in the future (as 

shown in the IndexViewer Screen Mockup - Figure 5), however, they do not 

affect the IndexViewer's functionality and may not be worth the extra pro

gramming effort. The Updates functionality shown in the TextViewer Screen 

Mockup (Figure 6) is accessible from both the IndexViewer and the TextViewer 

by accessing the menu choice 5£'f5£'£'11. The icons displayed vertica])y on the 

right of the screen act as picture buttons and, starting from the top, allow an 

index line to be edited, higher level index entry to be added, same level index 

entry to be added, lower level index entry to be added, and current line author 

to be identified (more on Jine authors later). These buttons were added as a 

visual memory aid for often used functions and have the three dimensional 

look that is standard for MS Windows buttons. 

The one line editing window shown at the bottom of the screen (titled 

"Insert Index Line at Lower Level") is where new index lines are composed 

and existing Jines are edited. This window was placed at the bottom of the 
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Figure 15 - ItldexVie1ller Screetl 
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elns .. 

screen rather than in its actual location in the shared IndexViewer window to 

avoid having to move this window up and down in the shared viewspace as 

changes are made by other users. When the line is submitted, it appears in the 

shared viewspace in its correct location. The grayed out line below "3.0 

LITERATURE REVIEW" titled "3.1 Theory" indicates to all users that it is 

currently locked and ensures that the line being entered in the one line editing 

window will be inserted into the group document directly after this line (as a 

subheading of 3.1 or 3.1.1 since that is the operation currently being per-

formed). Any user attempting to lock line "3.1 Theory" will be informed that 
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another user has locked that line and, if anonymity is disabled, be shown the 

name of the user owning the lock. 
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Figure 16 - Index Viewer Interactions 

Figure 16 shows how the IndexViewer interacts with the rest of 

TeamWriter. The solid user controlled links show what a user can access 

directly fr<?m the IndexViewer; the dashed links are controlled by the system 

independently of the user. For example, an Intercom call may be automatical-
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ly brought the user's attention, but the user can decide whether or not to 

answer it. Also, if t~e user accesses another TeamWriter module such as the 

Version Viewer, upon exiting that module, the user will be automatically 

returned to the IndexViewer. 

~iewlndex fd~t SetSeen litatus Se!up 

Industry deregulotion. decreosing numbers of middle rn"".-
geog.rop~ical dist~nces between organ~zational entities are illerl 
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Figure 17 - TextVie1ller Scree" 

Figure 17 is a screen capture of TeamWriter's TextViewer. Two new 

buttons are displayed on the right side of the screen that allow a user to edit a 

block of text (in a private workspace) and to insert lines of text in a public 

one-line-at-a-time style. If used in the one-Iine-at-a-time manner, a one line 
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edit window appears at the bottom of the screen (Figure 18). As characters are 

entered into this window, they are automatically submitted after reaching a 

pre-specified length with partially completed words being wrapped to the next 

line. The user sees one line at a time in the edit window, but can type in a 

fairly natural manner with lines automatically being submitted. The submitted 

lines will remain visible in the larger shared viewspace. Pressing Ellter or 

clicking on submit will submit shorter lines. 
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Figure 19 shows a screen capture of the private workspace into which a 

selected block of text can be placed and modified. This editor allows access to 

the Windows clipboard enabling the exchange data with other windows 

applications. The grayed out lines in the shared viewspace indicate that the 

lines are locked and in this case are the lines being edited in the lower win-

dow. The private workspace can be expanded to full screen by clicking on the 

upward triangle in upper right corner of the window. Similarly the window 

can be resized by holding down the left mouse button with the mouse cursor 

on any window edge and dragging the mouse. The private workspace, 
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although initially sized to fit at the bottom of the shared window, doesn't limit 

a user to this view. 

The Setup menu choice seen at the top of the IndexViewer, TextViewer, 

and private editor allows users to change font styles and sizes. Since transfer

ring data automatically between a personal editor a~d TeamWriter isn't 

currently feasible (see discussion in Section 3.2.1), the Persollal Editor shown in 

the TextViewer Screen Mockup (Figure 14) in the Setup menu isn't implement

ed. 

TeamWriter users still have the option of writing with other editors or word 

processors and either saving the work as a text file and importing it into 

TeamWriter or pasting it to the Windows clipboard and copying it into the 

private TeamWriter editor. 

Figure 20 shows what can be accessed from the TextViewer. It should 

be noted that the Index Editor can be accessed from the TextViewer as well as 

the Text Editor. Although TeamWriter encourages use of the IndexViewer, 

complete documents, including indexes, can be created from the TextViewer. 
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4.2.9.1 Consistent Index Levels 

When index entries are added, moved, or copied, in either the Index-

Viewer or the TextViewer, consistent index levels are automatically main-

) 

tained. For example, an index with a level of four is not allowed to follow an 

index with a level of two or less (Table 3). 
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ALLOWED 1.0 1.0 
1.1 2.0 

1.1.1 2.1 
1.1.1.1 2.1.1 

1.2 2.1.1.1 
2.0 3.0 

NOT ALLOWED 1.0 1.0 
1.1.1 3.0 

Table 3 - Index Leveling 

4.2.10 Revision Histol'Y 

The next two figures show TeamWriter screens from which revisions are 

accessed in TeamWriter. Revisions are tracked by date and the number of 

lines written on that date as shown in Figure 21. After selecting a date, each 

line written to the central document file is displayed along with the line's 

author and contents (Figure 22). A revision can then be reconstructed up to 

and including anyone of these lines. 

Revisions also allow users to undo changes in a document. In its 

current form, any part of a TeamWriter revision can be written to a text file 

and impor.ted back into the central document. Sched uled for future implemen-

tation are utilities to copy directly from a revision window into a TeamWriter 

document while maintaining the distinction between index and text entries. 

Figure 22 also illustrates how TeamWriter.central document files are 

organized. Each line appended to the file starts with a code indicating wheth-
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Figure 27 - Revision History by Dates 

er it is an ordinary text line, an index line, a move operation, a copy operation, 

or a delete operation. If the line is an index entry, the level of the index is 

then written. Next the line position of the line or lines involved are written to 

the file, followed by the user name of the person making the modifications. 

Finally, if the line is a text or index entry, the contents of the line are written. 
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4.2.11 Line Authol'ship 
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Figure 23 is a screen capture showing line author information available 

by clicking the mouse on the picture button in the lower right corner of the 

screen. The name is displayed for the Currellt Cursor position. The current 

cursor is displayed on the screen as a black rectangle enclosing one line. In 

Figure 23 this is the line below "2.0 RESEARCH." It should also be understood 

that this is not the same as the name of a person locking lines ;'in a document. 

It is likely 'that locked lines in the process of being modified were not previ-
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The line's current Author is: 

Mike 

Remember .•. moving, copying, 'or edlllng 
a line will change the author! 
Check prior versions to determine 
a line's original author! 

Figure 23 - Litle Author 

ously written by the current lock owner. Also if lines are locked prior to 
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moving or copying them, line authorship is not changed by these operations. 

4.2.12 Notifications When Viewing, Not Viewing, 0.· Inactive 

TeamWriter provides a mechanism for alerting users to changes in a 

document as they occur and after the fact. Figure 24 shows the SetSeen menu 

and options used to mark text as See1l or Not See1l. The grayed out lines below 

n2. Position the ... n have been marked as Seen. The darker lines indicate that 

they haven't been See1l. If one of the grayed out lines is modified in any way, 
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Figure 24 - Update Notifications 

including moving or copying, it is automatically changed back to dark black 

text. If this occurs while active and viewing the grayed out text, the change 

will be seen as it occurs. If the user has scrolled to another part of the docu

ment or exited the application, upon returning modified, previously marked 

Seen lines will have been changed to Not Seell and be shown in black text. 
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4.2.13 Session Leader Facility 

Figure 25 shows TeamWriter's current set of access protocols and 

configuration options. These options can be accessed by team members with 

session leader privileges, indicated by Leader shown next to their names. One 

team member can have a * preceding the Leader designation, which indicates 

this person's leader privileges can't be revoked. Currently, the person original-

ly creating the document will have irrevocable and non-transferrable leader 

privileges. A future modification will include a mechanism for passing the 

irrevocable leader privilege. 

~.t.nu:: 

'~':':r::,: 
Norion DesklcSystem ResoUices 

I.eader 

Figure 25 - Sessioll Leader Utilities 
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Any part of a document can be marked as "frozen" or "finished" when a 

session leader places a lock. In Figure 25 the second button from the top 

named Set Sessll Leader Lock will do this if the team member (who is also a 

session leader) locked a portion of the document before accessing this utility. 

4.2.5 Version Control 
4.2.6 Update/Change Notification 

4.3 Analysis and Design of the System 
4.3.1 Widely Generalizable Team Support Tool 

erns ....... . .......... Gro 

System Resources' Norton DesktOP. 

Figure 26 - Session Leader Utilities, Lock Removal 

Editing privileges can be toggled for each team member with the initial 

default for everyone other than the original document creator No. Each user's 

editing status is displayed in the last column of the status window. 
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TeamWriter locks are what Ellis, et. at [90] referred to as "soft locks" and 

can be broken by a session leader. The screen shown in Figure 26 is accessed 

by clicking the Show Locks button in Figure 25. All current document locks, 

including session leader locks, are displayed and can be removed. This 

ensures th~t portions of a document are never permanently removed from 

access to others. This could happen if a user locked part of a document, left 

his or her station running and left town for a lengthy vacation. Similarly a 

lock could be placed with the owner's station crashing sometime afterwards. 

Without the ability for a session leader to remove the lock, that part of the 

document would be indefinitely frozen. If a team member is editing a block of 

text in the private workspace, she will be allowed to continue working. When 

submitting the text, however, the user will be informed that the locks were 

removed and given the option of saving the work as a text file. Since Team

Writer all~ws text files to be imported, the work can easily be re-inserted into 

the document whenever and wherever the user desires. 

4.2.13.1 System Configul'ation 

The check boxes in Figure 25 control how TeamWriter is configured. In 

the screen capture, all boxes are checked. Clicking on a check box with the 

mouse toggles the check on or off. As checks are removed, the picture buttons 

visible on the right edge of the screen wiII be removed; similarly the corre

sponding menu items are removed. 
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If a1l checks are removed, the minimal remaining capability is single text 

line entries; now referred to as Configllration 1. The third button from the 

bottom la~eled "INSERT LINE" will be the only remaining button. This mode 

of operation is appropriate for brainstorming if a session leader has preViously 

created an outline of topics. Team members would be unable to add to or edit 

the outline and unable to modify or delete other users' comments. All text 

lines will also be entered anonymously in this configuration. If Line Alltllorsllip 

is re-enabled at a later time, prior text lines will retain their anonymity, 

however, any new entries will be tagged with the author's name. 

Re-enabling the Illdex ElItry option (Col1figllration 2) adds the top three 

index entry picture buttons. In this mode, participants can add new index 

entries, but can't delete or modify them after they are submitted. This adds a 

new degree of freedom to the previously configuration and may be appropri

ate for brainstorming. The choice of configuration would be up to the session 

leader(s) and the style of team interaction. 

In the first and second configuration, team members aren't allowed to 

block/ select text or index lines, which also disables moves or copies. If the 

Text/Illdex Lille Edit option is checked (Col1figllratio1l 3) block/selecting, moves, 

copies, deletions, and single line text and index editing are enabled. The only 

option om~tted at this point is Text Block Edit. Team members can modify all 
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aspects of a document, however, they must do so on a highly interactive Jine-

oriented basis. Using Configuration 3, TeamWriter comes close to the defini

tion of a r~nl-ti11le collaborative support system. All team member actions will 

quickly be apparent to the entire team. If Text Block Edit is enabled, the 

private editor can be accessed and team members are free to lock portions of a 

document and work on them indefinitely without o.ther team members 

observing their work until they choose to submit it. Although this compromis

es the real-time aspects of TeamWriter, it is suspected that teams working on 

large documents will prefer this mode of interaction. This is consistent with 

TeamWriter's design goal of allowing teams to work in a flexible environment 

tailorable to their preferences. 

4.2.14 Secondary Communication Channel 

Most of the collaborative support systems reviewed in Chapter 2 used a 

secondary communication channel if they were used in a geographically 

distributed fashion. In every case this channel included either a telephone 

conference call [Ellis, et. al 90] or dedicated voice Jines [Watabe, et. al 90]. In 

one case video was also included [Watabe, et. al 90]. In a distributed setting, 

the need for communications outside of the current collaborative tool being 

used seems apparent [Morrison, et. al 92]. Telephone conference calls can be 

added to any system without system modifications, which is why they are 

commonly used. They require pre-planning and can be expensive, however, so 
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TEAMWORK's architecture provided for a built in secondary communication 

channel. This channel doesn't preclude telephone calls and in actual practice 

may prove to complement voice and video channels. Instead, this channel 

ensures that at least one secondary form of communication will always be 

available. 

Figure 27 shows the list from which Tntercom calls are placed. All team 

members registered in a session are displayed along with their active or 

inactive status. Intercom is a synchronous tool and is not designed to compete 
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Figure 28 - illtercom, Receivillg a Call 

with email. Calls placed to inactive members generate a message stating that 

the called team member is inactive. 

After a call is placed, the recipient hears a single beep, sees a blinking 

phone, and a dialogue box giving a choice of answering or refusing the call 

(Figure 28). If the call is answered (Figure 29) a shared window is displayed 

into which the call participants write lines of text. When the window first 

appears, the caller is identified and a message is written in the window stating 

that the recipient has accepted the call. If either participant in the call hangs 
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Figure 29 - Illtercom, Durillg a COllversatioll 

up, an automatic notification is sent to the other user that the call has been 

terminated. 

Intercom supports two way conversations, however, future plans call for 

mechanisms allowing call participants to choose whether more team members 

can join the call. 
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5 SYSTEM EVALUATION 

TeamWriter was implemented to provide a testbed for the ideas pre

sented earlier in this dissertation. TeamWriter is in the early development 

stages, making field testing inappropriate. Instead, evaluation sessions were 

held with experienced group co11aboration system ~sers to gather feedback on 

TeamWriter's interface, task support, control protocols, and performance. 

Questionnaires administered before and after sessions and the tasks partici

pants wer~ asked to perform during sessions wil1 be discussed next. After 

that, network timing data gathered during evaluation sessions wi1l be present

ed. 

5.1 PARTICIPANT RESPONSE TO TEAMWRITER 

Prior to each session, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire 

(Appendix A.1 - Pre-Test Questionnaire) to determine their attitudes towards 

computing, and experience with computers, MS Windows, other graphic user 

interfaces ':GUls," and collaboration support systems. Appendix A.S.2 presents 

averages from this questionnaire. Almost a11 participants were very experi

enced computer users and nearly 90% of them had some experience with 

GUls. Most participants liked buttons, icons, sizable windows, and multi

tasking and generally seemed predisposed to like GUls. A11 participants had 
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prior experience with at least one collaboration support system, however most 

were not sure these systems were useful. 

During sessions, each participant was asked to use TeamWriter to work 

through a short tutorial (Appendix A.2.1 - Get Acquainted With TeamWriter). 

The text of the tutorial is included in Appendix A.3 - TeamWriter Tutorial. 

During this tutorial participants were shown how to enter, delete, move, and 

copy index and text entries; determine text and index line authorship; deter

mine locked line ownership; and how to access and use the session leader 

facility. Following the tutorial, participants were asked to iJarticipate in a 

short TeamWriter brainstorming session on how distributed collaborative work 

can be supported using networked pes (Appendix A.2.2 - Short Brainstorming 

Session). 

Before leaving, participants filling out a post-test questionnaire designed 

to elicit comments about TeamWriter's interface, notification times, and 

suitability for various tasks (Appendix A.4 - Post-Test Questionnaire). Aside 

from the slow response times, most liked TeamWriter's interface and felt 

TeamWriter would be suited for multi-user document creation. 

Participants were undecided as to whether TeamWriter would be an 

effective brainstorming or idea consolidation tool. Participants felt brainstorm-
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ing was compromised by being able to place comments anywhere in a section 

(as opposed to always appending comments to the end of the section) and by 

being able to scro1l up and down into other sections (as opposed to having to 

access each section individually from the IndexViewer). 

Several new TeamWriter configurations were, suggested by participants 

including adding a TeamWriter configuration to correct the brainstorming 

problems just mentioned. Session Leader Facility modifications could allow 

selecting pre-defined "brainstorming," "document creation," or other choices. 

These choices would save a session leader from individually deciding whether 

index entries, index editing, text block editing, etc. were enabled. 

5.1.1 TeamWritel' Modifications Due to Participant Feedback 

It became apparent during evaluation sessions that several TeamWriter 

functions were confusing participants and that local response times (as op

posed to notifications of other users actions) were often too slow. Worry that 

an awkward interface could color participants evaluation of TeamWriter's 

functionality and that slow local response times could distort participants 

perception of notification times prompted making a few modifications to 

TeamWriter through the course of the evaluation sessions. Those modifica

tions will be described next. 
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5.1.1.1 M~use Functions and System Response to Them 

TeamWriter originally used the left mouse button to block/select lines, 

move the current cursor, and move from an IndexViewer entry to the corre

sponding TextViewer location. Clicking the left mouse button over an index 

or text line without dragging the mouse would position the current cursor 

over that line and if the line had previously been locked by that user, release 

the lock. Pressing the left button and dragging the mouse cursor over one or 

more lines would block/select. Double clicking with the mouse cursor over an 

index line would switch the focus to the TextViewer at the beginning of that 

index section. 

Most participants found it difficult to hold the mouse stationary while 

clicking (to move the current cursor). This problem was solved by moving the 

block/select function to the right mouse button and making single left button 

clicks only move the current cursor, and when over a locked block, release the 

block. 

Participants were disconcerted by the delay between initially clicking 

the left mouse button (or right mouse button if the session was held after the 

prior changes were finished), dragging, and seeing lines changing color to 
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indicate block/selecting. The following comments on the post-test questionaire 

(Appendix A.4) address this: 

The lack of immediate response to the mouse gestures was Izard to get used to. 

Respo1lse time for performi1lg a fU1lcti01l was tile mai1l obstacle -- you some
times were1l' t sllre if YOll actllally Iwd selected text for a few seconds. 

Initially they would try this, see nothing happen, click a few more times; and 

be surprised when TeamWriter eventually caught up and processed all of their 

actions. In may cases lines were locked and immediately released since a 

single click without mouse movement over a locked line would release it. 

Moving the block/select function to the right mouse button prevented acciden-

tally releasing the lock, but faster on-screen feedback was still needed. 

Since perceived system response time was part of the feedback desired 

in these evaluations, program modifications were made halfway through the 

evaluations to allow quicker on-screen response to locking. Originally, at the 

start of a block/select operation, the list maintenance module was called to 

ensure the shared view was current. Next, before highlighting each newly 

selected line on a user's screen, the new locked lines would actually be written 

to the central lock file. This would happen many times as a user dragged the 

mouse cursor over document lines. If the user attempted to lock a previously 

locked line, a message would inform him or her of this. Although this en-
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slow. 
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A simple solution was found by skipping the initial call to the list 

maintenance module and waiting to access and write to the lock file until the 

user was finished selecting. Conflicts were partially avoided by checking each 

newly selected line against the locally stored document image to see if the line 

was marked as locked. If two users attempted to lock the same lines at 

approximately the same time, however, they would think they succeeded until 

they let up on the mouse button to complete the transaction. The first user to 

do this would win the contest and acquire the locked block, while the other 

user would be informed that the first user had acquired the locked block first. 

5.1.1.2 Overall Perceptions of System Response 

Some interface operations were slow and couldn't be speeded up. 

Several participants commented: 

Respollse tillle for perforlllillg a f"llctioll was tile lIIaill obstacle. 

Tile respollse tillle is defillitely n problelll. 

As an example, the lag between clicking on a button to access any of the single 

line edit windows or the block editor and the actual appearance of the window 

was much longer than it would have if the interface was written in C. Visual 
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Basic imposes a performance penalty on TeamWriter's interface and it is 

possible that the interface will be re-written using C, conversely, TeamWriter 

may be run on faster hardware (80486 prices have been rapidly dropping in 

the last year). 

If the interface is rewritten in C, it is possible that the overall develop

ment time will be less than it would have been using C for the interface from 

the beginning. Building an interface involves trial and error, in Visual Basic 

this is a fast and painless process. Now that many interface elements have 

been tested, re-writing in C will not be a trial and error process and should 

proceed quickly. 

5.1.1.3 TeamWriter's Use of Buttons 

TeamWriter's use of buttons received a number of comments with most 

participants requesting more of them. In Appendix A.6.2 results from the 

post-test questionnaire show that 82% of the participants prefer accessing 

major system functions with mouse activated push buttons. The next highest 

response was 52% for mouse activated menus; keyboard activated menus and 
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command line access each received 18%. Typical comments about buttons 

were: 

... more extellsive list of bll ttOIlS. 

By placing the buttolls directly below the mellll bar, they wil1not occlllde text 
and will also resemble other Window apps. 

Some participants found the pictures on the IndexViewer index entry 

buttons difficult to interpret, yet after explaining their purpose, no one sug-

gested changing them. 

5.1.1.4 TeamWriter Screens and Lock Highlighting After Evaluation 

The screen captures shown in Chapter Four showed the TextViewer 

closely overlapping the IndexViewer. Participants failed to realize that both 

windows were active and could easily be switched between. Figure 30 shows 

the final screen positions used for TeamWriter. Their size was increased and 

more of the IndexViewer was visible when using the TextViewer. Users can 

double click with the mouse on a TextViewer line and be switched to the 

IndexViewer at the index entry corresponding to that TextViewer section. 

Similarly double clicking on an index entry rapidly switches to that Text-

Viewer section. 

Locked lines were originally shown with a green background behind 

black text. Although this effectively highlighted them, participants generally 
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found the color combination garish. Locked lines now are shown as blue on a 

white background, and for extra emphasis, a narrow vertical blue bar is placed 

at the left edge of each locked line (Figure 30). The vertical blue bar also 

serves to notify users when a line without text or composed of spaces is 

locked. 
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5.1.2 Time Allotted to Evaluation Sessions 

It was apparent from the post-test questionnaires that the hour allotted 

for the evaluation was insufficient to learn how to use TeamWriter. Several 

participants requested an on-line help facility, more buttons, and more time to 

familiarize themselves with the system. Typical comments were: 

Good interface! I wOllld need lIIore tillle to work witll it to sllggest cllanges. 

I wOllld like sOllie lIell' fill1ctiol1S associated wifll flle bllffo/ls ... 

Also, allow add; tional levels between "Index" and filll "Text View. " T/lis 
w01lld allow IIsers to work at 11111ltiple levels. (TeamWriter has this ability, 
including buttons to create different index levels - yet many never 
discovered this) 

If wOllld be nice ifl1ersions were maintained or a It is tory of allfllOrsltip or some 
cOlllbi11atio11 of bofll. (This is one of TeamWriter and TEAMWORK's main 
features and selling points - again, many never discovered this) 

It is difficult to find volunteers who will spend significant amounts of 

time evaluating software, unless the software is stable and can potentially help 

the volunteers in their tasks. TeamWriter passes the stability test, and judging 

from the post-test questionnaire comments, many of the people evaluating 

TeamWriter felt it could be useful to them. Unfortunately, few people in the 

University of Arizona's MIS department have access to a network with stations 

running MS Windows (this will soon change when the business school moves 

into a new building). Until Team\Vriter moves into field testing and receives 

daily use, many of its features will be unproven. 
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5.2 FILE-BASED STATION-TO-STATION COMMUNICATIONS 

File-based communications were evaluated by collecting network timing 

statistics on a single dedicated LAN, and on two LANs connected with a 

router. The single LAN configuration uses a 10 Base T wiring hub to connect 

five 20 mhz 80386 PCS to an 80486, 25 mhz, OS/2 version 1.1 server running 

Hewlett Packard's Lan Manager network operating system (Configuration One 

- Figure 31). 
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Figure 31 - OS/2 LAN - COl/figuratiol/ 1 
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The five 80386 PCS can be connected through the same wiring hub to an 

80386 Novell version 2.15 server and through an internal router in the Nove]] 

server be connected to a 1 mbps wiring hub connected to an 80286 Nove]] 

version 2.15 server (Configuration Two - Figure 32). The central document file 

is kept on the 80286 Novell server during this test, however Team\Vriter isn't 

run on the 20 80286 based machines connected to the 80286 Nove]] server due 

to their limited (one megabyte) main memory configuration; for the same 

reason, 10 more 80286 PCS connected to the 80386 Nove]] server are not used. 

The five PCs used in the OS/2 LAN configuration are also used for the Nove]] 

evaluation. 

The Novell configuration provides insight into how TeamWriter will 

perform over interconnected networks, with slower servers, hard disks, and 

network data transmission rates. It also introduces confounds in that other 

non-TeamWriter users may be accessing either of the servers during the tests 

and that Nove]] network sofhvare is considerably different from LAN Manager 

network software. 

5.2.1 ConfigUl'ation One Netwol'k Timing Data 

TeamWriter's timing collection module monitors time spent in the list 

maintenance module, lock updating module, checking filelengths, and transfer-
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ring data from the server. Network timing data is in Appendix B. Figure 33 

displays test data acquired by starting one station and periodically adding new 

stations until a total of five stations were simultaneously running TeamWriter. 

Each station was allowed to poll the central file with no other actions. No 

portion of the central file was locked. Upward spikes in the List Maintenance 
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curve indicate a new station is coming on line and reading the 9.6k document 

file for the first time. Under these circumstances, transaction times showed 

little or no increase as stations were added. 

Averages shown are slightly skewed up by Station 3 which was config-

ured differently from the other stations and taking 2 to 4 times longer to 
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Figure 33 - Configuration 7 Network Timing Test 

complete transactions than the other stations. This points out that measured 
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times also include the overhead of calling TeamWriter's time collection module 

and are influenced by how fast stations can locally process these times. In 

later evaluations, Station 3's configuration was identical to the other stations. 

Data transfer rates aren't shown in Figure 33 since variations in the data 

transfer rate varied with the amount of the data being transferred, indicating 

that data requests were treated as atomic transactions by the server. As the 

amount of data being read increased, the data transfer rate correspondingly 

increased up to a limit of approximately .8 mbps (mega bits per sec). This 

checks with the 1.0 mbps maximum data transfer rate for a single station on a 

10 mbps Ethernet network observed by Derfler [92 p. 265]. 

Figure 34 compares the time spent in the list maintenance module to the 

time spent in the lock update module. Each time the list maintenance module 

is polled, the lock update mod ule is called before exiting the list maintenance 

module. F.igure 34 shows that the most of the time spent in list maintenance is 

actually coming from lock updates. Although Figure 33 shows the overall list 

maintenance times can be much longer that the lock update times, this only 

occurs when a file is initially read or when a user submits a large block of text. 

Since list maintenance times normally track lock update times very closely, 

only lock update times will be shown in the following graphs. 
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Figure 35 shows comparisons among lock update times with varied 

numbers of participants. Times for the three station session are high and 

erratic because the other 2 stations were in use and accessing the server during 

this session. The initial rise then fall off in times is caused by the number of 

locks placed in the document by participants. Activity (and locking) was 

initially high, would rise then taper off. As participants finished and exited 

from TeamWriter, the times moved toward the single user benchmark. 

The.single user benchmark was derived by running a single TeamWriter 

Station that was itself inactive other than polling the central file. No locks 

were active in the documeOnt during the test. Times derived with two or more 

stations were acquired during evaluation sessions with participants. 

Ignoring lock updates for the moment, most polls will check a file

length, see it is unchanged and quit. If the time doing this stays low as 

network traffic increases, polling can be frequent and approach real-time 

performance. 

Figure 36 compares filelength checking times. Although the two to five 

station times are higher than the one station baseline, times stay remarkably 

constant in the two to five participant range. Network activity obviously 

affects these times, (the three station times are higher than the others due to 
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network traffic imposed by the other two stations not participating in the 

TeamWriter Evaluation) yet they tend to stay between 30 and 50 milliseconds. 

Although it is impossible to extrapolate these finding to larger numbers of 

stations, it appears likely that teams using TeamWriter will not overload a 

local area network. 

Current data indicates lock updates are the slowest part of TeamWriter's 

notification system. This was caused by excessive measures taken to prevent 

interleaved locks and by a few programming shortcuts that were taken during 

implementation. First of all, the extra 25 bytes added to each lock entry to 

allow checking for interleaved locks have proven to be unneeded. This 

immediately cuts the lock file size in half and reduces the network load when 
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reading this file. It also eliminates the steps taken to check and strip out these 

bytes each time the lock file is read. Next, entry sizes can be further reduced 

from 25 bytes to 11 bytes by not storing complete user names with each lock 

entry. A single byte entry would refer to a list of user names stored in each 

document's initialization, or .ini, file. 

The programming shortcuts were taken during TeamWriter debugging 

sessions to ensure that locks would always be accurately shown in document 

lists. Each station maintains an internal lock list that is compared to the 

current lock file each time it is read. By comparing lists, new locks and locks 

previously in the file but now gone are identified. Originally, only lines 

previously marked as locked and no longer in the lock file would be changed 

to unlocked, and only new lines (not previously marked as locked) would be 

changed to locked. 

Early TeamWriter versions did this, however, during debugging ses

sions, this ·was simplified. Now any time the lock file differs from the internal 

lock list (indicating changes are needed) the index and text lists are traversed 

from start to finish with all nodes set to unlocked. Next, using current lock 

file data locked lines are marked as locked. Ironically, this was not the source 

of the errors in TeamWriter (that were found and corrected), but there was 



never time to go back and restore the original method of updating locks in 

document lists. 
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With these changes, lock updates should be nearly as quick as checking 

a filelength. Timing data taken during sessions indicates that actually reading 

and transferring the lock file with 4 lock entries to ~ local station takes about 

42 milliseconds using Configuration One and about 15 milliseconds using 

Configuration Two. 

The changes just described are relatively minor changes and should 

dramatically improve TeamWriter's update lock performance. Even as it is, 

the performance is good. Most delays visible to TeamWriter users originate 

from the Visual Basic interface, not from the list maintenance or update lock 

modules. 

5.2.2 Configumtion Two Network Timing Data 

Configuration Two (Figure 32) was anticipated to generate longer 

network delays than Configuration One; this did not happen! Although 

Configuration Two used two servers, a router, and a one mbps LAN, transac

tions were processed significantly faster than on the dedicated 10 mbps 

Configuration One LAN. 
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Novell provides a network optimized operating system along with 

network management software; Lan Manager was designed to run on top of 

the existing OS/2 operating system. It is possible that tight integration 

between Novell's operating system and network software provides advantages 

over network software written for a more general purpose operating system. 

Section 5.2.3's discussion of simulation parameters helps explain why a 

network with a slower data transmission rate might outperform a network 

with a faster data transmission rate . 

. -------;------'--t---,-- -r----+---t·---+-----+----t--t--~j 

2 Minute Intervals 
(Polling Transactions every 2 Seconds) 

Figure 37 - Lock Update - COllfig 2 (witll 4 statiolls) Vs COllfig 1 

Figure 37 superimposes a four station, Configuration Two graph of lock 

update tilTles on Figure 35. Configuration Two using four stations significantly 
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outperforms Configuration One using anywhere from two to five stations. 

Confjguration One is the normal setup for the stations used for evaluating 

TeamWriter. Confjguration Two was run in only one evaluation session due 

to the time required to convert and later restore the five stations to Configura-

tion One (Configuration One is the standard configuration for this lab and is 

always restored so others can use the lab). 

2 Minute Intervals 
(Polling Transactions every 2 Seconds) 

Figure 38 - Clleck Fildel/gtll - COl/fig 2 (witll 4 statiol/s) Vs COl/fig 1 

Fig~re 38 compares four station Configuration Two file check times to 

file check times shown in Figure 36. As before Configuration Two times are 

faster than Configuration One times. 
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5.2.3 Simulation 

Simulation provides a method for evaluating file-based communications 

under a variety of load conditions and network configurations. For a single 

local area network (unconnected to any other LANs) factors influencing the 

network load include: 

1. LAN data tra11sfer rate 
2. Nehllork protocol (802.3, 802.4, 802.5, Arcllet, etc.) 
3. Packet sizes 
4. Distmlce behl1ee11 statiolls 
5. Server's collCllrrellcy me/Izods 
6. Amollllt of memory allocated to server's disk caelle 
7. Server's disk cacl,e algorit11m 
8. Average access time for server's Izard disk 
9. Da/a trallsfer rate for server's Izard disk 
10. Load put 011 llehllOrk by 11011-TEA M\tVOR K IIsers 
11. Number of sy"chrollOIlS TEAMlVORK IIsers 
12. Locatioll of server relative to eaell IIser's sta/ioll 
13. TEAM\tVORK filllCtiolls beillg IIsed 
14. Activity levels of TEA MlVOR K IIsers 

If TEA?\.1WORK was used across two or more interconnected LANs additional 

factors would include: 

15. All of tlze above varied for eaelz illdividllal LAN 
16. Speed of bridges alld rOllters 
17. Locatioll of celltral server relative to eaclz IIser's LAN 
18. Methods for cOllvertillg dissimilar LAN protocols 
19. Load variatiolls across bridges alld rOll ters 

A useful simulation would have to take all of the above (and probably 

more) into account. Network timing data presented in the prior section 
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showed major differences between two vendors implementation of a Ethernet 

networks. Data acquired using differing numbers of users with Configuration 

One (Figure 35 & Figure 36 ) could be used in a simulation and extrapolated to 

larger numbers of users on an IDENTICALLY CONFIGURED LAN. Even this 

would have confounds, however. In Figure 35, the three station evaluation 

was heavily influenced by activity on the other two. stations and in Figure 36 

little variation was seen in times with two to five participants. As more data 

is acquired using TeamWriter under a wider variety of conditions, a more 

generalizable simulation could be designed. For now, simulation is recognized 

as a valuable tool to extrapolate the performance of TEATvfiVORK, but left as a 

future research direction. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTION, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Research questions presented in chapter one will be re-examined with 

respect to what has been learned throughout the course of this research. Low 

level research questions will be addressed beginning with the "effectiveness of 

file-based communications question," proceeding to the question about "what 

team protocols are needed and how should they be implemented," and 

finishing with the question about "what team tasks should be supported." 

Finally the- high level question "Can a flexible, real-time, col1aborative support 

system be developed to support business teams" wi11 be answered. Next, the 

limitations and contribution of the research wi11 be discussed, and future 

research directions wi11 be presented. 

6.1 EFFECTIVENESS OF FILE-BASED COMMUNICATIONS 

Depending upon the processing speed of the PCs, 4 to 8 "very busy" 

PCs can overload a 10 mbps LAN [Derfler 92]. This restriction applies equal1y 

to collaboration support systems using file-based or peer-to-peer communica

tions. TEA1\1WORK's goal is to ensure PCs running a TEAMWORK applica

tion are not "very busy." If other network users saturate a network, everyone 

connected to the network wi11 suffer from slow performance, including 
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TEAMWORK users. Preliminary data indicates that TEAMWORK applications 

are unlikely to cause this, however. 

Using Configuration One (Lan Manager) times, checking a filelength 

takes about 40 milliseconds when five users are actively using TeamWriter. 

Reading the lock file with an average of 4 lock entr~es in it takes an average of 

42 millisec~mds. Delays due to lock updates noted in the previous chapter 

were not caused by overloading the network, rather they were caused by 

building in unneeded error correction schemes and by the previously men

tioned simplification made to the lock update module during a debugging 

session. 

Most calls to the list maintenance module will first check the document 

filelength (and do nothing else since changes will be infrequent) and then read 

the lock file. A comparison will be made between the current lock file state 

and stored past lock file state; if no changes occurred, list maintenance is 

finished fdr this cycle. Total network traffic will amount to less than 80 

milliseconds since these measured times also include the time needed to call 

the time monitoring module and process the current time. Five stations will 

then impose less than (the measured times also included delays from server 

operations and local station function calls) 5 * 80 or 400 milliseconds of 

network traffic in every 2000 milliseconds if 2 second polling is used on a 
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Configuration One type network. More complex, but more efficient Configura-

tion Two interconnected networks average about 8 milliseconds to check a 

filelength and about 15 milliseconds to read a lock file. 2 second polling 

would then consume less than 5 * 23 or 115 milliseconds of network time out 

of every 2000 milliseconds. 

More testing with larger and variously configured LANs is needed to 

see what will occur as more stations are added. As stations are added, at 

some point the network will become saturated. A guess might be that 25 users 

would saturate a Configuration One LAN and 87 users would saturate a 

Configuration Two LAN when using 2 second updates (by respectively 

dividing 80 into 2000 and 23 into 2000). Using an Ethernet protocol where 

collisions are possible, however means that saturation will occur somewhere 

before reaching full rated nehvork capacity, which would lower the estimated 

number of users. The timing data includes more than just network delays, 

however, and if corrected would move the number of users upward. 

If TEAMWORK applications are saturating a network, polling update 

intervals can easily be lengthened (or shortened for that matter) from each 

user's Setllp menu (visible at the top of the TextViewer). Currently, a user 

would have to do this manually, however, it would be easy to have TEAM-
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WORK applications monitor delays in network transactions and automatically 

lengthen and shorten polling intervals as needed to maintain performance. 

The last point to be made, is that if TEAMWORK applications were 

widely used in a large organization with interconnected LANs, central docu

ment files would be distributed across multiple seryers thus avoiding a single 

bottleneck being accessed by all TEAf\.1WORK users. Also, most business 

teams are going to be small (probably less than 8 members) and will often 

work asynchronously. In this scenario, the network load imposed by TEAM

WORK should be spread out sufficiently to avoid overloading any point on a 

distributed wide area nehvork. Although more testing is needed, at this point 

TEAM\VORK's file-based communication appears to provide a fast, reliable 

way to link real-time collaborative support systems. 

6.2 TEAM PROTOCOL SUPPORT 

TeamWriter uses line-level locking and a central coordinator with 

replication strategy to ensure serialized transactions and to provide visual 

feedback on user activity. A wide range of access controls have been imple

mented wl~ich allow participants with session leader status to configure 

TeamWriter in many different ways. 
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Modifications were suggested by participants in evaluation sessions to 

enhance TeamWriter's brainstorming capabilities. One would add a Team

Writer configuration where lines are always appended to the end of document 

sections. Another would force users to access each section from the Index

Viewer and not be able to scroll directly from one TextViewer section to 

another. One participant suggested being able to show sequential numbers in 

front of each brainstorming comment. Finally, it was suggested that session 

leaders should be able to select high level choices such as "brainstorming" from 

the session leader facility and automatically have all needed changes made to 

TeamWriter's configuration. All of these suggestions can be easily implement

ed without changing TeamWriter's architecture. 

Evaluation session participants felt TeamWriter was a fairly good multi

user document creation tool in its current form, however slow response times 

were a handicap. Some changes can be made to TeamWriter's Visual Basic 

interface that will improve this, however, ultimately an interface may have to 

be written using a lower level language. 

One. hour evaluation sessions were too short for participants to assess 

all of TeamWriter's capabilities. Few participants suggested new uses for 

TeamWriter, although in its current form it could be used in many unorthodox 

ways. Field testing will be needed to fully evaluate TeamWriter and gather 
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feedback from experienced TeamWriter users. Experiments may also be 

useful, however they would have to focus on specific TeamWriter features and 

be tailored to inexperienced users. Since TeamWriter and TEAMWORK are 

aimed at ongoing business teams that would become very familiar with the 

system, field studies are likely to be more informative than experiments. 

6.3 SYSTEM TASK SUPPORT 

Section 3.2 developed a theoretical set of collaborative system functions 

that would support most business team tasks and TeamWriter was implement

ed in an effort to address the text processing collaborative system function. 

Preliminary evaluation sessions indicate that TeamWriter has satisfied multi

user document creation tasks, however minor modifications are needed before 

it will adequately address brainstorming and idea consolidation. 

How well TeamWriter will address the wide variety of text oriented 

tasks business teams are likely to encounter remains to be seen. One example 

of many unorthodox uses for TeamWriter would be to use it as an electronic 

sign-up sheet. TeamWriter could be configured with choices entered as index 

entries and participants allowed to enter single text lines. Participants could 

write their names under the desired choices and couldn't delete someone else's 

name. If they tried to enter another name as a joke, TeamWriter's line author-



ship would uncover this (for that matter a minor configuration modification 

would only let participants select the desired choice and their user name 

would be automatically entered). 
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Perhaps the most encouraging aspect of TeamWriter is how easily it can 

be enhanced to better support tasks like brainstorming. Its underlying archi

tecture appears at this time to meet the flexibility needed for a highly configur

able text processor. Even though future enhancements and modifications are 

anticipated, TeamWriter's underlying architectme is likely to remain intact. 

6.4 LIMITATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH 

Software engineering research relies heavily upon building prototypes to 

validate concepts. In many cases rough prototypes are sufficient to support 

software engineering research, in other cases however, a rough prototype will 

prevent evaluators from seeing the underlying concepts. TEAMWORK 

requires field testing for thorough evaluation, yet if it is implemented as a 

rough prototype field personnel will be unwilling to use it. Developing 

functional, easy to use software is an entirely different proposition from 

developing a rough prototype. In TeamWriter's case, 8648 lines of C and 8499 

lines of Visual Basic code were incorporated. Writing TeamWriter took almost 
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a year and built on work done for the last four years. Finding time to contin-

ue this level of programming as an assistant professor will be difficult. 

Over the last four years, seven masters students working on program

ming oriented masters projects were observed. Each of these students was 

motivated, intelligent, and hard working but five of the seven had little prior 

programming experience. Projects completed by the five students tended to 

crash often and behave unpredictably. The code was poorly structured and 

did not provide an extensible foundation for further projects. Of the two 

students with programming experience, one was able to complete a high 

quality, testable, and extensible application. The other did better than the five 

inexperienced students, however started with a poor program design and was 

unable to fully complete the project. Due to the poor program design, this 

project also did not provide a foundation for further work. 

The point being made is that programming high quality software 

requires substantial amounts of experience. Any of these students can gain 

this experience and write commercial grade software, but unless they enter the 

masters program with this degree of experience, they won't be able to get it by 

working six months to a year on a programming project. A challenge to 

continuing this line of software engineering research will be finding time for 



personaIIy implementing TEAMWORK concepts and finding ways to use 

motivated but inexperienced students in this research. 
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Technological limitations currently impede collaborative support 

systems incorporating graphics, audio, and video. Each of these place much 

higher data transmission loads on a network than text, numeric, and data 

management modules. Fiber optic LANs generally offer 10 or more times the 

bandwidth of wire based LANs. Although they are significantly more expen

sive than wire based LANs, demand for greater LAN bandwidth is forcing 

companies to consider this option. Fiber optic LAN prices have been decreas

ing and history suggests they will continue falling as more vendors begin 

supplying them and economies of scale begin to take effect. 

Fiber optic LANs aren't the entire solution, however. A single PC based 

server would be unable to come close to saturating a 100 mbps or higher fiber 

optic LAN. Parallel and distributed computing architectures will need to be 

used to before this extra bandwidth can be effectively utilized. Research into 

this has been progressing for many years with much of it beginning to appear 

in the marketplace. It appears likely that companies will eventually have net

work infrastructures capable of supporting collaborative work using graphics, 

audio, and video. Future research into these areas is needed and likely to be 

rewarding. 
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6.5 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION 

This research has explored methods for actually building real-time 

collaboration support systems and at the same time taken a high level look at 

what a collaboration support system should do. An architecture for a flexible, 

distributed, real-time collaboration system has been presented and the text

oriented portion of the system implemented and evaluated. TeamWriter has 

already provided insight into the functional and interface requirements of a 

highly configurable text processing module and will continue doing this as it 

moves from the lab into field settings. Issues addressed by TeamWriter, 

related to station-to-station communications, concurrency control, data struc

tures, memory management, revision histories, and interface design, will be 

similar in the numeric and graphic processing modules. Because of this, 

knowledge gained implementing TeamWriter will greatly assist future TEAM

WORK development. 

6.6 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

TEAMWORK's architecture has been described, however the bulk of it 

has yet to be implemented. TeamWriter comes close to satisfying the text 

processing component of TEA~1WORK, yet many changes and modifications 

are needed. Perhaps the greatest challenge to future research will be prioritiz-
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ing what to do next and determining how to involve graduate students in the 

work. At any rate, changes to TeamWriter will be described, followed by LAN 

architectures, hyperlinks, remaining five TEAMWORK components, and 

alternate graphic interfaces. 

6.6.1 Changes in PI'ogl'am Data Stl'UctUl'es 

The LIST data structure was originally developed in a non-MS Windows 

environment and ported to MS Windows. As experience was gained with 

Windows programming, it became apparent that a few changes would im-

prove TeamWriter's memory usage. An improved node data structure would 

be: 

stmet LST { 
ellnr 

}; 

ellar 
IOllg 
IOllg 
IOllg 
IOllg 
ellar 
ellnr 
HANDLE 

cUscrRejercllce; 
eBifFlngs; 
lell rml f Li IIcNlI111ber; 
I LiI1 kTexf TO/l1dcx; 
I Nex t; 
I Prcv; 
sZ/l1dexLcvl'l [16/; 
szTexfOjLil1e/94j; 
lIHYf1£'YLillks; 

typedej stmet LST LIST; 
typedej LIST far *lIpLisf; 

Rather than always allocating memory for the username in each node (and 

using a handle) , a single byte (or char) would reference the user's name from 

a table maintained in the .ini file associated with that document. Since every 
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line is tagged with the authors name, this would prevent handles from being 

consumed for every node in a list. As noted in Section 4.2.4, M5 Windows has 

a limit of 8192 handles for dynamically allocated memory. The handle to 

hHyperLinks would be allocated only if one or more hyperlinks existed in a 

line and would not be allocated for most document lines. 

Document lines are currently limited in length to 90 characters (see 

Section 4.2.1 - one byte is reserved for the standard C null string termination). 

If each line was dynamically allocated memory, they could be any length. M5 

Window's current 8192 handle limitation would impose about a 160 page limit 

on document size assuming all handles were used only for TeamWriter 

document lines. The actual upper document size would vary and could be 

much less, however, since other applications could be concurrently active and 

using handles. If longer lines were essential, node sizes could be increased 

from 128 bytes to the next power of two, or 256 bytes instead of going to 

dynamic Ii.ne memory allocation. Maximum line size would increase from 90 

to 218 characters. 

These changes in data structures would have no impact on Team

Writer's Visual Basic interface. The strong separation between the interface 

and underlying C DLLs makes the way these DLL calls are processed indepen

dent from the interface. 
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6.6.2 Eliminate the Index List 

Another needed change is too eliminate the separate index list that is 

internaIly maintained in TeamWriter. Originally, there was no plan for 

maintaining a full index to the text and index lists. Scrolling would have been 

accomplished by maintaining pointers to the top and bottom nodes of which

ever list was visible in a window and incrementing them as needed. The 

separate index list ensured fast scrolling in the IndexViewer as document size 

increased (using the text list, which includes index entries, would have re

quired traversing all the non-index text nodes as well as the index nodes to 

seroIl a screen). This scheme prevented direct random access to any line in a 

document. 

Flex'ibility was a major goal in TeamWriter's design and midway 

through the implementation it was decided to maintain full list indexes and 

aIlow direct random access to document lines. With a bit more thought, it 

would have been apparent that the separate index list was no needed. A full 

index can now be constructed to index entries in the text list (which should 

really be referred to as a combined text and index list) and used when scroll

ing the index screen. This would have no access performance penalty since no 

more steps would be required to access an index line from a full index to an 

index list than from a full index to a combined list. A substantial portion of 

TeamWrit~r's internal list maintenance processing would be eliminated by 



eliminating the index list and TeamWriter memory requirements would be 

reduced. 
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Eliminating the index Jist will affect several of the functions called by 

the Visual Basic interface and require minor changes in calling these functions. 

6.6.3 Initial Reads rOI' Long Documents 

As a document file grows in size, initially reading the document file will 

require reading and processing many move, copy, delete, and insert opera

tions. So far, this time hasn't proven to be objectionably long, however, teams 

working for long periods of time on long reports or documents may find that 

initial read times may grow to several minutes or more. This delay can be 

prevented by saving a compressed fast load file every time a user exits from 

TeamWriter. 

The'source of the delay comes primarily from the move, copy, etc. 

operation processing. Another smaller delay comes from actually reading and 

transferring the document file. Both of these can be reduced if when a user 

exits, the current document is written to a fast load file containing only the 

document's current state. All moves, copies, and deletes will be omitted and 

each line in the file will correspond to the actual sequential line position in the 

current document. 
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Each line will also be prefaced with its linked list node position. As 

each line is read and processed, it will be inserted into the local station's list 

buffers in its saved node position. This is essential since a basic premise of 

TeamWriter is that all stations store lines in the same buffer positions. 

Additional initialization information stored as a header in the file will 

be the size of the list buffers, numeric position of the last byte read in the 

document file, and the actual last five (or more) bytes read in the document 

file. This allows the station reading this fast load file to size its list buffers 

appropriately and do some error checking to ensure that the fast load file 

matches the document file. If the document file or fast load file were modified 

independently of TeamWriter using another editor, the fast load file will be 

deleted and the initial read will be performed entirely from the document file. 

After reading the fast load file, any new additions to the document file 

will be added and processed in the normal manner. Locking will be used to 

ensure that users exiting from TeamWriter don't interleave their fast load file 

writes, and each exiting user will overwrite the last users fast load file ensur

ing that it is kept up to date. The fast load file will be written using buffered 

file writes and will cause insignificant delays. 
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6.6.4 Lan A.'chitectul'es and Load Conditions 

Network timing data presented in Chapter Five clearly shows the 

difficulties in extrapolating TeamWriter's performance from one network to 

another. The Configuration One, dedicated network used 10 mbps data 

transmission rates yet performed significantly worse than the Configuration 

Two networks using 1 mbps data transmission rates and a router. TeamWriter 

needs to be tested on a wider variety of LANs and load conditions. As this 

data becomes available, simulations will be used to extrapolate TeamWriter's 

performance, on the LANs the data was acquired from, to heavier load 

conditions'and numbers of participants, 

If network performance becomes a problem, revised station-to-station 

communications protocols will be developed. TEAMWORK's file-based 

communications still have room for further optimizations and if peer-to-peer 

network protocols begin to standardize in the PC world, a combination of 

peer-to-peer and file-based communication architectures will be developed. 

TeamWriter's scheme of always appending to a file could be easily kept 

as in-mem?ry data in a central-coordinator station. The protection from 

station crashes gained by keeping current data on a hard disk would be 

retained by having the station acting as a central-coordinator periodically 
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writing updates to a central file still kept on a server. Instead of doing this at 

2 second intervals, however, this could be relaxed to every 5 or 10 minutes. 

6.6.5 Hypel'links 

A hyperdata architecture was described in Section 3.2.2. Implementing 

this will allow TEAMWORK applications and other data to be linked in an 

infinite va~iety of ways and is entirely in keeping with TEAMWORK's primary 

goal of flexibly supporting teams. Several evaluation session participants 

requested a way of adding the equivalent of "sticky notes" to TeamWriter 

documents. Hyperlinks would easily satisfy this request while significantly 

adding to the systems flexibility. 

6.6.6 Implement All Collaborative System Functions 

Table 2 lists six high level collaboration system functions. Although all 

will eventually implemented, a likely candidate for being implemented next is 

the NlImeric Processillg function. Lists created in TeamWriter could fed into the 

numeric processing function for votes, rank ordering, etc. The numeric 

processing function would probably implemented following a spreadsheet 

paradigm and be able to function as a spreadsheet if desired. 

TEAMWORK revisions provide a history for a single document, 

however, do not fulfill the role of the data management function. TEAM-
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WORK hyperlinks will eventually provide an unstructured means of accessing 

organizational data, however, more is needed. Morrison's [92] work on 

ongoing team memories addresses this problem and will be integrated with 

TEAMWORK. 

6.6.7 Investigate Peel'-to-Peer' Communications 

Although file-based communications have been shown to be effective, 

peer-to-peer protocols eliminate network polling traffic and allow notifications 

to arrive many times each second (assuming a lightly loaded network). Faster 

notifications allow group pointers to move smoothly over all users' screens as 

one user directs other users' attention to points of interest. Other benefits 

include lock and document updates potentially faster than the one or two 

second polling intervals used in TeamWriter (potentially because high network 

loads will delay peer-to-peer messaging just as they will delay file-based 

messaging). 

Microsoft intends to release a work group oriented version of Windows 

soon that will have support for peer-to-peer messaging built into it. UNIX is 

becoming a viable option as PCs become more powerful and blur the distinc

tion between workstations and PCS. OS/2 provides another reasonable option. 

The point is, PC operating systems are growing up and the reasons previously 

given for avoiding peer-to-peer protocols in the PC network environment are 



likely to disappear in the near future. When this happens, peer-to-peer 

protocols will be incorporated into TEAMWORK 
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Methods for storing revision histories developed in TeamWriter will 

work just ~s well with peer-to-peer protocols. A central coordinator will 

append these changes to a main memory buffer rather than to a file and 

broadcast these changes to local stations (eliminating polling). The central 

coordinator will periodically append these changes to a file stored on a disk 

local to the coordinator ensuring backups of the revision history. 

6.6.8 Alternative Gl'aphic Intel'faces 

Interface design is an area of research in its own right. TeamWriter 

incorporates interface elements such as buttons and menus but does little to 

extend existing concepts in interface design. During TeamWriter's implemen

tation, an interesting side track was followed for approximately two weeks at 

the suggestion of Vogel [92]. A totally different interface replacing the Index

Viewer was built on top of TeamWriter's TextViewer. 

Figure 39 is a screen capture of this prototype. Instead of using a 

hierarchical index/ outline to access the TextViewer, icons were used to 

represent index entries. These icons can be moved to any position on the 

screen and if desired, dropped into other icons visible on the screen. When 
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dropped on an icon, the dropped icon disappears and the icon dropped onto 

changes its appearance. If it originally appeared as a hand writing to a card, it 

changed to a filebox containing one card. If it already appeared as a filebox, 

the number of cards shown in the filebox would be increased by one. Pressing 

the Ctrl key simultaneously with dropping the icon copies the icon into the 

sub-folder rather than moving it. 

Double clicking on a hand writing to a card icon opens up a Team-

Writer TextViewer section. Double clicking on a filebox opens a new window 



showing icons representing its contents. These icons in turn can be more 

fileboxes or leaf node hand writing to a card icons. 
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This interface avoids structuring data hierarchically. Each document 

section can have multiple parents and children making network representa

tions possible. In early idea generation stages people often find it difficult to 

structure thoughts hierarchically. This T/lOlIgllt Orga11izer interface supports 

this type of unstructured idea generation. Remaining work is implementing 

manual and automatic mechanisms for converting these thoughts into struc

tured formats (possibly in preparation for writing a document). As shown in 

Figure 39, document structure can be inferred from the top to bottom and left 

to right orientation of icons on the screen. It may be preferable, however, to 

allow users to create directed graphs by linking icons with lines and arrows. 

This will be investigated in future research. 
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRES AND TEST 

A.I PRE-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE 

This survey attempts to detemlin<' your level of experience using computers and your 
experience with systems that aid colla bora Live work. The survey is designed to be completed 
by people who have at least some prior knowledge of computers and collaborative systems. 
Your responses to this questionnaire will he kept stricLly confidential and anonymous and only 
aggregate statistics will be used in reporLc;. There are no right or wrong answers to these 
questions, but bear in mind that your answers will help shape the direction of research into 
distributed computer supported collaboration. 

To aid in analyzing your pr(' and post t('st questionnaires, pl('ase write a unique 
combination of four IPtt('rs that you can ('asily fl'nl('mher in the following space. 

Unique Identifier: 

When you answer thl' post tl'st qu('stionnain', you will be asked to wriLl' th('S(' sanw four 
letLers on the post test qu('stionnair('. This allows a comparison to he madp hetw('('n th(' 
responses made the sam(' p('fson h<'fon' and afll'r using TeamWrit('r. 

Circle the respons(' closest to your anSWl'r if a response is providl'd. PlpaS<' tak(-' til(' 
Lim(' to writ(' a bril'f answ('r wll('n askpd to do so. You should spt'nd IPss than onl' minutl' 
answ('ring aAY of tlll'Sl' qupsLinns. 

A.I.) FAMILIARITY WITH COMPUTERS 

How ofL('n do you USl' Lill' following: 

1. A microcomputl'r as a stand-aIOl1l' pipep of ('quipnll'nL. 
Never alice or alice or 011((' or alice or alice or 

twice twice twice twice twice 
a year a quarter a mOllt1l a week a day 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

2. A dumb tl'mlinal or microcompull'r to accpss othl'r compull'rs (fill' sprVl'rs, minis, 
mainframes) to use Email or oLill'r non-local applications and data. 
Never alice or alice or OIlCC or alice or alice or 

1 

twice 
a year 

2 

twice 
a quarter 

3 

twice 
a 111011 til 

4 

twice 
a week 

5 

How often do you perform the f(lll(lwin~ tasks usin~ computers? 

3. Send or r('ad n1l'Ssagl's using dl'Clronic mail. 
Never .ollce or alice or alice or alice or 

twice twice twice twice 
a year a quarter a mOllt1l a week 

1 2 3 4 5 

twice 
a day 

6 

alice or 
twice 
a day 

6 

Almost 
all of 
ti,e time 

7 

Almost 
all of 
ti,e ti lIIe 

7 

Almost 
all of 
tire ti lIIe 

7 



4. Create or modify drawinGs or pictures usinG Waphics applications. 
Never Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or 

twice twice hoice hoice hoice 
a year a quarler a mOlltlt a week a day 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

5. Transfer files usinG a communications packar,e. 
Never Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or 

hoice hoice twice hoice twice 
a year a quarter a m01l11t a week a day 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

6. Write memos, letlC'rs, r(>S('arch rC'ports, C'tc. 
Netler Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or 

twice twice twice twice twice 
a year a quarter a 111011 IIr a week a day 

1 2 3 -t 5 6 

7. Use a computer for any othC'r tasks (spT('adsh('('ts, statistics, programminr" C'tc.). 
Never Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or 

twice twice twice twice 
a year a quarter a 1II0llih a week 

1 2 3 -t 5 

Indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statenH'nls: 

8. Using computC'rs I am: 
more productive 

1 2 3 

9. Most tasks pC'Tfom1l'd using computC'rs takl': 
less Ii me 
Illall mallually 

1 2 3 

4 

4 

Ollce or 
twice 
a day 

6 

less productil.e 
5 

more time 
Ilia 11 mmlUally 
5 
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Almost 
all of 
tile time 

7 

Almost 
all of 
tile time 

7 

Almost 
all of 
tlte time 

7 

Almost 
all of 
the time 

7 

10. ThC'Tl' is at Imst om' task that I do with lilt' assistance of a computt'T that would ix' 
difficult to do without a computt'T 
Strollgly 
agree 

1 2 3 4 

11. I am glad that I am ahll' to USl' a compull'T as part of my job. 
Strollgly 
agree 

1 2 3 4 

Strollgly 
disagree 
5 

Strollgly 
disagree 
5 



A.1.2 FAMILIARITY WITH COMMON GRAPHIC, MULTI-PROCESSING USER EN
VIRONMENTS 

12. Have you ever used Microsoft Windows? 
Yes - No 

13. Have you ever used a Macintosh? 
Yes - No 

14. Have you ever used a Unix Workstation? 
Yes - No 

If you answered yes to any of the prC'vious thrw questions, answer the n('xt ten quC'Stions: 

15. How many Microsoft Windows applications have you us('d? 
o 1 2-4 5 or More 

16. How many Macintosh applications haw you us('d? 
o 1 2-4 5 or More 

17. How many Unix workstation applications have you used? 
o 1 2-4 5 or More 

18. I like working in a graphic computing ('nvironnwnl. 
Strollgly 
agree 

1 2 3 4 

Strollgly 
disagree 
5 
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19. A r,raphk intl'rf.lCl' makl's 
easier to usc. 

non-graphic oril'ntl'd applications such as word proc('ssors 

Strollgly 
agree 

1 2 3 4 

Strol1gly 
disagree 
5 

20. Wh('n implenwnt('d with a graphic intt'rfac(', non-graphic oril'ntl'd applications such as 
word proc('ssors usually includt' uSt'ful funcliuns that couldn't hl' implt'nwntt'd without a 
graphic intcrfilce. 
Strollgly 
agree 

1 2 3 4 

Strol1gly 
disagree 
5 

21. The ahility to pasily switch h<'twN'n sl'wral activ(' applications and to have these 
applications running in the hackground is a major hmcfit of th('s<' graphic cnvironnwnls. 
Strol1gly Strol1gly 
~~ ~~~ 

1 2 345 
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22. The ability to intpract wilh an application hy clicking on graphically display<,d huttons 
and icons gives graphic environn1C'nts an advantage over text based cnvironm('nts. 
Strollgly Strollgly 
agree disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

23. The ahilily to move and r<'-siz(' windows and change text fonts in windows is a major 
benefit of using a graphic environmenl. 
Strollgly 
agree 

1 2 3 4 

24. How ofL('n do you work in on<' of th('S<' ('nvironments? 
Neller Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or Ollce or 

1 

twi ce twice twi cc twi ce 
a year 

2 
a quarter 

3 
a mOil ti, 

-I 
a week 

5 

Strollgly 
disagree 
5 

Ollce or 
twice 
a day 

6 

A.1.3 FAMILIARITY WITH COMPUTER SUPPORTED COLLABORATION 

25. Have you used Arizona GroupSystems? 
Yes - No 

26. Have you used any oLl1l'r compull'r ailil'd rnlltlhnrative support sysll'llls? 
Yes - No 

Almost 
all of 
tile time 

7 

If you han uscd an Arizuna GruupSystcms applicatiun ur an:y othcr cumputcr lIidcd cullahorutin 
support systcm 1I1lpliclltiun IInswcr th,' fulluwing fuu r qucstiuns: 

27. How many tim('s havl' you partiripiltl'd in sl'ssions when' rollilborativp sofLwarl' was 
used? 

1 -2-4 5 or More 

28. How many diffefl'nt applications hilw you uSl'd (sinn' a systl'm likp Arizona 
GroupSysl('ms can haw Illany applicilLions)? 

1 2-4 5 or More 

29. If using them in a r('al situation, did you find L11('m uscf ul, or if you were participating in 
an ('xpl'riment, do you think L1ll'y would hilVl' lx'l'n useful in a r('al situiltion? 

Neller, or Almost 
almost lIeller always 
useful uscflll 
1 2 3 4 5 

30. In th<' following spac(', wrill' down th(' nan1(' of th<' comput('r aid('d collaboratiVe' support 
application thal you find L11l' Illost uSl'ful and hri('Oy give your reasons for prl'f<'rring this 
application. 
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A.2 TEAMWRITER EVALUATION 

A.2.t GET ACQUAINTED WITH TEAMWRITER 

To aid in evaluating TeamWritC'r, you are askC'd to perfoml two task... The first task 
involves spending 10-15 minutes gC'tling acquainted with the featurC'S of TeamWritC'r. PIC'asc 
position the mouse cursor (it look .. like a hollow arrow on your screen) over the icon labeled 
TWTutorial (do this by moving the "mousc" that is on the pad to thC' side of your kC'yboard). 
Next quickly. press the left button on the "mouse" twice (double click). This calls TC'amWritC'r 
which appears with an index displayC'd. TeamWriter encourages USCfS to organiz.(> their 
thoughts in an index/outline> tyr<' of fomlat, but doC'Sn't "force" uS{'rs to do this. In this 
tutorial, you will interact with TC'amWriter usinr, the ''TextViewer.'' To sec this vie>w of the 
tutorial, position the mouse cursor over thC' ml'nu choice labell'd "OpcnTpxtVipwer" and click 
the left mouse button once. Now, h<{orp r,oinr, any farther, read thl' following TC'amWritl'r 
Survival Guide: 

TeamWriter Sun'ival Guide: 
Current Cursor - Black rectallgle outlillillg olle Ii lie 011 your screell. Mope by 
clickillg tire LEFT mouse buttoll or by pressillg ti,e up/dowll arrow, 
Pg Up/Pg DIl, or Ctrl-Hollle/Ctrl-Elld keys. Used to scroll tl,c screell alld 
determille wlrere a text lille or illdex lille will be illserted. 011 mOl'es or copies, 
it detcrmillcs wl,erc tI,C sclcctcd block will bc illscrted. 

Selected B1l1ck - Lillcs llal'c wllite text alld a bllle backgroulld. Illdicatcs .'lOll 
currclltly "OWII" tI,esc lillcs. Otl,er IIsers will sec tI,CSC lillcs witl, bluc tcxt 

alld a whitc backgrolllld. To sclect lilies, wlrile Iroldillg ti,e RIGHT mousc 
buttoll dOWIl, drag thc mOllse cursor Ol'er ti,e lilies .'1011 wisll to select. To 
dc-selcct, positioll tI,C mousc cursor ill tire bllle selected block alld prcss tI,C 
LEFT mouse buttoll. 

Locked BllleI, - Lillcs with bllle tcxt alld a whitc backgrolllld arc "owlled" by 
allotl'eT uscr. YOII call l,iew tlrese lilies, bllt .'1011 call't modify tI,esc Iillcs. 
Lillcs witl, a billc backgroUlld arc "ou'lled" by YOllrself! 

Rl'ad thl' infomlation and instructions displayt'd in thp Tl'xtVit'wpr can'fully and follow L11Pnl. 

Thanks! 

A.2.2 SHORT BRAINSTORMING SESSION 

Your s('('ond task is to spC'nd 10-15 minute'S brainstorming ah<lUt how grographically 
distributl'd collaboratiw work can ht' supportl'd using networkl'd pes. During this spssion, 
you won't be able to modify existing indl'X l'ntril's, howt'Vl'r, you will lx, ablt' to entpr ne'w 
indC'x entries and singlp textlinl's within Pilch spction of the dorunwnl. Pkasp doublp click the 
mouse on the icon lalx'll'd n,ySminStorm. 



A.3 TEAMWRITER TUTORIAL 

The following sections are not "passive!" Plmse carefully read and then DO 
what is asked of you! 

A.3.t ENTERING INDEX ENTRIES 

1. Position the Current Cursor on top of this index entry by 
positi~ning the mouse cursor over "1.0 Ent('ring Index 
Entries" and clicking til(' LEFT mouse hUllon. 

2. Position the mouse cursor on th(' third from the top hutton 
disp1ay('d on the right sid(' of your SCT('('n. This hutton allows 
you to insert an ind('x/outlin(' ('ntry at a lower level Lhan Lhe 
preceding ind('x/outlin(' ('ntry (th(' firsl two huttons allow you 
to insert an entry at a highl'r kvd and al th(' same level). 

3. Oick the 1('ft mouse hutton. A singll' lim', l('xt enlry window 
will appc>ar in which you will lyp<' your n('w index entry (it will bt, a 
sub-heading of the ind('x ('ntry that is curr('ntly shown as whit(' 
text on a hlu(' backf,TOund). 

4. Aft('r typing your ind('x ('J1lry, pr('ss RETURN or dick on "Suhmil 
Ind('x Entry." 

A.3.2 DELETING INDEX ENTRIES 

1. To ddl't(' tlw indl'x ('ntry you jusl C'nll'rl'd, p<)silion till' mousp 
cursor on lop of llw indl'x I'nlry you just l'nt<'rl'd. 

2. Prl'ss til(' RIGHT mouse hutton. 
3. Whl'n your indl'x ('ntry (and nolhing ('1st') is shown as whill' 

text wilh a hlue hackr,round, l'l')Pasl' tlw mouse hulton. 
4. Press the Dl'1 k('y (or Sl'IPc[ Edit tl1l'n Dl'Il'tl' from the top llwnu) 

and you art> done. 

A.3.3 DETERMINING LINE AUTHORSHIP 

1. Position th(' CUrl'l'nl Cursor ov('r a lilw you want the author of. 
2. Click lh(' mous(' cursor owr till' lasl (Ill\\'l'st) hutton on till' right 

side of this window (it looks il hit likl' a purpll' poslagl' stamp 
and is suppos('d to look lik(' a pl'rS()J1's porlrait). 111l' aUlhor 
of the line the currl'nl cursor is on will bt, displayed. 
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A.3,.j DETERMINING WHO "OWNS," "LOCKED" BLUE TEXT ON WHITE BACKGROUND 
LINES 

1. Try to Sell'l."t any Iinc' wilh blu(' l('xt and a white hackground 
(click the RIGHT mous(' hutton with till' mouse cursor owr 
a hlue lim'). A bt)X will appl'ar t('lIing you who currently 
owns Lhat Sfflion of lh(' docunwnl. 

A.3.S MOVING AND COPYING 



1. Positio.n the Current Cursor just below lhC'se instruclions. 
2. Select the control button/icon on the righl side of the scr(>('n 

tilled "INSERT LINE." Wrile one or lWo shorllim's of l('xl 
(pressing the Enler key, clickinr, on ''Suhmit T('xt Line," or 
simply typing and Mling the line wrap wiII submit a text 
line). 

3. Press the Esc key or click on "Quit" when you aJ'(' finished 
entering lines of text. 

4. Re-position the current cursor to any un-owned line high('r in this 
document (this is where your copi('d linC'S will apJX'ar - uS(' the 
LEFT mouse button to re-position lh(' current cursor). 

5. With the mouse cursor and RIGHT mouse hutton, S('Icct lh(' lines 
you just finished wrilinr,. 

6. Posilion the mouse cursor over the Edit nwnu choice al the lop 
of this window. Oick the left mouS(' hulton. Sel('cl copy from 
the Edit menu with a mouse dkk. 

A.J.G SESSION LEADER UTILITIES 

1. Select SessLeader from the lop menu hy cIickinr, the mouS(' on it. 
2. Oick the mouse on "Show Locks." You will lx, shown a lisl of all lim's 

currenLly "owned" hy all users working in lhis docunwnt. Don'l rl'nlove 
any of lhese locko; "Plmse!" 

3. S...,lecl relurn with LIlt' mouse. 
4. Now clkk the mouse on "Texl Block Edit." If il was pn'viously pnahlt'd, 

lhe check in fronl of il will disappmr (ollll'rwisl' a dw(-k "will" 
appmr). 

5. Selecl "Relurn." You willl'illwr nolin' llw Edil Block hutton 
disappear or appl'ar deppnding upon which way you lor,gll'd it. 

6. Leave C'xperimenling with llll' ollwr S.'ssion Lcadt'r ULilitips for anoLl1l'r 
day. 

CONGRATULATIONS ... That's iI. You hun finished the tutorial! 
SELECT "FILE" FROM THE INDEXVIEWER MENU THEN "EXIT" 
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A ... POST-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE 

This questionnaire attempts to dC'lemline your reaction to TpamWriter and to find out if 
your attitude towards computer supported collaboration systems has change'd. To allow a 
comparison to your earlier pre-test qu<'Stionnair(', please enter lhe' samC' four letler idC'nlificr 
you used on the pre-test qu<'Stionnaire in thC' following space. 

Unique Identifier: ___________ _ 

Circle the. response closest to your answC'r if a r<'SponSC' is providl'd. PlC'asC' take' the' time 
to write a brief answer whC'n askl'd to do so. 

A .... 1 TEAMWRITER INTERFACE AND RESPONSE 

1. As an aid in remembering how to accC'ss functions, pictuf(' hullons art': 
Itc/pful /lot Itc/pfu/ 

1 234 5 

2. Picture hullons arc Iikl'1y to _____ my work. 
slow down speed up 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. I prcf('r using ___ to acc('ss nlilin aprlicillion functions. 
1'1111.1"11'11 IIIIllI,!' 1'1111.1"11'// 1;'://1,1/11.1 II .. ,1/11/1;//1111"///(/1,,;(,· ,~(: 
1l/(1I1,r aeliml!'d 1;':I/1.1(ml ,'//1..,.1'.1 _________________ _ 

aelil'llit'd PII//(1I1O' aclil'llil'd r(1ll/lIlIlIhl, (IN;iI' tilt· ell"'''!' 1/, 11/ a/1",·/, 'I'arl') 
1l/t'1II1i' "'l'''''~ 

3 4 

4. I would lik(' to s('(' the following changl's in till' way TC'amWrill'r allowC'd mC' to ac(('ss its 
functions: (usc the hark of this rilgt' if mort' srilCP is nt'l.'dl'd) 



5. The time taken by TeamWritC'r to respond to clicking on a button or menu sdl'dion 
seemed: 
LolIg 

1 2 3 4 
Short 

5 

6. TeamWriler's text was updatC'd to show changes in 10cked/ownC'd lines and new or 
modified lines: 
Quickly 

1 2 3 4 
Slowly 

5 
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7. WhaL changes would you likC' Lo 5('(' in TeamWriLI'r's inLerface? Use Lhl' hack of Lhis page if 
you nC'Cd additional space. 

A.-4.2 SUITABILITY OF TEAMWRITER FOR VARIOUS TASKS 

8. TeamWriter's effl'ctiVl'J1l'SS as a hminstorming tool is: 
good poor 

1 2 3 4 5 

9. WhaL chanGes/additions do you suggest making to TI'aIllWrill'r to makl' it hl.'lll'r suited for 
brainstomling? Use LIlt' C'xLra papl'r Lhat was providl'd to answC'r this qUI'stion. 

10. TeamWriler would lx' .1 _____ mulLi-usl'r docunll'nL creation/writing tool. 
poor good 

1 234 5 

11. What ch,:mges/additions do you suggl'sL making to TI'amWritl'r to makl' illx'lll'r suitl'd 
for multi-user docun1l'nt cTl'ation/writing? UsC' tIll' extra paper thaL was providl'd to answC'r 
this qu('stion. 

12. TeamWriLl'r would he a _____ singh' or multi-user idl'a consolidating Lool. 
good poor 

1 234 5 

13. WhaL changes/additions do you suggC'sL making to TI'amWrilpr to makl' iL hC'lll'r suited 
for single or multi-user idea consolidating? USl' the extra paper Lhat was providC'd Lo answ('r 
this question. 

1.t. WhaL other tasks do think Tl'amWriler would he suill'd for? Use LIlt' extra papl'r that was 
rovidl'd to answer Lhis question. 
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15. What changes/additions could lx' madC' to T('amWrit('r to mak(' it hdt('r suited to a widl'r 
variety of tasks? Usc the extra pap<'r that was providC'd to answ('r this quC'stion. 

A.4.3 ATTITUDE TOWARDS GRAPHIC USER INTERFACES 

16. I like working in a graphic computinr, ('nvironment. 
Strongly Strongly 
agree disagree 

1 234 5 

17. When impl('m('nt('d wiLh a r,raphic intl'rfac(', non-graphic oril'nL!'d applications such as 
word processors an' usually easier to us('. 
Strongly 
agree 

1 2 3 4 

Strongly 
disagree 

5 

18. When impl('m('nted wiLh a graphic inLl'rfacl', non-r,raphic oril'nL!'d applications such as 
word processors usually includl' functions th.lt couldn'L lx, imrl!'nll'nLed wiLh a l<'xL-only 
intprface. 
Strongly 
agree 

1 2 3 

Strollgly 
disagree 

5 

19. 111<' ahiliLy to change Ll'xL fonl lyres and siz('s in windows is a major N'nl'fit of using a 
graphic environnll'nt. 
Strongly 
agree 

1 2 3 

StrDllgly 
disagree 

5 

A.4.4 OTHER COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS 

20. Please use as much span' on L1w fronl and ruck of this pagl' as nf'('dl'd to wriL!' any oLlll'r 
comm('nts you would like lo makl' aNlul Tl'amWril<'r and rompull'r surrorled collaboration 
systems. 
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A.5 PRE-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

A.5.1 Raw Scorcs 

Subjcct # 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Qucst # A,'c 
1 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 5 6 7 6 5 7 6 7 6.59 
2 7 7 6 7 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 6 7 6 7 6 6 7 7 6 7 7 6.59 
3 7 7 6 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 5 7 7 6 7 7 6 7 7 6.64 
.. 5 5 4 3 3 4 5 5 -I 4 4 ;\ -I 5 3 4 6 4 ;\ 4 4 4 4.09 
5 4 3 4 5 2 5 6 4 5 5 5 4 -I 5 6 5 5 6 5 5 5 4 4.64 
6 6 5 5 4 5 -I 7 6 7 7 6 6 4 6 7 7 5 7 5 7 6 7 5.86 
7 7 7 6 5 3 6 6 7 7 5 4 5 5 7 6 6 7 6 5 5 5 4 5.64 
8 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1.27 
9 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 5 1 2 5 1 2 2 ;\ 1 2 1 ;\ 1 1 1.77 
10 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.27 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.18 
12 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.77 
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.86 
U 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 lUi 9 
15 5 5 5 0 3 3 1 1 ;\ 5 ;\ 1 ;\ 5 0 5 5 5 ;\ () 3.05 
16 ;\ 1 ;\ 5 1 5 3 5 3 ;\ 3 3 ;\ 1 ;\ 3 1 5 ;\ 3 3.00 
17 0 1 3 0 () 5 1 () 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 ;\ 1 5 1.30 
18 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 ;\ 1 3 1 1 2 1 1.711 
19 ;\ 1 ;\ 2 1 2 1 3 2 -I 3 ;\ 2 -I 1 4 2 1 2 3 2.35 
211 3 1 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 4 4 2 3 4 1 4 2 2 3 2 ViII 
21 1 1 1 3 2 1 2 1 1 5 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1.65 
22 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 4 1 2 2 1 1.75 
23 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 3 2 -I 2 1 2 2 1.85 
24 7 7 6 -I 5 5 7 3 6 5 4 5 5 6 3 5 7 5 4 3 5.10 
25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.00 
26 1 0 1 () 0 0 () 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 () 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.36 
27 5 5 5 3 5 5 :; :; :; :; :; 5 3 :; :; :; 3 :; 3 :; 5 3 4.55 
28 5 5 :; 3 :; :; 3 :; :; 5 :; :; 3 3 :; :; :; :; 3 :; 5 3 4.45 
29 5 5 5 -I :; 3 3 3 :; ;\ 4 :; :; 4 3 4 3 4 -I 3 :; -I 4.115 



A.S.2 Interpreted Scores 

Question # 
1. Use a stand-alone PC 
2. Use a temlinal to access a mainframe 
3. Use email 
4. Make graphics 
5. Transfer fiI('s usinG a communications program 
6. Write memos, lellers, r('5('arch rt'ports, etc 
7. Use a computer for other tasks 
8. UsinG computers J am 
9. Most tasks pcrfoml('d using comput('rs takt' 
10. There is at least one task I do that n('('ds a computl'r 
11. J am glad that J am ahll' to USl' a comput('r in my joh 
12. Have you us('d MS Windows? 
13. Have you used a Macintosh? 
l .. t Have you used a Unix workstation? 
15. How many MS Windows apps have' you uSe'd? 
16. How many Macintosh apps haw you uSl'd? 
17. How many Unix workstalion arps haw you uSe'd? 
18. J like working with a GUI 
19. A GUT milkt's arps Iikl' wd procl'ssors l'asil'r 
20. A GUI wordprocl'ssor has ('xtra uSl'ful functions 
21. Multi-tasking is a major h<'I1l'fit 
22. Bullons and icons an' an advantagt' 
23. MovinG and rt'-sizing windows and fonts is a 1)('I1l'fit 
2-1. How ofLe'n do you work in a GUI? 
25. Have' you ust'd Arizona GroupSysh'ms? 
26. Have you uSe'd any oLlwr collal)(lraliw systl'm? 
27. How many sessions hav<, you h<'<'n in? 
28. How many collah<1fC.lliw arrs haw you uSl'd? 
29. Were t1lPy us('ful? 

A V('ril~(, R('sponse 
Almost all the' time 
Almost all the time 
Almost all the lime 
Once' or twin> a month 
Once' or twice a w('('k 
Once or twin' a day 
Once or twic<' a day 
MorC' productive 
u>ss limC' than manually 
Strongly agn'<' 
Strongly agrC'(' 
77% haw 
86% haw 
59% haw 
2.95 
2.95 
1.95 
Agrt'<' 
Agn'<' to l1l'utml 
Agn'<' to l1l'utral 
Agn'<' to strongly agn'<' 
Agn'<' to strongly agn,<' 
Agn'<' 
Onrp or twin' a w(,<'k 
EVl'ryonl' has 
A\)(lUt a third hav(' 
-1.55 
2.77 
N('utral to not uSl'ful 
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A.6 POST-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

A.6.1 Raw Scores 

Subject # 1 2 3 -4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1-4 ]5 16 ]7 ]8 ]9 20 21 22 A\·g. 
Quest # 
1. 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 4- 2 1 1.82 
2. 4 5 5 4 2 4 5 5 4 5 3 4 5 4 4 3 4 4 4- 3 4 4 -4.05 
3.1. a 1 a 1 1 a a a 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 a a 1 1 a a 1 0.55 
3.2. 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 a 1 1 a 1 1 1 0.82 
3.3. a 1 a a a a 0 a 1 0 0 a a a a 1 a 1 a a 0 a 0.18 
3.-4. a a a 1 a 1 0 1 a 0 1 0 a a 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0.18 
5. 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 3 2 2 3 2 1 3 2 4- 3 3 2 2 1 2.18 
6. 4 4 2 4 4 2 1 5 2 3 4- 2 2 5 2 4- 4- 3 2 4- 3 4 3.18 
8. 4 2 2 3 3 2 2 5 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 3 2 1 3 2 2 1 4- 2 2.86 
10. 4 5 4 4 5 5 5 1 4- 5 4- 5 5 2 4- 4- 4- 5 4- 5 3 4- -4.14 
12. 4 2 3 2 4- 4- 3 5 4- 3 5 2 4- 3 4- 3 2 1 4- 4 2 3.2-4 
16. 2 5 1 1 1 2 1 3 3 4- 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 5 3 2 2.14 
17. 3 5 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 4- 2 2 2 1 4- 2 2.·'3 
18. 2 5 2 2 3 3 1 3 2 3 3 2 1 1 4- 2 2 3 2 2 2.-40 
19. 1 5 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2.00 

A.6.2 Interpreted Scores 

1. Picture huLLons an' Sonwwhatlll'lpful to 11l'Ipfui 
2. Pictun' huLLons an' Iikl'ly to __ my work. Sonwwhat sp('l.'d up my work 
3.x To aefl'SS main application functions ... 
3.1. I like using pulJdown mous(' activah'd nwnus 55% 
3.2. llikl' using mouse activat('d huLLons 82% 
3.3. I like using pulldown k('yhoard acliv'lt('d nwnus 18% 
3,-l. I Iik(' using keyboard cnt('T('d cnmmands 18% 
5. Response to huLLon or ml'nu choir('s s(,l'nwd Sonwwhat long 
6. Notification timps Wl'Tl' Midway ht'lw('('n slow and quirk 
8. TeamWritN's hrainstorming I'ffl'rliVl'nl'ss is Midway hl.'lw('<'n good and poor 
10. Team\Vrilpr's as a multi-us('r docul1lt'llt tool is SOI11l'what good 
12. TW's singll' or multi-user idl'a consolidation is Midway hdw('<'n good and poor 
16. I like working with a GUI Agr('(' 
17. A GUI makl's apps likl' wd pron'ssors l'asi('r AgTl'<' to J1('utral 
18. A GUI wordporcessor has l'xtr<l useful functions Agn'l' to I1l'utral 
19. 01anging text fonts and sizl's in a GUI is a hl'llt'fit Agn'l' 
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APPENDIX B: NETWORK TIMING DATA 

B.1 TEST APRIL 4, 1992 

Times were written to the timelog file every 60 5('(onds. A new station was start('d ('very 2 
minutes until reaching the maximum of 5 stations. No oth('r activity was allowed on the 
network during the test. While watching the> OS/2 server's hard disk light, it would be 
accessed accessed briefly every 10 5('(onds regardless of numh<>r of active stations. Each 
station was polling at one Sffond int('rvals. Aft('r coming on lim' and reading thE' 9600 hyte 
central document file, each station was inactiw other than polling for chang('s. Th(' central 
document file increased hy 13 bytes every time> a new station joined (new stations always 
write a tinle stamp at the end of th(' central fil(' when they join). Station 3 had anomolously 
slow times possihly caused hy different v('rsion of DOS. At any ratC', this did not happ<'n on 
later tests when all stations had id('ntical configurations. 

A,·erage Milliseconds in List Maintenance Module 
Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station -l Station 5 Awrag(' 

0-1 Min 228 228 
1-2 Min 55 55 
2-3 Min 55 221 138 
3-4 Min 53 51 ~" ~-
4-5 Min 56 58 ?>+! 153 
5-6 Min 52 5-! 161 89 
6-7 Min 56 56 171 215 125 
7-8 Min -" ~- 57 162 55 82 
8-9 Min 61 57 167 59 211 111 
9-10 Min 56 57 1M 5-! -l8 76 
10-11 Min 55 51 160 -" ~- 5:' 7-l 
11-12 Min -" ~- 55 160 -" ~- 55 75 
12-13 Min -" ~- 55 16:'. 51 52 75 
13-1-l Min 55 -" ~- 10:' 5-! -l7 7-l 
1-!-15 Min 55 63 16:'. 53 8-l 
Averag(' 66 68 180 72 78 99 
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A"cragc Milliscconds Updating Locks (subsct of List Maintcnancc Timc) 
Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4 Station 5 AveraGe> 

0-1 Min 56 56 
1-2 Min 55 55 
2-3 Min 49 54 52 
3-4 Min 54 51 53 
4-5 Min 51 54 82 62 
5-6 Min 50 54 107 70 
6-7 Min 51 52 110 52 66 
7-8 Min 52 53 107 55 67 
8-9 Min 57 54 105 53 47 63 
9-10 Min 52 55 98 54 48 61 
10-11 Min 55 52 107 52 53 64 
11-12 Min 53 55 107 52 55 64 
12-13 Min 51 53 105 51 -tR 62 
13-14 Min 54 52 105 52 47 62 
14-15 Min 55 42 105 49 63 
AveraGe 53 52 1m 52 50 61 

A "cragc Milliseconds Checking Filelength 
Stalion 1 Stalion 2 SLalinn 3 SLillion 4 SLillion 5 Awrage> 

0-1 Min 50 50 
1-2 Min 27 27 
2-3 Min 24 47 36 
3-4 Min 26 24 25 
4-5 Min 17 27 64 36 
5-6 Min 17 26 80 41 
6-7 Min 17 26 82 49 44 
7-8 Min 16 22 81 27 37 
8-9 Min 20 27 80 24 -tR 40 
9-10 Min 24 27 80 25 22 36 
10-11 Min 24 25 80 24 25 36 
11-12 Min 22 27 79 25 27 36 
12-13 Min 23 27 81 25 25 36 
13-14 Min 24 26 81 24 24 36 
14-15 Min 50 33 81 30 49 
15-16 Min 55 70 63 
AveraGe 25 28 79 28 29 37 
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Itil ..... " .... " iii ............ Ii .. Ii iii" ill" .. " ali Ii"" 110' ill .. " ........ , ...... Ii .. " ...... "" Ie .............. , ...... """,. ........ • *******~************************ 

B.2 SESSION APRIL 21, 1992 
Five Participants 
Configuration One - C'f5/2 Lan ManaGer 

BrainstorminG 

A\'erage Milliseconds in List Maintcnance 
Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4 Station 5 AveraGe 

0-2 Min 276 287 207 274 174 244 
2-4 Min 252 275 261 264 261 263 
4-6 Min 260 319 265 306 275 285 
6-8 Min 252 381 254 291 270 290 
8-10 Min 285 326 284 3O-l 295 299 
10-12 Min 2..':\0 289 292 299 344 291 
12-14 Min 242 381 245 315 2% 
14-16 Min 276 271 242 268 264 
16-18 Min 286 255 259 264 266 
18-20 Min 253 274 282 272 270 
20-22 Min 3-? ::>- 274 250 2R5 290 
22-24 Min 204 247 261 2">8 238 
24-26 Min 214 201 251 222 
26-28 Min 216 65 120 134 
28-30 Min 126 126 
AveraGe 259 280 2+l 273 259 ?-? £:)-

A \'Cragc Milliscconds Updating Locks 
Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4 Station 5 Awrage 

0-2 Min 208 217 145 191 101 172 
2-4 Min 202 216 205 194 1% 203 
4-6 Min .219 197 185 183 1R3 193 
6-8 Min 203 267 191 216 213 218 
8-10 Min 202 200 201 222 198 205 
10-12 Min 197 210 190 214 248 212 
12-14 Min 172 236 181 197 197 
1-1-16 Min 213 203 184 202 201 
16-18 Min 207 176 1% 195 194 
18-20 Min 174 194 20R 205 195 
20-22 Min 222 203 156 199 195 
22-24 Min 90 173 180 162 176 
2-1-26 Min 199 1-10 60 178 1+l 
26-28 Min 204 43 75 107 
28-30 Min 32 32 
AveraGe 205 206 168 183 182 176 
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A"cragc Milliscconds Chccking Filclcngth 
Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4 Station 5 Avc>raflC' 

0-2 Min 39 41 3-1 40 32 37 
2-4 Min 39 39 39 42 39 40 
4-6 Min 44 40 37 48 38 41 
6-8 Min 39 45 35 38 38 39 
8-10 Min 37 44 40 42 37 40 
10-12 Min 36 42 39 39 38 39 
12-14 Min 39 46 39 39 41 
14-16 Min 40 42 41 36 40 
16-18 Min 43 41 40 43 42 
18-20 Min 40 40 42 42 41 
20-22 Min 46 36 44 42 42 
22-24 Min 30 40 45 35 38 
24-26 Min 25 3-l 5-l 38 38 
26-28 Min 26 15 46 29 
28-30 Min 14 1-l 
Averafle 39 39 35 43 39 37 

B.3 SESSION APRIL 22. 1992 
Four Participants 
Confieuration Two - Nowll 

Brainstom1ing 

A "cragc Millisccunds UJldatinJ.: Lucks 
Station 2 Station 3 Station 4 Station 5 Awragp 

0-2 Min 6 55 2 32 24 
2-4 Min 0.17 71 53 H3 64 
4-6 Min 71 67 5H 6H 66 
6-8 Min 73 64 64 53 64 
8-10 Min 52 51 6B 55 57 
10-12 Min 64 41 75 5-l 59 
12-10.1 Min 40 55 61 65 55 
14-16 Min 56 5H 57 62 58 
16-18 Min 60 55 53 57 56 
18-20 Min 70 55 5-l 60 
20-22 Min 62 -? 0_ 55 56 
22-24 Min 62 55 5-l 57 
24-26 Min 53 60 57 57 
26-28 Min 55 61 5-l 57 
28-30 Min 56 55 56 
30-32 Min 56 53 55 
32-3-1 Min 56 55 56 
34-36 Min 58 53 56 
36-38 Min 67 57 62 
38-40 Min 6H 57 63 
Averaflc 55 58 55 57 57 
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........ " ............ '************'****************, ...... " Ii .. " .... " '******'" .. , .. , ......... ,..It .. "" ...... " ........ " .. ,****,. .. " .... " .. " .. " "********'" 
A\'erage Milliseconds Cheekir.g Filelength 

Station 2 Slalion 3 Slalion 4 Slation 5 Av('rar,(' 

0-2 Min 1 8 1 7 4 
2-4 Min 10 11 10 13 11 
4-6 Min 7 10 8 13 10 
6-8 Min 11 8 13 10 11 
8-10 Min 7 14 8 12 10 
10-12 Min 10 5 7 13 9 
12-14 Min J1 3 9 15 10 
14-16 Min 3 8 11 10 8 
16-18 Min 6 4 7 4 5 
18-20 Min 10 3 1 5 
20-22 Min 2 3 2 2 
22-24 Min 1 4 1 2 
24-26 Min 1 7 2 3 
26-28 Min 8 10 2 7 
28-30 Min 4 2 3 
30-32 Min 5 2 4 
32-34 Min 8 1 5 
34-36 Min 6 2 4 
36-38 Min 12 2 7 
38-40 Min 9 4 7 
Av('ragc 6 7 6 6 
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.... ill" .... " Ii .... il .. at ................. .,." '****., .. " ....... iii .. " '**'****"*********, ...... , Ii ...... Ii .. "., .. , tl .................. 'Hi ...... Ii .......... , .... ***"*"'~ 

B.4 SESSION APRIL 27, 1992 
2 Stations active - 1 Participant 
Tutorial 

A"cragc Milliscconds Updating Locks A"cragc Milliscconds Chccking FilcJcngth 
Station 4 Station 4 

0-2 Min 52 0-2 Min 33 
2-4 Min 122 2-t Min 39 
4-6 Min 111 4-6 Min 41 
6-8 Min 132 6-8 Min 42 
8-10 Min 66 8-10 Min 30 
10-12 Min 64 10-12 Min 25 
12-14 Min 85 12-14 Min 26 
14-16 Min 56 14-16 Min 37 
16-18 Min 51 16-18 Min 7 
18-20 Min 47 18-20 Min 21 
20-22 Min :t8 20-22 Min 15 
22-24 Min 50 22-24 Min 11 
24-26 Min 46 24-26 Min 7 
26-28 Min 50 26-28 Min 18 
28-30 Min 50 28-:'0 Min 11 
30-32 Min 50 :.0-:'2 Min 10 
32-34 Min 45 :'2-:...J. Min 5 
34-36 Min 49 34-:.6 Min 8 
36-38 Min 49 ?6-:'8 Min 8 
38-40 Min 50 :'8--J.() Min 11 
Average' 64 AVllrilgll 20 



B.S SESSION APRIL 28,1992 
3 Stations active - 1 Participant (on(> stalion kept pemlanenllock(>d hlock) 
Tutorial 

Average Milliseconds Updating Locks A,'erage Milliseconds Checking Filclength 
Stalion 4 Stalion 4 

0-2 Min 232 0-2 Min 43 
2-4 Min 218 2-4 Min .g 

4-6 Min 217 4-6 Min 46 
6-8 Min 278 6-8'Min 53 
8-10 Min 246 8-10 Min 42 
10-12 Min 267 10-12 Min 48 
12-14 Min 213 12-14 Min 39 
14-16 Min 201 14-16 Min 30 
16-18 Min 217 16-18 Min 42 
18-20 Min 193 18-20 Min 41 
20-22 Min 90 20-22 Min 36 
22-24 Min 145 22-24 Min 37 
24-26 Min 130 24-26 Min 35 
26-28 Min 140 26-28 Min 45 
28-30 Min 110 28-30 Min 49 
30-32 Min 218 30-32 Min 40 
32-34 Min 183 32-34 Min 36 
34-36 Min 228 34-~ Min .g 
36-38 Min 207 36-38 Min 40 
38-40 Min 2..">0 38-40 Min 41 
Average 193 AVl'ragl' 42 
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B.6 SESSION APRIL 29, 1992 
Four Participants 
Configuration One - OS/2 Lan Manager 

Brainstorming 

Average Milliseconds Updaling Locks 

0-2 Min 
2-4 Min 
4-6 Min 
6-8 Min 
8-10 Min 
10-12 Min 
12-14 Min 
14-16 Min 
16-18 Min 
18-20 Min 
20-22 Min 
22-24 Min 
2-!-26 Min 
26-28 Min 
28-30 Min 
30-32 Min 
32-34 Min 
34-36 Min 
36-38 Min 
38-40 Min 
40-42 Min 
Average 

Slalion 1 Slalion 2 Slalion 3 
212 192 99 
83 142 139 
177 186 186 
216 173 152 
147 183 168 
157 129 15-1 
155 171 199 
72 161 142 

124 140 
43 129 
-!1 75 
40 58 
38 
37 
33 
37 
37 
38 
39 
4-! 
36 
92 1:'>7 

Stalion 4 
Data Losl 

A V£'ra ge 
168 
121 
183 
180 
166 
1-!7 
175 
125 
132 
86 
58 
-!9 
38 
37 
33 
37 
37 
38 
39 
4-! 
36 
92 
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A "cragc Milliseconds Checking Filclcngth 
Station 1 Station 2 StaLion 3 Station -l AV£'rage 

0-2 Min 37 41 37 Data Lost 38 
2-4 Min 27 41 3-J. 3-J. 
4-6 Min 40 38 32 37 
6-8 Min 35 40 3-J. 36 
8-10 Min 40 41 41 41 
10-12 Min 40 41 45 42 
12-14 Min 39 37 39 38 
14-16 Min 47 46 33 42 
16-18 Min 38 36 37 
18-20 Min 27 37 32 
20-22 Min 5 42 24 
22-2-l Min 5 -to 2~ 

24-26 Min -l 4 
26-28 Min 5 5 
28-30 Min 5 5 
30-32 Min 5 5 
32-3-J. Min 5 5 
34-36 Min 6 6 
36-38 Min 5 5 
38-40 Min 15 15 
40-42 Min 5 5 
Average 38 22 38 23 

B.7 TEST JUNE 12, 1992 
Test - 1 staLion in TeamWrilpr - -l oLI1I'rs lo!"l',pu inLo s('rv<'r hUl inarliv<' 
Tesl run for 5 minul('s with 2 minulp urui.llt'S imu 2 s<'conu rolling 
Average values r<'reall'u for r,ri.lrh hi.lst'linl' 

A nragc Milliseconds Updating Locks 
Slalion 4 

0--t0 Min 33 

A "cragc Milliseconds Chccldng Filclength 
Stalion 4 

0-2 Min 3 
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APPENDIX C: C SOURCE CODE 

TearnWriter DLLs contain 8648 lines of code. The code included in 
this appendix is about 13% of the total C code. No Visual Basic code 
has been included, however, approximately 8499 lines of Visual Basic 
code are also used in TeamWriter. 

C.l GLOBAL.H 

1* Bit Flags *1 
#define INDEX 
#define NOTYETSEEN 
#define LOCKED 
#define TEXTONLY 
#define HARDRETURN 
#define SGFTRETURN 
#define SEEN 
#define UNLOCKED 

Ox01 
Ox02 
Ox04 
Ox08 
Ox10 
OxEF 
OxFD 
OxFB 

1* global constants *1 
#define MAX LINES 

#define MAX READ SIZE 
#define START READ SIZE 

II 0000 
II 0000 
II 0000 
II 0000 
II 0001 
I I 1110 
I I 1111 
I I 1111 

100 

32000L 
512L 

#define WRITE BUF SIZE 
#define READ LINE-SIZE 
#define NUMBER OF-ATTEMPTS 
#define LINE SIZE-

5000L 
160 

30 
160 

#define SIZE LIST 
#define START HOLE SIZE 

#define MESSAGE LENGTH 

128 
100 

1024L 

0001 
0010 
0100 
1000 
0000 
1111 
1101 
1011 

II max lines re-allocated to list 
II each time 
II max allowed size of read buffer 
II starting (and minimum) 
II read buffer size 
II size of buffer used to store writes 
II max expected line length in a file 
II # times to try writing to file 
II size of a line stored in an array 
II must be odd so when add one for 
II null termination will be even in 
II struct def 

II starting number nodes allowed in 
I I hole list 
II max size of message allowed in 
II buffer 
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C.2 STRUCT.H 

1* Data structures for Text and Index Viewers *1 

II if hyperlinks exist, this struct holds linked list of links' data 
struct LINK ( 

int dStartHighlight; 
int dEndHighlight; 
HANDLE hQuery; 
HANDLE hNext; 

) ; 

II one of these will exist for each list entry 
II size of structure is 128 or 2 A 7 - this must be a power of two 
II when using huge pointers this guarantees that no single structure 
II will span a segment - page 295 Petzold 
struct LST ( 

) ; 

long lRecordNumber; 
char BitFlags; 
long ITI; 
long INext; 
long IPrev; 
HANDLE hUsername; 
HANDLE hHyperLinks; 
char szLevel[16]; 
char szLine[91]; 

typedef struct LST LIST; 
typedef LIST huge *hpLIST; 

II record number within the text list 
II see above 
II index list points to index & vice versa 

II handle to char string 
II handle to LINK data type 
II stores index level in string format 
II contains the text for the entry 

II used to fully index text and index lists 
struct LISTINDX ( 

long INode; 
) ; 
typedef struct LISTINDX LISTINDEX; 
typedef LISTINDEX huge *hpLISTINDEX; 

II stores locations of deleted nodes 
struct HOLELST ( 

long INode; 
) ; 
typedef struct HOLELST HOLELIST; 
typedef HOLELIST huge *hpHOLELIST; 



II one these will exist for text list and one for index list 
struct LLST ( 

) : 

long lBufferLines; 
long lTail; II head of list will always be fpBuf[l) 
long lTop: 
long lBottom; 
long lCount: 
long lHolePointerHead: 
long lHolePointerTail: 
long lListBufferTail: 
long lSizeHoleList: 
HANDLE hBuf: 
HANDLE hHoleList: 
HANDLE hIndex: 
hpLIST hpBuf: 
hpHOLELIST hpHoleList: 
hpLISTINDEX hpListIndex: 

typedef struct LLST LLIST: 
typedef LLIST far *fpLINKLIST; 

1* info needed to read Windows 3.x files using buffered I/o *1 
II reset dNumRead and dCurp to zero at beginning of reading a file 
II don't reset from then on as make successive reads from the file 
II if close file and later reopen, must again reset num read and curp 
struct FIL ( -

unsigned int uCurBufPos: II current buffer pointer position 
unsigned int uBufSize: II size of the buffer 
int dNumRead; II bytes read from file 
long lCurFilePos: II current file pointer position 
long lWriteBufSize; II size of the write buffer 
int dNotFirstR; II 0 if first time to read file 
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int dEndOfFile; II 0 if set to start of file 1 if end of file 
int hFile; II handle to open file 
HANDLE hUsername: II handle to user's name 
HANDLE hBuffer: II handle to global buffer read into 
HANDLE hWriteBuf: II handle to buffer used for writing 
HANDLE hFilename: 

) : 
typedef struct FIL far *fpFILE: 

II stores past state's lock information: used when updating 
struct LCK ( 

) : 

HANDLE· hNext; 
unsigned long lTime; 
char szUsername(12)i 

typedef struct LCK LOCK: 
typedef LOCK far *fpLOCK: 

II List used to store network timing information 
struct TIME LST ( 

) : 

HANDLE hNext: 
int IDNumber; 
int BytesRead; 
unsigned long lTime: 
unsigned short milli: 

typedef struct TIME LST TIME LIST; 
typedef TIME LIST far *fpTIME: 



C.3 LOCK UPDATE MODULE 

#include <windows.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include "global. h" 
#include "struct.h" 
#include "function.h" 

struct TempLCK { 
unsigned long lStart; 
unsigned long lEnd; 
unsigned long ITime; 

} ; 
typedef struct TempLCK TempLOCK; 
typedef TempLOCK far *fpTempLOCK; 

II This function reads the lock file, compares to what was 
II previously read in the lock file and modifies the text 
II and index lists to show the current lock state of the 
II document 
in t FAR PASCAL dUpdateLocks(HANDLE 

HANDLE 
fpLINKLIST 
fpLINKLIST 

hpLIST hpTBuf 
hpLIST hpIBuf 
hpLISTINDEX hpTIndex 
hpLISTINDEX hplIndex 
fpLOCK fpLock 
fpFILE fp 
HANDLE hTempLock; 

NULL; 
NULL; 
NULL; 
NULL; 
NULL; 
NULL; 

hLockFile, 
hLock, 
fpT, 
fpI) 

NULL;II lock list is limited to 50 users fpTempLOCK fpTempLock 
char szLockName[50] [12]; 
int i, j, k, dFound, dRet; 
int dNurnberTrys = 0; 
static char szTemp[50]; 
unsigned char szLineIn[READ LINE SIZE+1); 
long 11, 12, 13, 14, lStartNode,-lEndNode, lTime; 
long IBufSize, TBufSize, ICount, TCount, Count; 

II make sure to read the entire lock file each time 
fp = (fpFILE) GlobalLock(hLockFile); 
if(! fp) ( 

MessageBox(NULL, "Failed locking hLockFile", "vUpdateLocks", 
. MB_OK) ; 

return(O); 

II initialize buffer for temp lock storage 
hTempLock = GlobalAlloc(GHND,sizeof(TempLOCK)*50); 
if(!hTempLock) return(O); 
fpTempLock = (fpTempLOCK) GlobalLock(hTempLock); 
if(!fpTempLock) ( 

MessageBox(NULL, "Failed locking hTempLock", "vUpdateLocks", 
MB OK); 

GlobalFree(hTempLock); 
return(O); 
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TryAgain: 

fp->dNotFirstR = 0; 
i = 0; 
while (1) { 

II read a line - note that dRead is a buffered input 
II function that reads the entire file on the first 
II call but returns the file contents one line at a time 
dRet = dRead (hLockFile, (LPSTR) szLineln, 50); 
if(dRet < 0) break; 

II check for proper order of lock entries, if out of 
II order, an interleaved write must have occurred 
for(k=O; k<50; k+=2) ( 

.i.f(szLineln[k) != (unsigned char)k) ( 
II garbled read! 
FileMsg(l, "\r\nGarbled read in dUpdateLocks", 0); 
FileMsg (1, (LPSTR) szLineln, 50); 
if(dNumberTrys > 3) ( 

} 

MessageBox(NULL, "All Reads were Garbled", 
"dUpdateLocks", MB OK); 

GlobalFree(hTempLock); -
return(O); 

vPause(0.5); 
dNumberTrys++; 
go to TryAgain; 

II reconstruct start node from three byte entry 
11 (long) szLineln [1) ; 
12 = (long) szLineln[3}; 
11 = 11 « 16; 
12 = 12 « 8; 
fpTempLock[i) .1Start = 11 + 12 + (long) szLineln[5); 

II reconstruct end node from three byte entry 
11 (long) szLineln[7)i 
12 = (long) szLineln(9); 
11 = 11 « 16; 
12 :x 12 « 8; 
fpTempLock[i) .1End = 11 + 12 + (long) szLineln[11j; 
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II reconstruct long integer for time of lock from four byte entry 
ITime (long) szLineln(13); 
12 (long) szLineln(15); 
12 12 « 8; 
13 (long) szLineln(17); 
13 13 « 16; 
14 (long) szLineln(19); 
14 = 14 « 24; 
ITime += 12 + 13 + 14; 

fpTempLock[i).lTime = ITime; 

II save the name of the lock owner 
for(k=21,j=0; k<50, szLineln[k) != ' '; j++,k+=2) 

szLockName[i) [j) = szLineln[k); 
szLockName[i) [j) = '\0'; 



i++; 
if(i > 50) ( 

II this system is for small business teams! Right? 
FileMsg(l, "Warning! Out of Lock Buffer Space!", 0); 
GlobalFree(hTempLock); 
return(O); 

II finished reading and storing lock file info, now update lists 
fpLock (fpLOCK) GlobaILock(hLock); 
hpTBuf fpT->hpBuf; 
hpIBuf fpI->hpBuf; 
hpTIndex fpT->hpListIndex; 
hpIIndex fpI->hpListIndex; 
if(!fpLock I I !hpTBuf I I !hpIBuf I I !hpTlndex I I !hpIlndex) ( 

MessageBox(NULL, "fpLock, hpTBuf, hpIBuf, hpTlndex, or hplIndex 
Failed","dUpdateLists", MB OK); 

GlobalFree(hTempLock); -
return(O); 

} 
TCount = fpT->ICount; 
ICount = fpI->ICount; 
TBufSize = fpT->IBufferLines; 
IBufSize = fpI->IBufferLines; 

if(!i && !fpLock[O) .ITime) 

} 

GloQalUnlock(hLock); 
II Leaving dUpdateLocks - no locks and no changes 
GlobaIFree(hTempLock); 
return(O); II no locks and no changes 

else if(!i && fpLock[O) .1Time) ( 
II lock file empty but old locks need to be removed 
fpLock[O) .ITime = 0; 
GlobalUnlock(hLock); 
Count = 1; 
IStartNode = 1; 
while(IStartNode) ( 

if(Count > TCount I I IStartNode > TBufSize) ( 
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FileMsg(l, "dUpdateLocks - Incremented Text List too far", 
0) ; 

} 

GlobaIFree(hTempLock); 
return(O); 

} 
else if (Count < 1) ( 

} 

FileMsg(l, "dUpdateLocks - Count < 1", 0); 
GlobaIFree(hTempLock); 
return(O); 

hpTBuf[IStartNode) .BitFlags &= UNLOCKED; 
IStartNode = hpTBuf[lStartNode) .INext; 
Count++; 

Count = 1; 
lStartNode = 1; 
while (IStartNode) ( 

if(Count > ICount I I IStartNode > IBufSize) { 
FileMsg(l, "dUpdateLocks - Incremented Index List too far", 



} 

) 

} 

0) ; 
GlobalFree(hTempLock); 
return(O); 

else if(Count < 1) ( 

) 

FileMsg(l, "dUpdateLocks - Count < 1", 0); 
GlobalFree(hTempLock); 
return(O); 

hpIBuf[lStartNode].BitFlags &= UNLOCKED; 
lStartNode = hpIBuf[lStartNode] .lNext; 
Count++; 

II Leaving dUpdateLocks - file empty, removed old locks 
GlobalFree(hTempLock); 
return(l); 
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else ( 
II find out if any locks were changed from last time 
for(k=O; fpLock[k] .lTime != 0; k++) ( 

} 

if(k > 49) ( 
FileMsg(l, "fpLock[k) .1Time not re-set to zero", 0); 
fpLock[O) .lTime = 0; 
GlobalUnlock(hLock); 
GlobalFree(hTempLock); 
return(O); 

if(k != i) { 

} 

II lock state is different from last time checked 
II found a new lock from a user not previously in the file 
goto UpdateLocks; 

for(j=O; j<i; j++) ( II j increments through Lock and szLockName 
if(j > 49) ( 

} 

FileMsg(l, "Incremented to far through Lock", 0); 
fpLock[O) .lTime = 0; 
GlobalUnlock(hLock); 
return(O); 

dFound = 0; 
for(k=O; fpLock[k).lTime; k++) ( II k goes through fpLock 

if(lstrcmpi((LPSTR)szLockName[j), 
(LPSTR)fpLock[k).szUsername)==O){ 

if(fpLock[k) .lTime != fpTempLock[k) .1Time) 

) 

II dUpdateLocks - locks were changed 
goto UpdateLocks; 

} 
dFound = 1; 
break; 

) II finished checking current (j) position for locks 
if (!dFound) { 

} 

II found a new lock from a user not previously in the file 
goto UpdateLocks; 

) II end for(j=O; j<i; j++) 
GlobalUnlock(hLock); II current locks are the same as past locks 
GlobalFree(hTempLock) ; 
return(O); 



UpdateLocks: 
IIFileMsg(l, "dUpdateLocks - beginning to UpdateLocks:",0) : 
II first copy current lock file to past state 
for(k=O: k<i: k++) ( 

fpLock[k) .ITime = fpTempLock[k) .ITime: 
Istrcpy((LPSTR)fpLock[k).szUsername, (LPSTR)szLockName[k)): 
H(k> 49) { 

FileMsg (1, 
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"Incremented to far through fpLock copying current state", 

) 

0) : 
fpLock[O).ITime = 0: 
GlobaIUnlock(hLock): 
GlobaIFree(hTempLock): 
return(O): 

fpLock[k).lTime = 0: 

II now clear all past locks 
Count = I: 
IStartNode = I: 
while(IStartNode) ( 

) 

if(Count > TCount I I lStartNode > TBufSize) ( 

) 

FileMsg(l, "Count> TCount I I IStartNode > TBufSize", 0): 
fpLock[O) .ITime = 0: 
GlobalUnlock(hLock); 
GlobaIFree(hTempLock); 
return(O) : 

hpTBuf[IStartNode) .BitFlags &= UNLOCKED; 
IStartNode = hpTBuf[lStartNode) .INext: 
Count++; 

Count = 1; 
IStartNode = I: 
while(IStartNode) ( 

if(Count>ICount I I lStartNode>IBufSize) { 

) 

FileMsg(l, "Count>ICount I I IStartNode>IBufSize", 0); 
fpLock[O) .ITime = 0; 
GlobaIUnlock(hLock); 
GlobaIFree(hTempLock): 
return(O): 

hpIBuf[IStartNode) .BitFlags &= UNLOCKED; 
IStartNode = hpIBuf[IStartNode).INext: 
Count++; 

II next update locks in the lists 
for (k=O; k<i; k++) { I I start at the changed locks 

IStartNode = fpTempLock[k).lStart: 
IEndNode = fpTempLock[k).IEnd: 
Count = 1; 
while(IStartNode != IEndNode && IStartNode) ( 

if(IStartNode<l I I Count>TCount I I IStartNode>TBufSize) 
FileMsg(l, "IStartNode<l I I Count>TCount I I 

lStartNode>TBufSize", 0): 
fpLock[O).ITime = 0: 



} 

i 

GlobalUnlock(hLock); 
GlobalFree(hTempLock) ; 
return(O); 

hpTBuf[lStartNode) .BitFlags 1= LOCKED; 
if(hpTBuf[lStartNode).lT1) ( 

) 

if (hpTBuf[lStartNodej .1T1 > 1BufSize) ( 
FileMsg(l,"hpTBuf[lStartNode) .1T1>1BufSize",0); 
fpLock[Oj .1Time = 0; 
GlobalUnlock(hLock); 
GlobalFree(hTempLock); 
return(O); 

) 
hp1Buf[hpTBuf[lStartNode) .1T1) .BitFlags 1= LOCKED; 

lStartNode = hpTBuf[lStartNodej .1Next; 
Count++; 

if(lStartNode>O) ( 
if (lStartNode>TBufSize) ( 

} 

FileMsg(l, "lStartNode>TBufSize", 0); 
fpLock[O).lTime = 0; 
GlobalUnlock(hLock); 
GlobalFree(hTempLock); 
return(O); 

hpTBuf[lStartNode) .BitFlags 1= LOCKED; 
if(hpTBuf[lStartNode) .1T1) I 

if(hpTBuf[lStartNode) .1T1 > 1BufSize) ( 
FileMsg(l,"hpTBuf[lStartNode) .1T1>1BufSize",0); 
fpLock[O) .1Time = 0; 
GlobalUnlock(hLock); 
GlobalFree(hTempLock) ; 
return(O); 

) 
hp1Buf[hpTBuf[lStartNode).lT1) .BitFlags 1= LOCKED; 

} 
GlobalUnlock(hLock); 
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//FileMsg(l, "Leaving dUpdateLocks - updated the changed locks", 0); 
GlobalFree(hTempLock); 
return(l); 

HANDLE FAR PASCAL hlnitLock(void) 
( 

HANDLE hLock; 

hLock = GlobalAlloc(GHND, sizeof(LOCK)*50); 
if ( ! hLock) ( 

MessageBox(NULL, "Out of memory allocating hLock", NULL, MB_OK); 
return(O); 

} 
return(hLock); 



C.4 FILE LOCKING MODULE 

int FAR PASCAL dLockFile(HANDLE 
HANDLE 
HANDLE 
HANDLE 
HANDLE 
long 
long 

fpFILE fPi 
fpLINKLIST fpTi 
unsigned char szBuf[60ji 
unsigned char szLineln[60ji 
char szLineln2[60ji 
char szUsername[20ji 
LPSTR IpUserNamei 
LPSTR IpFilenamei 

hText, 
hlndex, 
hDocFile, 
hLockFile, 
hLock, 
lStartRecord, 
lEnciRecord) 

long 11, 12, lStart, lEnd, lFileSizei 
unsigned int dLowerBytes, dUpperBytesi 
int dNumberTrys = Oi 
int i, j, k, dReti 
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if(hText<l I I hlndex<l I I hDocFile<l I I hLockFile<l I I hLock<l) { 
MessageBox(NULL, "Error in hText, hlndex, hDocFile, hLockFile, or 

hLock", "dLockFile", MB_OK)i 
return(O)i 

fpT = (fpLINKLIST) GlobalLock(hText)i 
if ( ! fpT) { 

MessageBox(NULL, "Failed locking hText","dLockFile", MB_OK)i 
return(O)i 

if(lStartRecord>fpT->lCount I I lStartRecord<l) { 
MessageBox(NULL, "lStartRecord is out of limits!","dLockFile", 

MB_OK) i 
return(O)i 

if(lEndRecord>fpT->lCount I I lEndRecord<l I I 

lEndRecord<lStartRecord) { 
MessageBox(NULL, "lEndRecord is out of limits!", "dLockFile", 

MB_OK) i 
return (0) i 

fp = (fpFILE) GlobalLock(hLockFile)i 
if(! fp) { 

} 

MessageBox(NULL, "Failed locking hLockFile", "dLockFile", MB_OK)i 
return(O)i 

IpFilename = GlobalLock(fp->hFilename)i 
if(!lpFilename) { 

MessageBox(NULL, "Unable to lock fp->hFilename", "dWriteToFile", 
MB OK) i 

GlobalUnlock(nLockFile)i 
return(O)i 



II first three bytes represent start node 
lStart = lFindNodeNumber(lStartRecord, hText); 
if(lStart < 1) ( 

FileMsg(l, "dLockFile - lStart < 1", 0); 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
return(O): 

II preface each byte by a number indicating its position in the 
I I buffer 
II use later when reading to ensure the read is not garbled 
for(i=O: i<SO: i++) szBuf[i) = (unsigned char)i: 

(int) lStart: dLowerBytes 
szBuf[l) 
szBuf(3) 
dLowerBytes 
szBuf[S) 

= (unsigned char) (lStart» 16): 
(unsigned char) (dLowerBytes » 8): 
dLowerBytes « 8: 
(unsigned char) (dLowerBytes » 8): 

II next three bytes represent end node 
lEnd ='lFindNodeNumber(lEndRecord, hText): 
if(lEnd < 1) ( 

) 

FileMsg(l, "dLockFile - lEnd < 1", 0): 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile): 
return(O): 

else if(lEnd > fpT->lBufferLines) ( 
FileMsg(l, "dLockFile - lEnd> fpT->lBufferLines", 0): 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile): 
return(O): 

(int) lEnd: 
) 
dLowerBytes 
szBuf[7) 
szBuf(9) 
dLowerBytes 
szBuf[ll) 

(unsigned char) (lEnd» 16): 
(unsigned char) (dLowerBytes » 8): 
dLowerBytes « 8: 

= (unsigned char) (dLowerBytes » 8): 

II next 4 bytes represent the system time 
time (&startL) ; 
dLowerBytes = (int) startL: 
dUpperBytes = (int) (startL» 16): 

szBuf[13) = (unsigned char) (dUpperBytes 
dUpperBytes = dUpperBytes « 8: 
szBuf[lS) (unsigned char) (dUpperBytes 

szBufP7) = (unsigned char) (dLowerBytes 
dLowerBytes = dLowerBytes « 8: 
szBuf[19) = (unsigned char) (dLowerBytes 

lpUserName = GlobalLock(fp->hUsername): 
if ( ! lpUserName) ( 

GlobalUnlock(fp->hFilename): 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile): 

» 8) : 

» 8) : 

» 8) : 

» 8) : 

MessageBox(NULL, "Unable to lock fp->hUsername", "dLockFile", 
MB_OK) : 

return(O): 

II remainder of line is the username 
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i = 21; 
for(j=O;lpUserName[jj !='\O'&&lpUserName[jj !=' '&&i<50&&j<11;j++,i+=2) 

{ 
szBuf[ij = lpUserName[jj; 
szUsername[jj = lpUserName[jj; 

} 
forI ; j<l1; j++) szUsername[jj = , '; 
sZUsername[jj = '\0'; 

if(lstrcmpi (szUsername, "Sess ionLdr ") != 0) 
if(!dDeleteLockEntry(hText,hlndex,hLockFile,hLock)) return(O); 

for(j=11; j<15; j++) szUsername[jj 
szUsername[jj = '\0'; 

forI ; i<50; i+=2) szBuf[ij 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hUsername); 

if(!dLockFlag(lpFilename)) { 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 

, ,. , 

, ,. , 

FileMsg(l, "Leaving dLockFile - Failed dLockFlag Failed", 0); 
return (0); 

II set filepointer to end of the file 
if( llseek(fp->hFile, OL, 2) == -1) ( 

'vUnlockFlag(lpFilename); 
GlooalUnlock(fp->hFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
MessageBox(NULL, "File Seek error", "dLockFile", MB_OK); 
return(O) ; 

II now have current start and end node for locking, and are ready 
II to write the info to the lock file - can simply append to the lock 
II file since old locks from this user are taken care of elsewhere 
if( lwrite(fp->hFile, szBuf, 50) == -1) { 

} 

vUnlockFlag(lpFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
MessageBox(NULL, "Failed to write lock", "dLockFile", MB_OK); 
return(O); 

lFileSize = filelength(fp->hFile); 

II see if someone locked any of the lines between lStartNode and 
lEndNode, 

II while you were writing your lock if so, don't grant the locks and 
II return 2 do this by re-reading the lock file and looking for 

conflicts 
TryAgain: 

fp->dNotFirstR = 0; 

k=O; 
for (;;) { 

I I read a line 
dRet = dRead (hLockFile, (LPSTR) szLineln, 50); 
Ilitoa(dRet, szTemp, 10); 
I Ilstrcat ((LPSTR) szTemp, (LPSTR) II returned from dRead in 
I I dLockFile") ; 



IIFileMsg(l, (LPSTR)szTemp, 0): 
if(dRet < 0) break: 

IIFileMsg(l, (LPSTR)szLineln, 50); 

II check for proper order of bytes 
for (i=O; i<50; i+=2) { 

if (szLineln [i) != (unsigned char) i) 
II garbled read! 
FileMsg(l, "Garbled read in dLockFile", 0): 
if(dNumberTrys > 3) goto Failed; 
vPause(0.3); 
dNumberTrys++; 
goto TryAgain; 

for(i=21,j=0; i<50; j++,i+=2) 
szLineln2[j) = szLineln[i): 

szLineln2[j) = '\0': 
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if (lstrcmpi ( (LPSTR) szUsername, (LPSTR) szLineln2) 0) continue; 

11 (long) szLineln[I); 
12 (long) szLineln[3); 
11 11« 16; 
12 12« 8; 
lStart = 11 + 12 + (long) szLineln[5): 

11 (long) sZLineln[7): 
12 = (long) szLineln[9); 
11 = 11 « 16; 
12 = 12 « 8; 
lEnd = 11 + 12 + (long) szLineln[II): 

II always lock by hText node number 
lStart = IFindLineNumber(lStart, 0, hText): 
lEnd = IFindLineNumber(lEnd, 0, hText); 

if ((lStartRecord >= lStart && lStartRecord <= lEnd) I I 
(lEndRecord >= lStart && lEndRecord <= lEnd) II 
(lStartRecord < lStart && lEndRecord > lEnd)) { 
go to Failed: 

} 
k++: 
if(k > 50) { 

FileMsg(I,"read more than 50 entries in lockfile in 
dLockFile", 0); 

goto Failed: 

} 
vUnlockFlag(lpFilename): 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile): 
IIFileMsg{l, "Leaving dLockFile - Succeeded Locking!", 0): 
return (1) : 

Failed: 
vUnlockFlag{lpFilename): 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hFilename): 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 



dDeleteLockEntry(hText,hlndex,hLockFile,hLock); 
FileMsg(l, "Leaving dLockFile - Failed Locking!", 0); 
return(2); 

int FAR PASCAL dDeleteLockEntry(HANDLE 
HANDLE 
HANDLE 
HANDLE 

fpFILE fp; 

hText, 
hlndex, 
hLockFile, 
hLock) 

HANDLE hNull = 0; II use hLockFile->hFile, not hFileLock 
HANDLE hBuf; 
LPSTR IpFilename; 
LPSTR IpBuf; 
unsigned char szLineln[130j; 
char szLineln2[130j; 
char szTempname[30j; 
LPSTR IpUserName; 
long IFileSize; 
int dNumberTrys = 0; 
int i, j, k, dRet; 

fp = (fpFILE) GlobalLock(hLockFile); 
if( !fp) ( 
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MessageBox(NULL, "Failed locking hLockFile", "dDeleteLockEntry", 
MB_OK) ; 

return(O) ; 

hBuf = GlobalAlloc(GHND, 4048); 
if(!hBuf) ( 

GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
MessageBox(NULL, "Out of memory", "dDeleteLockEntry", MB_OK); 
return(O); 

IpBuf ~ GlobalLock(hBuf); 
if ( ! lpBuf) ( 

GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
hBuf = GlobalFree(hBuf); 
MessageBox(NULL, "Failed locking hBuf", "dDeleteLockEntry", 

MB_OK) ; 
ret\.)rn (0); 

IpUserName = GlobalLock(fp->hUsername); 
if(!lpUserName) ( 

GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
MessageBox(NULL,"Failed locking 

fp->hUsername","dDeleteLockEntry",MB OK); 
return(O); -

lstrcpy((LPSTR)szTempname, IpUserName); 
for(i=O; szTempname[ij && szTempname[ij != ' '; i++); 
szTempname[ij = '\0'; 
IpFilename = GlobalLock(fp->hFilename); 
if ( ! IpFilename) ( 

MessageBox(NULL, "Unable to lock fp->hFilename", "dWriteToFile", 



) 

MB OK); 
GlobaIUnlock(nLockFile); 
return(O); 

if(!dLockFlag(lpFilename)) ( 
GlobaIUnlock(hLockFile); 
FileMsg(l, "Failed dLockFlag in dDeleteLockEntry", 0); 
return(O); 

TryAgain: 
fp->dNotFirstR = 0; 

IIFileMsg(l, "dDeleteLockEntry - About to read lock file", 0); 

k=O; 
while (1) { 

I I read a line 
dRet = dRead (hLockFile, (LPSTR) szLineln, 50); 
Ilitoa(dRet, szTemp, 10); 
IIIstrcat((LPSTR)szTemp, (LPSTR)" returned from dRead in 
II dDeleteLockEntry"); 
IIFileMsg(l, (LPSTR)szTemp, 0): 
if(dRet < 0) break: 

I IFileMsg (1, (LPSTR) szLineln, 50); 

II check for proper order of bytes 
for(i=O: i<50: i+=2) ( 

} 

if(szLineln[i) != (unsigned char)i) 
II garbled read! 
FileMsg(l, "Garbled read in dDeleteLockEntry", 0): 
if(dNumberTrys > 3) ( 

} 

vUnlockFlag(lpFilename): 
GlobaIUnlock(fp->hFilename): 
GlobaIUnlock(fp->hUsername); 
GlobaIUnlock(hLockFile): 
GlobaIUnlock(hBuf): 
hBuf = GlobaIFree(hBuf); 
MessageBox(NULL, "All Reads were Garbled", 

"dDeleteLockEntry",MB_OK); 
return(O): 

vPause(0.3): 
dNumberTrys++: 
goto TryAgain: 

for(i=21,j=0: i<50, s:!Lineln[i) != , ': j++,i+=2) 
szLineln2[j) = szLineln[i); 

szLineln2[j] = '\0'; 

if(lstrcmpi(szTempname, (LPSTR)szLineln2) == 0) continue: 

if(!k) forI ; k<50; k++) IpBuf[k) = szLineln[k): 
else for(j=O; j<50: j++,k++) IpBuf[k) = szLineln[j); 

IIFileMsg(l, "dDeleteLockEntry - Finished reading lock file", 0); 
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II set filepointer to beginning of file 
if( 11seek(fp->hFile, OL, 0) == -1) ( 

vUnlockFlag(lpFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hUsername); 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
MessageBox(NULL, "llseek failed to reset to file beginning", 

"dDeleteLockEntry", MB OK); 
GlobalUnlock(hBuf); -
hBuf = GlobalFree(hBuf); 
FileMsg(l, "Leaving - dDeleteLockEntry - llseek failed", 0); 
return(O); -

if( lwrite(fp->hFile, lpBuf, k) -1) { 
vUnlockFlag(lpFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hUsername); 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
MessageBox(NULL, "lwrite failed", "dDeleteLockEntry", MB_OK); 
GlobalUnlock(hBuf); 
hBuf = GlobalFree(hBuf); 
FileMsg(l, "Leaving - dDeleteLockEntry - lwrite failed", 0); 
return(O); 

} 
lFileSize = filelength(fp->hFile); 
chsize/fp->hFile, k); 
IFileSize = filelength(fp->hFile) i 
vUnlockFlag(lpFilename)i 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hFilename)i 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hUsername)i 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
GlobalUnlock(hBuf); 
hBuf = GlobalFree(hBuf); 
return(l)i 

int FAR PASCAL dDeleteLdrLock(long lTopLine, 

fpFILE fPi 

HANDLE hText, 
HANDLE hIndex, 
HANDLE hLockFile, 
HANDLE hLock) 

HANDLE hNull = Oi II use hLockFile->hFile, not hFileLock 
HANDLE hBuf; 
LPSTR IpFilename; 
LPSTR lpBuf; 
unsigned char szLineln[130j; 
char szLineln2[130ji 
char szTempname[30ji 
LPSTR IpUserName; 
long IFileSize, 11, 12, IToPi 
int dNumberTrys = Oi 
int i, j, k, dRet; 

fp = (fpFILE) GlobalLock(hLockFile)i 
if(! fp) { 

MessageBox(NULL, "Failed locking hLockFile", "dDeleteLdrLock", 
MB_OK) i 
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return(O); 

hBuf = GlobalAlloc(GHND, 4048); 
if (!hBuf) ( 

GlobalUnlock(hLockFile): 
MessageBox(NULL, "Out of memory", "dDeleteLdrLock", MB_OK); 
return(O): 

lpBuf = GlobalLock(hBuf); 
if ( ! lpBuf) ( 

GlobalUnlock(hLockFile): 
hBuf = GlobalFree(hBuf): 
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MessageBox(NULL, "Failed locking hBuf", "dDeleteLdrLock", MB_OK); 
return(O): 

lpUserName = GlobalLock(fp->hUsername); 
if(!lpUserName) ( 

GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
MessageBox(NULL,"Failed locking 

fp->hUsername","dDeleteLdrLock",MB_OK); 
return(O); 

lstrcpy((LPSTR)szTempname, lpUserName): 
for(i=O; szTempname[il && szTempname[il != ' '; i++); 
szTempname[il = '\0'; 
lpFilename = GlobalLock(fp->hFilename); 
if ( ! lpFilename) ( 

} 

MessageBox(NULL, "Unable to lock fp->hFilename", "dWriteToFile", 
MB OK); 

GlobalUnlock(fiLockFile); 
return(O); 

if(!dLockFlag(lpFilename)) ( 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
FileMsg(I, "Failed dLockFlag in dDeleteLdrLock", 0); 
return(O): 

TryAgain: 
fp->dNotFirstR 0: 

k=O: 
while (1) { 

II read a line 
dRet = dRead (hLockFile, (LPSTR) szLineln, 50): 
if(dRet < 0) break: 

II check for proper order of bytes 
for (i=O: i<50; i+=2) ( 

if (szLineln til ! = (unsigned char) i) 
II garbled read! 
FileMsg(l, "Garbled read in dDeleteLdrLock", 0): 
if(dNumberTrys > 3) ( 

vUnlockFlag(lpFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hUsername); 



GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
GlobalUnlock(hBuf); 
hBuf = GlobalFree(hBuf); 
MessageBox(NULL, "All Reads were Garbled", 

"dDeleteLdrLock",MB_OK); 

) 

return(O); 
) 
vPause(0.3); 
dNumberTrys++; 
goto TryAgain; 

for(i=21,j=0; i<SO, szLineln[i) != , '; j++,i+=2) 
szLineln2[j) = szLineln[i); 

szLineln2[j) = '\0'; 

if (lstrcmpi (szTempname, (LPSTR) szLineln2) 0) ( 
11 (long) szLineln[l); 
12 (long) szLineln(3); 
11 11 « 16; 
12 12 « 8; 
ITop 11 + 12 + (long) szLineln[S); 
if(lTop == ITopLine) continue; 

if(!k) fori ; k<SO; k++) 
else for(j=O; j<50; j++,k++) 

IpBuf [k) 
IpBuf[k) 

II set filepointer to beginning of file 
if( llseek(fp->hFile, OL, 0) == -1) ( 

vUnlockFlag(lpFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hFilename); 
GlobalUn1ock(fp->hUsername); 
GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 

szLineln [k) ; 
szLineln[j); 

MessageBox(NULL, "llseek failed to reset to file beginning", 
"dDe1eteLdrLock", MB_OK); 

GlobalUnlock(hBuf); 
hBuf = GlobalFree(hBuf); 
FileMsg(l, "Leaving - dDeleteLdrLock - llseek failed", 0); 
return (0) ; 

if( lwrite(fp->hFile, IpBuf, k) -1) ( 

) 

vUnlockFlag(lpFilename); 
GlobalUn1ock(fp->hFilename) ; 
GlobalUn1ock(fp->hUsername); 
GlobalUn1ock(hLockFile); 
MessageBox(NULL, "lwrite failed", "dDeleteLdrLock", MB_OK); 
GlobalUnlock(hBuf); 
hBuf = GlobalFree(hBuf); 
FileMsg(l, "Leaving - dDeleteLdrLock - lwrite failed", 0); 
return(O); 

IFileSize = filelength(fp->hFile); 
chsize(fp->hFile, k); 
IFileSize = filelength(fp->hFile); 
vUnlockFlag(lpFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hFilename); 
GlobalUnlock(fp->hUsername); 
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GlobalUnlock(hLockFile); 
GlobalUnlock(hBuf); 
hBuf = GlobalFree(hBuf); 
return(l); 

char szLocked[130]; 
char szUnlocked[130]; 

int dLockFlag(LPSTR IpFilename) 
{ 

HANDLE hFile; 
OFSTRUCT of; 
double total; 

while(l) { 
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IIFileMsg(l, "About to try renaming from unlocked to locked", 0); 
if(rename(szUnlocked, sZLocked) == 0) { 

) 

IIFileMsg(l, (LPSTR) "Leaving vLockFlag - Succeeded!", 0); 
time (&startF) ; 
startF = 0; 
return(l); II succeeded 

if ( ! startF) { 
time (&startF) ; 
endF = startF; 

) 
total = difftime(endF, startF); 
if (total> 5) { 

II try to recover 
if(rename(szLocked, szUnlocked) 0) { 

0) 

) 

if (rename (szUnlocked, sZLocked) 
FileMsg (1, 
"Leaving vLockFlag - renamed to recover - Succeeded!",O); 
startF = 0; 
return(l); 

if(rename(szUnlocked, szLocked) == 0) { 

) 

FileMsg(l, "Leaving dLockFlag - 2 - Succeeded", 0); 
startF = 0; 
return ( 1) ; 

else { 
II assume the worst and try to create a new lock file 
remove(szUnlocked); 
hFile = OpenFile(szLocked, &of, 

OF CREATEIOF READWRITEIOF SHARE DENY NONE); 
if(hFile != -1) { - - - - -

) 

FileMsg(l, "Leaving dLockFlag - created new file", 0); 
startF = 0; 
return(l); 

else { 
II utter failure, sigh ... 
FileMsg(l, "Leaving dLockFlag - Total Failure", 0); 
MessageBox(NULL, "Failed creating lockflag file", NULL, 

MB OK); 
startF = 0; -
return(O); 
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} 
IIFileMsg(NULL, "Failure renaming lockflag - will try again", 0); 
vPause(0.3); 
time (&endF) ; 

void vunlockFlag(LPSTR lpFilename) 
{ 

HANDLE hFile; 
OFSTRUCT of; 

if(rename(szLocked, szUnlocked)) ( 
FileMsg(I,"Failed Unlocking in vUnlockFlag",O); 
if (remove (szLocked) != 0) 

} 

FileMsg(l, "Also failed deleting the lockflag file", 0); 
hFile = OpenFile(szUnlocked, &of, 

OF CREATEIOF READWRITEIOF SHARE DENY NONE); 
if(hFile == -1) { - - --

} 

II utter failure, sigh ... 
FileMsg(l, "Utter Failure Creating new LockFlag File in 

remove",O); 
MessageBox(NULL, "Failed creating lockflag file", NULL, MB_OK); 

lclose (hFile); 
time(&startL); 
Itoa(startL, szTemp, 10); 
strcat(szTemp,"Leaving vUnlockFlag - created new szUnlocked 

file"); 
FileMsg(l, (LPSTR)szTemp, 0); 
FileMsg(I, (LPSTR)szUnlocked, 0); 
return; 

else { 
time (&startL); 
Illtoa(startL, szTemp, 10); 
Ilstrcat(szTemp, "Leaving vUnlockFlag - Succeeded"); 
/I FileMsg (1, (LPSTR)szTemp, 0); 
IIFileMsg(l, (tPSTR)szUnlocJ.:ed, 0); 
return; 
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